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            The evolutionary success of Insecta has been attributed largely to the development of 
efficient means of motility: flight powered by muscle architecture harboring a largely conserved 
yet tunable system of power relay. The indirect flight muscle (IFM) of Drosophila melanogaster 
is a well-studied model for dissection of the structural and mechanical means by which muscle 
operates and evolves. Striated muscle, conserved throughout Animalia, is demarcated by an 
ordered array of thick- and thin-filaments prominently composed of the proteins myosin and 
actin. Flightin (fln) is a myosin binding thick filament protein essential for IFM stability, structure 
and function. The manner by which fln contacts myosin and relevance of its highly conserved 
domain (WYR) has not been fully elucidated. This dissertation presents the culmination of an 
effort to elucidate fln’s role in the thick filament and the nature and involvement of the novel 
WYR domain. Cardiac myosin binding protein-C (cMyBP-C), exclusive to vertebrates, and fln, 
exclusive to Pancrustacea bind a common site in the light meromyosin (LMM) region of myosin 
and have been hypothesized to have partially overlapping functions within the thick filament. To 
evaluate this, IFM sarcomeres and thick filaments from D. melanogaster mutant and transgenic 
strains with and without additional cMyBP-C expression were examined by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), respectively. cMyBP-C, like fln, is 
found to influence sarcomere length and contribute to thick filament flexural rigidity. This 
suggests a shared influence on thick filament properties though cMyBP-C did not fully rescue the 
fln0 phenotype. Adding depth to the fln-LMM relationship, we examined the structure and 
function of WYR. The structure of WYR, determined by circular dichroism (CD), is mostly 
aperiodic, with 30% antiparallel β content. A putative model of WYR secondary structure is 
presented, derived from CD findings and interpreted on the basis of WYR’s primary sequence 
and the potential contributions of its aromatic and polar residue electronic state transitions. 
Employing both cosedimentation and CD, we find that WYR binds the LMM and induces 
structural change. The WYR-LMM structure depict the LMM as decreasing in ɑ-helical nature 
and increasing in coiled-coil character and sedimentation assays demonstrate increased 
prevalence of macroscopic assemblies upon the association. Data from a structural study of the 
waterbug IFM thick filament was processed to reveal fln association to regions depicting coiled-
coil unwinding. The portions of the LMM interfacing with fln were associated to the myosin 
sequence, revealing specific amino acids over which fln is in close proximity. We identify five 
interfaces, one of which is heptad mapped and reveals an LMM binding region shared between 
fln and cMyBP-C. Given the importance of fln to IFM function and the conservation of the WYR 
domain through Pancrustacea, the convergent effects of fln and cMyBP-C along with LMM 
structural change induced by WYR presents a positional and structural basis over which the thick 
filament experiences context-dependent tuning. Our findings depict fln as a cinch connecting 
multiple myosin dimers via the LMM, and support its intimate involvement in thick filament 
assembly. This work describes WYR on a multiscale, considering the nanoscopic mechanisms 
that underpin macroscopic biological phenomena. WYR is an important agent by which structural 
and mechanical adaptations are incorporated into the IFM hierarchy, relevant to the rise of flight 
within Insecta. Further dissection of WYR’s function and relationship to the LMM should 
provide insight pertinent to the scaling of mechanical processes by structural design and have 
bearing in studies beyond the IFM and insect adaptation. 








Material from this dissertation has been published in the following form: 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The aim of this review is to describe how muscle function, in the context of striated 
muscle hierarchy, is sensitively tuned within Arthropoda by means of the small protein 
flightin, where flightin fits in to the innovation of stretch activation, and what next steps 
are needed to bring this picture a step further. Understanding of the thick filament near-
crystalline ultrastructure and non-linear viscoelastic properties has reached a new level in 
the past few years [1-5]. This raises new opportunities to elucidate the complex 
coordinated structural and mechanical triggers, stops, and shifts necessary for unabated 
success of stretch-activated muscle function of which flightin plays a major role. 
 
This review will also relate flightin to the initial development of the sarcomere, its 
capacity in regards to understanding mammalian muscle pathologies and its 
changing/adaptable behavior from an ecological perspective. There has been extensive 
research on the cohesive components of the sarcomere and reviews exist for the 
evaluation of sarcomere function as a whole [6-9], the role of the Z-disc [10] and M-band 
[11], along with some reviews much more specifically targeting the thick [12, 13] and 
thin filament [14, 15], or major non-myosin constituents such as titin/sallimus [16-18] 
and obscurin [19]. There are a number of other good reviews on muscle development, 
regeneration and maintenance, including the mechanical properties involved [20-25], and 
a few recent publications on the use of invertebrates, such as Drosophila, as models for 





Universally, muscle is defined, in part, by the presence of myosin-containing thick 
filaments that are necessary for the functionality of the tissue as a whole. The thick 
filaments and their interacting components are varied between muscle types and between 
organisms as a way of tuning the biomechanical properties to suit the organisms’ 
functional needs. The sarcomere is the basic conserved structural unit of contraction 
whereupon interdigitating myosin thick filaments and actin thin filaments engage with 
accessory proteins to fulfill the dynamic needs of the muscle as a whole. 
 
During muscle maturation, the myofibrils develop characteristic sarcomeric units whose 
structure is dictated by actin and myosin content as well as early-expressing accessory 
proteins. The character and quantity of the accessory proteins change along with muscle 
development and continue to play a role in modification, and maintenance, of contractile 
properties. While there is a wide familiarity with the basic components of muscle tissue, 
details regarding integral accessory proteins are still coming to light. 
 
Invertebrates make up more than 95% of animal species with insects representing 80% of 
all animal species and 60% of all known species of living organisms [30, 31]. As more 
than half of all characterized species are within Insecta, there are many hypotheses as to 
why such richness in diversity developed, many of which implicate the development of 




motile properties of these organisms. This permitted increased accessibility to food 
sources, dispersal, predator evasion, and reproductive specialization. 
 
Insect flight muscles are highly variable, multi-functional and possess the highest power 
outputs among all kinds of muscle. They are capable of functioning at very high 
contraction rates (>1000Hz) and represent a substantial metabolic investment by the 
organism. This is due to the energetic demands of flight itself but the flight muscle also 
serves various additional functions, including playing a major role in courtship [35, 36]. 
The highly-ordered indirect flight muscle (IFM) of Drosophila melanogaster has been 
instrumental in elucidating the molecular basis of these functions and has proven an 
excellent venue for examining flight muscle ultrastructure and molecular composition 
[37].  
 




The basic sarcomere structure is conserved in striated muscle across both vertebrates and 
invertebrates and all contain strategically arranged interdigitating myosin thick filaments 
and actin thin filaments (Fig 1-1). The full sarcomere is viewed from Z-disc to Z-disc in 
which the Z-disc is an area of high density containing alpha-actinin and other proteins 
that anchor the thin filaments. Immediately adjacent to the Z-discs are regions known as 




sarcomere, the thick and thin filaments overlap in a region denoted as the “A band”. In 
the middle of the “A band” is the M-line which is an anchoring point for the thick 
filaments. Flanking the M-line, is the H-zone where thick filaments exist without overlap 
with the thin filaments. 
 
The repeating sarcomeric units, all in parallel, along a myofibril permits the amplification 
of force generation along the filament axis that ultimately correlates to the whole function 
of the muscle fiber. The sliding filament theory, in which the simultaneous hydrolysis of 
ATP on the myosin motor along with regulated exposure of the actin binding site, 
represents the conserved contraction mechanism among all striated muscle. Sarcomere 
structure is tightly linked to muscle function; defects in proteins dictating sarcomere 
formation and stability are associated with many disease states that influence full body 
function [38-40].  
 
Sarcomere structure is dictated largely by myosin and actin associating proteins that give 
rise to the classical striated pattern. Spanning the sarcomere is titin or other members of 
the titin family: D-titin/sallimus, kettin, and projectin. In the M line, myomesin, M-
protein, obscurin and other proteins crosslink antiparallel myosin rods, interact with each 
other and are involved in enzyme recruitment [41, 42]. The Z-disc is formed by 
interactions between alpha-actinin, Sallimus, and Zasp52 [43-47]. While not all of these 
proteins retain the exact same function across all muscle, modulators of the sarcomere 




and giant titin-like proteins [52, 53] are functionally conserved in all vertebrate and 
invertebrate striated muscle.  
 
The sarcomere through evolution 
 
Evidence of sarcomeres have been found beyond Metazoa. Cnidaria is believed to be the 
earliest phylum exhibiting muscle cells with identifiable sarcomeres. The existence of 
muscle cells is one of the morphological traits that unite Ctenophores with Tripoblasts 
and their presence in Cnidaria has supported Cnidaria as a sister phylum to Tripoblasts 
[54]. The earliest fossil believed to contain muscle is the Cnidarian Haootia quadriformis 
[55]. While most muscle within Cnidaria is smooth, striated muscle has been identified in 
hydrozoan medusa [54, 56]. Early Ctenophore muscles lacked an H band, suggesting that 
the cells underwent only one contraction due to an inability to then relax [57]. There is 
still dispute regarding muscle origins for Metazoa and there is growing evidence of 
independent origins for the muscles existent among Cnidaria, Cteniphora, and 
Tripoblastica [54, 58]. 
 
Sarcomere components have been conserved throughout life history. The characteristic 
myosin heavy chain motor proteins existed in unicellular organisms, pre-muscle. In these 
organisms, a duplication of the myosin heavy chain gene resulted in formation of the 
striated isoform (ST-MHC) and smooth/non-muscle isoform (SM-MHC). The Bilaterian 




muscles in Bilaterians are distinctly characterized by the presence of a troponin complex 
(I,C & T) [59, 60]. 
 
Molecular data from evolutionary studies serve to emphasize the importance of specific 
protein components within the sarcomere. Orthologs to actomyosin machinery - 
including actin, myosin II heavy chain, myosin light chain, tropomyosin and calmodulin - 
all predating muscle - have been found to be conserved among metazoans, likely having 
been developed in Holozoa [61, 62]. Within Bilateria, conserved Z-disc components 
include alpha-actinin, Lim and Zasp proteins and giant Titin-related proteins- 
characterized by Immunoglobulin/Fibronectin type III super repeats [62]. 
 
Primitive muscle cells contained an epithelial component but as evolution gave rise to 
more complex organisms, ‘true muscle cells’ appeared and then became further tuned to 
more elaborate functions through compartmentalization. Regulation of electro-chemical 
signals through compartmentalization and tuned protein specificities permits greater 
precision in communication, giving rise to a larger functional repertoire. 
Compartmentalization in the muscle ranges from traditional membrane-bound organelles, 
such as the SR and mitochondria, to dynamic protein-level complexes that can transiently 
utilize other structural components, such as the thick and thin filaments [63-66]. 
 
The context of muscle varies between vertebrates and invertebrates giving rise to 




present in both, but only necessary for sarcomere structure in invertebrates or possessing 
altered function in invertebrates include such proteins as obscurin [67, 68] and Fhos [69]. 
Novel proteins present only in invertebrates that have been found to be integral include 
paramyosin, miniparamyosin, projectin, kettin [52], and flightin [70].  
 
THICK FILAMENT STRUCTURE – VARIATIONS ON A 
THEME 
 
Thick filaments are organized with tightly packed myosin dimers oriented such that the 
globular heads are extended outwards. Thick filaments of vertebrate striated muscles are 
organized such that myosin heads extend in sets of three of tripartite sections and are 
spaced apart by 143 Å; these regions are known as crowns [71]. This axial spacing 
lengthens to ~145 Å upon muscle activation, before tension development. The rod 
diameter is 2 nm and the length of the myosin rod is ~1600 Å, extending through 11 
crowns. Invertebrates possess tightly packed myosin dimers that have a constant crown 
spacing of ~145 Å but great variability in the number of myosin heads associated per 
crown [21, 72]. Vertebrates tend to have shorter thick filaments of ~1.6 µM in length [73-
75] compared to Invertebrates which trend towards longer thick filament lengths along 
with increasing paramyosin content and thick filament diameter [21]. 
 
The thick filament, resultant from the highly conserved MHC within Metazoa, 
coordinates structure and function along with complexes – both dynamic and persistent- 




Drosophila have demonstrated that myosin and actin stoichiometry is important for 
formation of sarcomere width and lengths and double heterozygotes still do not exhibit 
the full WT phenotype [76]. While these mutations causing myosin or actin depletion all 
affect flight muscle function, increased production of myosin and actin do not [77, 78]; 
the sarcomere remains unaffected. This strongly supports stability and assembly of both 
actin and myosin filaments being dependent on the available accessory proteins produced 
only at levels sufficient for the assembly of ‘normal’ sarcomeres. Indeed, importance of 
the stoichiometry of affiliated proteins has been demonstrated [79-81]. 
 
Thick filaments are modulated firstly by expression of various myosin stage- and tissue-
specific isoforms dependent on the muscle type and organism. While many organisms 
have a MHC multigene family from which isoforms are derived [82], Drosophila has one 
MHC gene, with isoforms coming about by alternative RNA splicing [83-85]. 
Replacement of the IFM isoform with the embryonic isoform does not change the 
ultrastructure of the sarcomere in the IFM suggesting that those differences are not 
involved in characteristics that differentiate sarcomere assembly between the two tissues 
(e.g., sarcomere length, myofilament packing) [86]. The embryonic isoform in the 
context of the IFM, however, does show lessened stability that is suspected to be due to 
improper interactions with the thin filament. From this, it appears that the developmental 
differences are brought on by myofilament binding partners rather than intrinsic 





The myosin thick filament plays a major role in defining the properties of the sarcomere 
and a number of MHC point mutations have been found to result in major myopathies 
[87] which have been modelled in Drosophila [28, 88-90]. Mhc9, in which a lysine is 
substituted for a glutamic acid at aa482, was the first missense mutation identified in 
Drosophila MHC gene, which resulted in failure of MHC to accumulate in the IFM 
specifically [91]. Mhc10 similarly prevents myosin accumulation, specifically in the jump 
and indirect flight muscles by preventing use of exon 15a [92]. Use of headless myosin 
mutants [93-96] and myosin rod specific mutants [97, 98] has been instrumental in 
differentiation of phenotypes generated by actomyosin engagement versus effects 
stemming from the light meromyosin (LMM) region that myosin head motors rely upon 
as a highly conserved, indispensable support. Such mutations have allowed study of 
myosin rod binding proteins in both the presence and absence of contractile forces. 
 
The myosin rod is a highly conserved archetype of coiled-coiled structure that directly 
connects to thick filament function [99]. The myosin coiled-coil, produced by 
supercoiling of adjacent α helical myosin rods, exhibits a classic heptad repeat structure 
over which positions 1, “a”, and 4, “d”, form a hydrophobic interface along which the 
helical axis runs. The myosin coiled-coil dimer is further separated into 28-mer zones of 
alternating positive and negative charge [100]. This tertiary structure is known for its 
mechanical rigidity and capability for force sensing and transmission [101]. Deviations 
from the classical heptad repeat, known as ‘staggers’, ‘stutters’, and ‘skips’, result in 




the striated muscle myosin rod of both vertebrates and invertebrates [100, 102]. These 
local distortions, while not negating the overall coiled-coil structure, introduce areas of 
flexibility that are involved with thick filament formation [100] and binding of accessory 
proteins to the myosin rod [103].  
 
Changes in the engagement of the myosin rod by thick filament accessory proteins near 
skip residues play a major role in disease states impacting the sarcomere and scaling to 
whole muscle dysfunction. Residues identified as important for mammalian cardiac 
myosin binding protein-C (cMyBP-C) binding to the rod include aa1554 and aa1581 
[104], which are very close to the third skip residue (E1582). The mutation E1554K in 
Drosophila also prevents accumulation of flightin, resulting in aberrant structure within 
the sarcomere and a flightless phenotype [97, 105]. While very different proteins 
structurally, flightin and cMyBP-C share some functional similarities [106] and the 
altered coiled-coil properties around skip 3 may be connected to their binding capacity. 
Cryo-EM studies have identified areas of non-myosin density within the myosin rod in 
Lethocerus in connection with unwound portions of the myosin rod [2], supporting the 
possibility of such associations. 
 
Flightin is a particularly interesting thick filament protein as it is found in the 
asynchronous indirect flight muscle which is depended on by 75% of known insect 
species [107], recognized to possess unusually fast actomyosin kinetics [108] and an 




lattice throughout the IFM myofibril to accommodate enhanced oscillatory work and the 
high power output per gram body weight needed for flight [109]. It is within the myosin 
coiled-coils of the thick filament that flightin binds and modulates muscle function. 
 
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF FLIGHTIN 
 
Flightin is a thick filament accessory protein that has been identified in members of 
Pancrustacea and demonstrated to be required for flight in D. melanogaster. It is a ~20 
kDa myosin rod binding protein with a pI of 5.2-5.3, first found in the IFM of D. 
melanogaster [110]. It has been found to localize to the A band of the sarcomere [70, 
110] and associate with the LMM of the thick filament [70, 105, 111]. Since its 
discovery, flightin has undergone characterization of its binding profile and function 
within the thick filament. As additional information regarding flightin’s structure and 
influence on muscle become available, it is becoming possible to further hypothesize on 
its influence beyond the LMM, with other components of the thick filament, and its 
evolutionary profile. 
 
While flightin’s 182-aa sequence does not reveal any previously known, characterized, 
protein domains, it can be divided into three regions of differing evolutionary 
conservation. Alignment of sequences from 12 Drosophila species [112], show the 65aa 
NH2-terminal region is poorly conserved with less than 15% identity and the COOH-




intermediate conservation with 60% identity. The highest conservation is within the 
midsection of the protein from aa66 to aa136 with 93% identity. An examination of 
flightin among members of Pancrustacea show this region to possess an invariant 
tryptophan at aa85 with two tyrosines at aa93 and aa104 and arginine at aa131. Hence, 
the highly conserved 52 aa middle region of flightin is referred to as “WYR” [113]. R87 
and P123 are also invariant, while Y103 and E130 are invariant with the exception of one 
species. Overall, 23% of WYR is conserved to some degree throughout Pancrustacea, 
48% in insects. Given that these three regions are undergoing separate levels of selection, 
it has been hypothesized that they also represent different functional regions of flightin. 
 
Flightin’s secondary structure has not been elucidated. It has been predicted to be 
predominantly in a random coil conformation with two regions of ɑ-helical character 
between residues 88-114 and 149-180 [114]. It also has low predicted hydrophobicity 
that is typical of natively unfolded proteins. Secondary structure prediction programs 
predict >50% α helical content within WYR but do not take into account aromatic 
character which represent the residues of highest conservation. There is consensus 
between prediction programs (Jpred, RaptorX2, Phyre2, and i-tasser) that the region of 
Y104-K114 in the WYR sequence is most likely to be helical when the influence of 
strictly nonpolar character at the aromatic positions is removed. This would represent 
~19% of the WYR sequence. The portion of the sequence that precedes this contains 





Eleven isoelectric variants have been identified in the native flightin protein in the adult 
fruit fly. The number of detectable phospho-variants increase during development with 
the final compliment being identified 2-3 hours post eclosion [111]. Initial MALDI-TOF 
analysis identified Ser 139, Ser 141, Ser 145, Thr 158 and Ser 162 as potential 
phosphorylation sites [115] though more sites in the N-terminus have been since 
identified by LC-MS-MS [116]. It has been estimated that mature adults possess a 1:1 
ratio of phosphorylated to nonphosphorylated flightin. There is a shift towards the more 





Flies heterozygous for the flightin gene (Df(3L)fln1) have ~20% reduced flightin 
accumulation associated with a 26% decrease in myofibril diameter with flightin most 
deplete from the myofibril periphery. While Df(3L)fln1 was not found to interfere with 
myofibril assembly in the pupal stages, as myofibril transverse sections and sarcomere 
structure were comparable to that of WT, peripheral myofilaments are not well integrated 
into the lattice in adult IFM and are removed during typical skinning protocols. 
Frequency required to achieve maximal power was increased for Df(3L)fln1 compared to 
WT although maximum power output for the fibers was unaltered. Accelerated 




packing and sarcomere length is unaffected, some sarcomeres experience 
hypercontraction or extension in the adult. 
 
Transgenic flies completely lacking flightin, fln0, exhibit a much more dramatic impact 
on the IFM. The flightin null strain of D. melanogaster holds their wings ventrolaterally 
as opposed to dorsally and shows complete loss of flight ability accompanied by major 
structural defects down to the sarcomere level [70]. The dorsal longitudinal muscles 
(DLMs) go from long and wavy in pupa to shortened and torn in the adult. There are 
fewer thick filaments across the myofibril diameter indicating decreased myofilament 
packing. Sarcomeres are ~25% longer and more variable in pupa as are the thick 
filaments. Sarcomeres feature “triple” M-lines, as two transverse electron-dense stripes 
appear flanking the M-line. The sarcomere quickly degenerates in the adult with 
fragmentation of the Z-discs, a broad obscuring of the M-line and myofilaments 
ultimately falling apart with the entire IFM exhibiting a hypercontractile phenotype. Site-
specific proteolytic cleavage at the hinge of the LMM is observed in the fln0 and akin to 
that observed in the Mhc13 mutant that does not accumulate flightin.  
 
In addition to the structural detriment evident in the flightin null, a number of mechanical 
deficiencies have also been identified. The structural degradation associated with 
hypercontractile phenotype of fln0 is abolished in myosin motor domain mutants that 
cannot engage actomyosin force production [96]. This indicates that IFM breakdown in 




during such activity. On the fiber level, stretch to 4-5% original length in WT flies is 
sufficient to produce a resting stress of ~1 kN/m2 whereas in fln0, the required stretch is 
approximately twice this [117]. Thick filaments from fln0 have decreased stiffness [106]. 
Axial stiffness is expected to decrease with increased thick filament length, and this is 
evident in the fln0 as stiffness is also decreased along with the increase in sarcomere 
length. 
 
Role of the C-terminal region 
 
To investigate the role of the C-terminal region of flightin, a transgenic line was 
generated lacking the C-terminal 44 amino acids (fln∆C44) and structural components of 
the IFM and flight capacity were evaluated [112, 118]. The produced protein had an 
estimated pI of 4.9 and size of 16.23 kDa. The truncated flightin continued to incorporate 
within the thick filament, indicating that the C-terminus was not required for the protein’s 
binding capacity. A reduced phosphorylation profile was noted, with 8 isoelectric 
variants identified rather than the 11 found in native flightin of adult flies. The flight 
ability of the fln∆C44 line was abolished although fln∆C44 expressed with endogenous full 
length flightin was not found to interfere with flight ability.  
 
Absence of the flightin C-terminal results in distinct abnormalities in sarcomere structure. 
As seen by TEM, the M-line is much weaker in intensity or entirely absent while the Z-




associated with the Z-disc extends variably into the I band. Sarcomere length was ~9% 
shorter compared to the flightin rescue line (fln+). Thick filaments are also significantly 
shorter and more compliant although flexural rigidity affiliated with bending propensity 
is inconsistent along the length of the thick filament in the fln∆C44 [118]. Myofibril cross-
sections reveal a disordered filament lattice associated with fln∆C44 in which there was a 
~1% decrease in thick filament spacing. X-ray diffraction shows a repositioning of the 
myosin heads away from the backbone and an overall decreased thick filament: thin 
filament mass in the myofibril.  
 
Cross-bridge cycling kinetics are also influenced by the absence of the flightin C-
terminal. Relaxed steady-state isometric tension of muscle fibers increase and the stretch 
required to achieve maximal oscillatory work is doubled. Viscoelastic mechanical 
properties for IFM fibers under relaxed and rigor conditions and duration of crossbridge 
attachment were not found to be different from fln+. At maximal calcium activation (pCa 
5.0), fibers have an increased elastic moduli and decreased viscous moduli along with 
decreased frequencies associated with maximum power and work output indicative of 
decreased cross-bridge recruitment during active contraction. Both rate of cross bridge 
attachment and number of strongly bound cross bridges are compromised in fln∆C44.  
Although the IFM is non-functional in the fln∆C44, the integrity of the IFM is improved 
compared to the flightin null (fln0) with fewer disrupted sarcomeres. The C-terminal is 
considered to be predominantly responsible for promoting myofilament lattice order and 




structures concordant with altered cross-bridge kinetics, decreased frequency of IFM 
operations and reduced maximal oscillatory work and power. While flightin successfully 
incorporates in the myofibril, the C-terminal is a necessary component to maintain the 
structural and mechanical properties necessary for IFM function. 
 
Role of the N-terminal region 
 
The N-terminal region of flightin is described as not being essential for IFM function but 
important for the tuning of male courtship song and under different selection pressure 
than the other two flightin segments. A transgenic model lacking the N-terminal 62 aa of 
flightin (flnΔN62) has a decreased capacity for flight by ~1/3 and oscillatory power output 
is decreased by 57% [119]. Courtship song exhibits higher sine song frequency and 
longer pulse song with longer inter-pulse intervals. This impacts female mating choice 
greatly (92% preference for WT males) indicating the involvement of the N-terminus in 
species-specific tuning of courtship song.  
 
Structural and mechanical properties of the IFM are still impacted in flnΔN62 although 
flight capability is preserved. Both the elastic and viscous moduli are compromised in 
relaxed and rigor conditions and a greater number of fibers from flnΔN62 are unable to 
withstand tension in rigor. The myofilament lattice is less ordered and more compact, 
containing 11% more thick filaments [119]. Sarcomeres are 13% shorter, lack an evident 




the fln+ but have a markedly decreased stiffness, beyond that observed for fln∆C44 [118]. 
Unlike fln∆C44 flies, the N-terminal mutant does not exhibit any change to thick filament 
length nor to wingbeat frequency at maximal power output indicating that, while force 
transmission is impacted, actomyosin kinetics are unchanged. 
 
Although flight is preserved in flnΔN62 flies, it is not optimal and the altered male song 
may be due to the decreased dampening of a less resilient, less stiff, myofilament 
network. The acidic N-terminal region of flightin may function to maintain normal 
myofilament spacing of the lattice by extending from the thick filament backbone and 
engaging with the negatively charged actin thin filaments by electrostatic repulsion. The 
responsibilities of the N-terminus underscore flightin as a good example of the co-
evolution of immediate individual tissue function and long-term species-specific survival 
within a single protein. 
 
POSSIBLE DYNAMICS OF FLIGHTIN INTERACTIONS 
Implications of flightin phospho-variants 
 
Eleven isoelectric variants of flightin are present in the adult that include at least nine 
phosphovariants and are designated N1, N2, and P1-9. When myofibrillogenesis is nearly 
complete in the late pupal stage of Drosophila, flightin is present in predominantly 
unphosphorylated variants. The full complement of flightin isovariants is present in 




prominent isovariant accounting for 20-45% of the total in adults, is primarily 
unmodified flightin, with a pI of 5.2 while most others are increasingly acidic, except for 
one minor variant with a more basic pI [111]. Phosphorylation is expected to be 
sequential as an increase in the most acidic variants are associated with a decrease in less 
acidic variants. 
 
The shift in pI between P1/2 and P3 is much greater than expected for addition of a single 
phosphate and it is possible that this is due to phosphorylation events taking place, for P3, 
close to another phosphorylated residue or in a part of the protein that is already acidic. 
Flightin contains five consensus sites for casein kinase II, cAMP, and cGMP-dependent 
protein kinase but these would not account for all 9 phosphovariants observed; the kinase 
responsible is still unknown. 
 
The least conserved of the flightin segments, the N-terminal, is predicted to be the most 
disordered and contain a cluster of phosphorylation sites which represent the most 
conserved portion of the N-terminal across Drosophila species [116]. In association with 
changes in phosphovariants during flight, flightin N-terminal phosphorylation sites S21, 
T22, T26, S31, S35, S38, S44, T49 were identified by MS-MS separated by 2-DE. C-
terminal residues S139 and S141 were identified in the acidic variants that did not show 
significant change during flight. T25 and T49 are proposed to be phosphorylated first, 
followed by S44 and then by either S35 or S38 with T22 occurring late. Most variants 




Flightin appears to become unphosphorylated during flight after 90 seconds as there is a 
decrease in the less acidic (P1-P4) forms with a correlating increase in the 
unphosphorylated form, N1 [116]. Residues S31 and S44 have been proposed to be 
responsible for the dephosphorylation observed during flight. This could be a side effect 
of continued IFM activity or serve a functional purpose, compensating for needs that 
arise for endurance flight. 
 
Phosphoryation does not appear to be involved in the initial structural organization of the 
IFM but could be important for a number of other reasons. Phosphorylation may 
influence modulation of flightin’s positioning in the thick filament, interaction with other 
sarcomeric components or structural influence of flightin in the LMM itself to 
accommodate varying viscoelastic needs in the functional actomyosin environment. It is 
possible that while initial binding is accomplished without phosphorylation, 
phosphorylation is necessary to cement flightin’s positioning in the LMM sufficiently 
enough to endure the mechanical challenge experienced by its substrate during muscle 
activity. 
 
Supported & possible protein-protein interactions  
 
Myosin binding proteins frequently have been found to bind one another and, while there 
is no direct evidence of such behavior for flightin, protein-protein interactions beyond the 




definition of the Z-disc and M-line necessarily describe multiple contacts for all proteins. 
For example, abba interacts with alpha-actinin, kettin, and mlp84B [120] though an abba 
mutation doesn’t produce the identical mutant phenotype as an alpha-actinin, kettin or 
mlp84B mutation [52, 121-124] as all these proteins require various additional contacts 
for complete function. Multiple contacts for the protein components of the thin and thick 
filaments are the norm in the involved network that forms the sarcomere, making 
additional binding partners to flightin worth consideration. 
 
The phenotype of flightin mutants provide direction when evaluating other binding 
partners. Flightin mutants exhibit sarcomere and thick filament length change, aberrant 
and weak or absent M-lines, disruption of the myofilament lattice, increased thick 
filament packing within the lattice and decreased stability of the myosin dimers. Z-discs 
break apart post-contraction, along with the entirety of the myofibril. Oscillatory work is 
also compromised alongside decreased passive stiffness in all flightin mutants. The pre-
contractile phenotype is somewhat different in lines lacking N- and C-terminal domains 
of flightin though all cases feature shorter sarcomeres in the adult IFM, shorter thick 
filaments and changes to the M-line and lattice. Changes in the myofilament lattice, and 
decreased thick filament length have been associated with the absence of proteins serving 
as adaptors between the thin and thick filaments and connecting filaments, including 
Lasp [48], and formins DAAM [125] and Fhos [69]. Matters of the M-line are almost 




thick/thin filament symmetry within the Drosophila sarcomere [126], though a smaller 
isoform of sls, zormin, can also be found in the M-line.  
 
This subsection is arranged to address potential protein-protein interactions by 
relationship type rather than by type of partner as many proteins have multiple, or 
unknown, functions or are present in multiple areas of the sarcomere (e.g. zormin in both 
the Z disc and M line). It is also important to recognize that not all protein-protein 
interactions involve direct binding and some connections may be more/less involved than 
others. Hence, this section is separated into three categories: i) binding site exclusion, ii) 
repulsive effects and iii) binding interactions. The last subsection (iv) addresses flightin 
as a component of a multi-protein process. 
 
Binding Site Exclusion 
 
Flightin’s binding site in the myosin LMM has been increasingly clarified in recent years, 
enabling comparisons of the relevant region between organisms. Flightin is known to be a 
myosin-binding A-band resident with the region around E1554 being necessary for this 
incorporation. The E1554 (E1563K in Lethocerus) residue is found to be part of a site 
that extends from (Lethocerus) E1547 to R1582 (Chapter 4), corresponding to E1538-
R1575 in Drosophila. Additional binding sites are expected to be around (Lethocerus) 
S972-L996, E1254-A1284, S1759-T1786 and S1851-Q1873 (Chapter 4). Gold labelling 
indicated the densities associated with flightin are separated by 800 nm, centered at the 




2019 [127], in which the Z-disc and I band together are about 304 nm, this indicates that 
flightin shows up about 250 nm in to the A band. Further analysis of thick filament cryo-
EMs featuring flightin (Chapter 4) indicate that the binding site involving E1554 
simultaneously involves interfaces S1759-T1786 and S1851-Q1873 from two other 
myosin dimers and that this “multiface” first becomes possible ~250 nm into the A-band, 
supporting these regions as being of primary importance, and likely to be the most secure 
of the flightin contact points. 
 
M-band associated proteins in vertebrates have been known to contact the LMM region 
occupied by flightin and similar proteins in Drosophila may be excluded from the A band 
as a result. The region surrounding E1554 is a hot spot for binding in vertebrate LMM as 
M-protein, myomesin and MyBP-C all bind in this area [104, 128, 129]. M-protein and 
MyBP-C bind the region with Ig domains while myomesin makes contact via a 
disordered region. All three of these proteins are known to also bind obscurin, making 
this region of further relevance to the M band. Obscurin-like-1 (Obsl1) also may bind the 
LMM, but further research is required to verify [130]. Except for obscurin, none of these 
proteins have homologs in Drosophila, though other proteins in Drosophila have Ig 
domains that may find this area attractive, including sallimus (sls) isoforms, projectin, 
and stretchin. Of these, the major sls isoform kettin is solidly established in the Z-disc 
[45, 127, 131] and does not require exclusion from myosin sites for its localization, while 





Distribution and timing of expression may provide a hint as to the likelihood of binding 
site exclusion by flightin occupancy. Sallimus isoform zormin is considered to have a 
more unusual distribution in the sarcomere compared to kettin as zormin is present in 
both the Z-disc and M-line. Though zormin could be binding a site unoccupied by 
flightin in the M-line, it is more likely to be associated with obscurin as it becomes 
diffuse when obscurin is depleted by RNAi [126]. Zormin is also expressed earlier than 
flightin, permitting it the opportunity of flightin site exposure before flightin placement 
[132]. Projectin is a much more probable as it crosslinks the thin and thick filaments in 
the I band [127, 133-135] and is found in the A-band in synchronous muscles [59], 
suggesting that further binding of myosin is possible in the absence of IFM-specific 
proteins, such as flightin. Projectin also is expressed maximally after flightin expression, 
making it less likely to be exposed to unoccupied flightin binding sites on the LMM 
[132]. Stretchin, a titin-related Ig-heavy A-band resident, is also a candidate for exclusion 
from the flightin’s binding regions. They are both under the jurisdiction of transcription 
factor spalt major (Salm) and expressed at pupal stage 8 [132]. Notably, this might place 
them in competition for binding sites if they shared affinity, but a mixture of binding 
regions is not observed between the two in recent studies [136]. While the co-expression 
may allude to collaboration between the two proteins, it is unlikely that they compete for 
binding sites. 
 
M-line associated proteins obscurin and paramyosin may also be considered. Drosophila 




line. Obscurin/UNC-89 of C.elegans is not strictly restricted to the M-line and is found 
within the A-band [137]. Miniparaymosin also binds myosin and is detectable in both the 
M-line and A-band in muscles lacking flightin, but only in the M-line of the IFM [138, 
139], and is expressed later in muscle maturation [140]. Obscurin further shares a 
connection with flightin via transcription regulator spalt major [132]; it becomes 
detectable earlier than flightin but is expressed at higher levels later on. This would 
suggest that, if a binding site were shared, it would be only secondary to obscurin’s 
primary binding site still most accessible within the M-line. While it is likely that 
obscurin, and/or (mini)paramyosin, is being excluded from a secondary myosin binding 
site in the A-band, it may be that this is a factor of dense association of myosin dimers, 
later secured by flightin- or more dominant binding sites available elsewhere, such as 
with paramyosin. 
 
Taken together, if flightin were to be involved in exclusion of other myosin-binding 
proteins from the thick filament, projectin is the most likely candidate. Though stretchin 
is also capable of engaging in such a function as the LMM region known to be bound by 
flightin is the area of affinity for Ig-domain containing proteins in other organisms. It 
must be noted that flightin may be masking binding opportunities within myosin by more 
indirect means. Other ways in which it could exclude myosin binding in areas outside of 
its binding site include i) blocking regions by repulsive interactions with proximal LMM-




dimer sufficiently to alter availability of an alternate interface, such as by securing the 




Repulsive forces between the protein components are known to be a major player in 
muscle structure and function and flightin has been hypothesized to function, in part, 
based on electrostatic repulsive effects. For instance, phosphorylation of the myosin 
regulatory light chain (MLC2) enhances the number of actomyosin cross-bridges through 
electrostatic repulsion between the MLC2 and myosin heavy chains in mammalian 
muscle [141, 142] and it is generally accepted that electrostatic forces are the driving 
factor for the association of myosin dimers.  
 
It has been previously suggested that the highly acidic N-terminus (pI: 3.78) of flightin 
may be involved in electrostatic repulsive force with the actin thin filament leading to 
maintenance of proper interfilament spacing [143]. The N-terminus is predicted to be the 
most disordered region of flightin and is subject to phosphorylation, possibly responsible 
for the multiple phosphor-variants associated with flightin [116] in Drosophila and 
further exacerbating its repulsive effects. It has been proposed that, if extended, the N-
terminus may be able to reach up to 27 nm, while only 18 nm must be traversed from the 
surface of the thick filament to reach the thin filament. As the lattice of flnΔN62 is 
significantly more compact, this is a feasible function of the N-terminal region. Small 




flnΔN62 and WT and changes of even 1 nm have been known to be a determining factor in 
functional capacity between otherwise identical muscles [144]. Such nuance may be the 
driving factor in the differences in song production seen between Drosophila species in 
which flightin’s N-terminus exhibits the most variation and is under greater selective 
pressure than the rest of the protein. 
 
This kind of interaction may include involvement of an intermediary protein that engages 
with the thin filament in the A band, such as Lasp, the only nebulin repeat protein in 
Drosophila and is found throughout the A band and I band. The myofilament lattice is 
impacted in Lasp null lines but conversely to that observed in the flnΔN62 with fewer 
filaments per um^2 as opposed to the more compact lattice [48]. It is hypothesized that 
Lasp presence in the A-band involves interaction with both the thick and thin filaments to 
maintain interfilament spacing; it is possible that the flightin N-terminus participates in 




When it comes to consideration of candidates for direct binding to flightin, we can 
conveniently limit ourselves to either known or suspected A band residents. Known thick 
filament proteins of Drosophila IFM A-band include stretchin-klp, myofilin and 
paramyosin with suspected residents, such as Lasp. However, myofilin can be removed 
from the list of flightin-binding suspects as it has been found to not bind flightin in vitro 




myosin in the A band due to the packing of the dimers, it is expected that some myosin 
binding proteins within the A band likewise have their epitope masked [48].  
 
Stretchin-klp which shows the same expression pattern as flightin, and may connect via 
collaborative functions, is a possible binding partner. Stretchin-klp has two isoforms of 
225 kDa and 231 kDa prevalent at 72 hr APF, grouping with cluster 22 [146] and is 
found to be dispersed within the A-band of the sarcomere by gold labelling in a strikingly 
similar pattern as flightin [147]. Both are down-regulated during aging and after paraquat 
[148]. The larger isoform only accumulates in the presence of the adult myosin rod, 
though the smaller isoform requires neither myosin nor actin [147]. Stretchin-klp has 
been hypothesized to bind aa1120-1200 of the LMM based off of recent cryo-EM studies 
of Drosophila thick filament [136] in which non-myosin proteins are proximal to the area 
of difference in hinge switch mutants (1216-1241). In hinge-switch mutants, the larger 
stretchin isoform fails to accumulate; altered actomyosin kinetics, decreased flight ability, 
increased sarcomere lengths, and disruption of the peripheral myofilaments of the lattice 
over time [149, 150] are incurred in the mutant. The smaller stretchin isoform may be 
more reliant on paramyosin, which still accumulates in Mhc7 and Act88F mutants, but 
still lack the additional contacts necessary for full function. Contact between stretchin 
and flightin, both aligned temporally and spatially within the A band, may be involved in 





Paramyosin (PM) should be considered based off comparable functional roles along with 
its similarity to flightin’s main binding partner, myosin. It has been proposed that PM 
interacts with myosin and acts as a scaffold, or chaperone, during thick filament 
development [21]. It’s possible that the LMM binding region is retained sufficiently on 
PM to promote flightin binding to PM dimers in the core, though high sequence 
homology may not be necessary for direct contact. In Lethocerus thick filament cryo-EM 
studies [2], PM was identified in contact with non-myosin densities, including one 
designated as flightin, strongly supporting an interaction between the two. As paramyosin 
connects to the M-line and has both mechanical and structural impacts on the thick 
filament and sarcomere, flightin’s engagement with it may explain some of the M-line 
associated defective characteristics of the flightin transgenic mutants. 
 
Direct contact of flightin with the thin filament can also be considered. Just as the N-
terminus has been hypothesized to engage in a repulsive interaction with Lasp, so too 
could it be involved in a more dynamic relationship, inclusive of direct contact, possibly 
dependent on phosphorylation state. Flightin has a region of sequence similarity to the F-
actin binding motif found in F-actin bundling proteins [151, 152] and may be involved in 
direct binding to actin. This region could also be conditionally involved in a collaborative 
actin binding effort with another binding protein in which an initial binding interaction 





The top candidates for flightin engagement include stretchin, lasp, actin, and paramyosin 
but it is also important to keep in mind that more than one of these proteins, or less 
characterized members of the A-band, may be binding flightin. For instance, binding to 
stretchin may enable an interface to become available that is now conducive to actin 
binding. Limpet (Lmpt) found in the I-band and Z-disc in Drosophila muscle [153], is 
homologous to mammalian four-and-a-half LIM (Fhl1) [154]. Lmpt is the only known 
homolog to Fhl1, which is known to bind MyBP-C, and possibly myosin, localizing to 
the M-line, I band, and partially into the A band [155]. Flightin may be either involved in 
a direct binding interaction that masks an epitope needed for fluorescent detection in the 
A band or involved in an exclusion activity to such a less-characterized protein as 
Limpet. 
 
As part of a system/process 
 
Flightin may also be part of a modular system of proteins that serve a purpose in thick-
thin filament scaffolding during sarcomere maturation and ensuring proper mechanical 
relay and stability during muscle operation through adulthood. In such a system, a multi-
protein process uses different protein connectors for linking the thin filament to the 
outside of the thick filament with distinct connections into the thick filament core (Fig. 1-
2). Internal thick filament protein(s) would be responsible for connecting the external 
protein cord/process to the internal cord/process. Connections in the I-band and in the H-




muscle development but, alone, provide insufficient stability in the face of the 
continuous, regular, contractile forces present in the operation of the adult IFM. 
This proposed modular system may be functionally likened, and considered an 
alternative, to the large titin and nebulin proteins in vertebrates [156, 157]. Titin is 
considered a primary component in communicating stretch through the A band. Titin 
operates as an interface that contacts both proteins of the thick filament and proteins of 
the thin filament, creating an additional elastic process by which strain is relayed. Force 
can be conditionally dissipated or relayed depending on titin as mediator. By 
incorporating larger components (such as titin), with their own viscoelastic landscapes, 
the mode (e.g. rate of relay, extent of dissipation) by which mechanical communication 
occurs is determined first by the large protein itself, and next by altering effects upon its 
state via its contact to other proteins. Having regions of one large protein structurally, and 
functionally, separated from each other by outside-contacts, may allow each contact to be 
a liability in terms of its potential to interrupt a neighboring segment. In a more modular 
invertebrate system in which this structural separation is now enabled by distinct, smaller 
and more local, protein modules the locality of potential disruption at contact sites may 
be minimized. This may also permit adaption/evolution to occur on the level of each 
module, without having a dramatic effect on the other modules. In this way, actomyosin 
interactions, short range thick filament stiffness/mechanical properties of the A band, and 
long range thick filament stiffness/mechanical properties extending to the H- and M-lines 




filament in which changes in stoichiometry, sequence, and temporal expression would 
have more impactful, multi-level and far-reaching effects. 
 
The top candidates for flightin interaction are also the most likely to be involved in a 
thin-to-thick filament core process. On the thin filament end, Lasp and Projectin, 
sometimes called mini-Titin [135, 158, 159], are prominent. Projectin is found to link the 
thin and thick filaments, spanning from the Z-disc to the A band [160] and is likely to be 
contacting the thin filament within the I band as well as in the Z-disc [59, 161]. The only 
nebulin protein in Drosophila, Lasp, is hypothesized to be involved with myosin contacts 
coordinated with the periodicity of the myosin heads [48], though the impact on 
contractile processes still remains to be examined. Stretchin-klp, a multi-Ig domain titin-
like protein, is found to bind near the first skip domain on the myosin rod and modulate 
interaction between the myosin head and rod [136]. Stretchin-klp is expected to be 
extensible and would represent an elastic relay between the thin-and-thick filaments. 
Stretchin-klp, or another isoform of stretchin, could be contacting actin directly or be in 
contact with Lasp. Stretchin does not appear to reach the thick filament core, but both 
flightin and myofilin do, and appear to extend into the thick filament core to contact 
paramyosin. Stretchin is large enough to come in contact with either, or both, flightin and 
myofilin. In such a case, flightin would be involved in the bridge between thin filament 





Modules of this proposed system could be separated into three functional categories: thin-
filament connection, the inter-thick filament myosin and the myosin-core connections 
(Fig. 1-2). The primary purpose of the figure is to show how invertebrates may be 
incorporating a connective process, involving flightin, that features two main elements, i) 
increased modularity of thick-thin filament connecting process and ii) progression of this 
process through the myosin layers into the thick filament core. The increased modularity 
may be a requirement for a filament system that transverses the thick filament while still 
accommodating the different, and dynamic, requirements of the thick and thin filament 
operating within the temporal constraints of sarcomere development. A minimalist 
approach is taken in Fig. 1-2 in order to emphasize the comparison of the invertebrate 
modular system to titin of the vertebrate system and its integration through the thick 
filament core. The generalized, approximate positions of the protein constituents shown 
are backed empirically with the exception of stretchin’s connection to the thin filament, 
which is hypothetical and demarcated with an asterisk. From top to bottom in Fig. 1-2 
(A), projectin connecting the Z-ward edge of the thick filament to the thin filament or Z-
disc, stretchin connecting the thin filament to the thick filament in the A-band, stretchin 
contacting flightin and the thick filament to create the linkage into the core, myofilin and 
flightin connecting myosin to paramyosin, and paramyosin extending to connect to the 
M-band. From top to bottom in Fig. 1-2 (B), titin connects myosin both to the Z-disc and 
to the thin filament in the I band, titin connects to myosin and other myosin affiliated 
proteins and titin extends to connect myosin to the M-line and M-line associated proteins. 




thick filament while this process permeates into the core of the thick filament in 
invertebrates. In such a system it is very likely that other protein components are at play, 
including- for instance- Lasp, which is not included due to both its localization on the 
thin filament within the A band and its proposed interaction with stretchin being 
hypothetical. The figure does not portray the Z-disc or M-line or involve the complex 
network of proteins within each. 
 
Flightin’s tripartate organization based off of different evolutionary pressures of the N-
terminal, WYR, and C-terminal may support its segmented role in the modular 
invertebrate system at its intersection. The flightin transgenic lines support involvement 
in all three categories, thin filament association, inter-thick, and core to M-line, without 
being the primary regulator in all of them. Though flies are still flight-capable in the 
flnΔN62 transgenic lines, the N-terminus is suggested for some function on the surface of 
the thick filament with the thin filament or thin-filament associated proteins, where 
phosphovariants may arise. The highly conserved WYR region is indicated as important 
for the thick filament myosin contacts among the, likewise, highly conserved regions of 
myosin, and the C-terminus may be more closely related to function within the thick 
filament core and to contacts that ultimately have bearing in the M-line. 
 
A similar arrangement of proteins was proposed in the schematic of a portion of the 
Drosophila myofilament lattice at the A-I junction in Maughan & Vigoreaux, 2005 [109]. 




filament to the Z-disc and are likely to also connect to the thin filament of the I band in 
the process. Projectin is found in the A band and both the Z-disc and I band in 
asynchronous IFM [133-135]. While it is possible that projectin and kettin are connected 
to each other in some way, it is known that kettin does not require myosin for its 
localization to the Z-disc and does not bind myosin in vitro [162]. Kettin has been clearly 
established as a Z-disc specific resident by antibodies to its N-terminus [45], central 
region [163], and C-terminus [45, 131]. The only support for kettin binding close to the A 
band exists in cases of non-native conditions, such as the absence of its native binding 
partner in an Act88F mutant [164]. It has been repeatedly established that Kettin is not 
found in direct contact with the thick filament of the native sarcomere [45, 127, 131, 
162]. A direct interaction between kettin and myosin has been described as highly 
unlikely [127] though an indirect one-mediated by another protein-is possible, with 
projectin proposed as the prime candidate [127]. Kettin may still be involved in such a 
linkage between the thick and thin filaments via projectin [163] and this would be well 
aligned with our proposed modular model. However, as kettin-projectin affiliation is 
lacking in empirical support, we focus on projectin as the primary linker of the thick 
filament to the thin filament and Z-disc though kettin may be playing a supporting role 
more indirectly, closer to the Z-disc.  
 
Modularity has been proposed to be both the product, and facilitator, of evolution [165]. 
Proteins contain sets of residues that form a domain, capable of a specific function or 




protein- being a higher-level module. In a protein-module, the component domains are 
subject to circumscription as a whole. When sets of domains are organized into separately 
expressed proteins, rather than belonging to one large protein, the modularity of the 
system is increased and the sets of domains gain a level of flexibility in the way their 
functions can be realized. Discretion of functional components increases the degree by 
which these components may be recombined, titrated or otherwise adapted. For instance, 
changing the stoichiometry of a component, such as stretchin or paramyosin, may further 
involve an adaption to a connecting protein- such as flightin- to undergo changes in 
affinity, but not function, to limit changes within other connecting modules. Increased 
modularity permits variation of independent/interdependent behavior among the 
delineated constituents and may factor in to both the high diversity and evolutionary 
success of Invertebrates. The proposed modular system being employed within the 
protein filaments of the sarcomere is representative of such an evolutionary technique. As 
party to this arrangement, flightin is proposed to contribute as the mediator between the 
protein modules outside the thick filament, ‘Z-ward’ or in extension to the thin filament, 
and inside the thick filament, towards the securing elements of the M-line. Further 
examination of any of the components for such a process would benefit from a keen eye 





Forward to chapters 2-4 
The next few chapters address the structure and interactions of flightin’s novel WYR 
domain and expands on characteristics of flightin function. Chapter 2 compares the 
properties of cardiac Myosin Binding Protein C (cMyBP-C) and flightin in the the 
context of the Drosophila flight muscle to evaluate whether their operation within muscle 
may have similarities. Chapter 3 has two major sections, ‘WYR SEQUENCE AND 
STRUCTURE’ and ‘LMM AND C600 SEQUENCE AND STRUCTURE’. In the first of 
these two sections, the CD profile of WYR is presented and accompanied by an analysis 
of the WYR sequence as it pertains to the development of secondary structure. The 
structural content estimated by BeStSel is put into more particular context and a 
hypothetical secondary structure of WYR is proposed. In the second of these two 
sections, the alpha helical coiled-coil of the LMM is described and compared to our 
findings by circular dichroism and placed adjacent to the examination of WYR binding to 
the LMM and associated structural changes. In chapter 4, additional analysis of Cryo-EM 
studies done by Hu et al. (2016) are incorporated together with our findings to examine 











Figure 1-1: Muscle Sarcomere and Terminology. 
Figure 1-2: Increased modularity in the thick-thin filament connecting process of 





























Figure 1-1: Muscle Sarcomere and Terminology. The Sarcomere is made up of 
interdigitating thick and thin filaments. Different regions are designated in affiliation with 
the relationship to these filaments. The “A” and “I” bands are designated towards the top 
the figure over corresponding shaded regions. The center of the sarcomere contains the 
M-line, flanked by the H-zone. The whole sarcomere unit is flanked by thin filament 









Figure 1-2: Increased modularity in the thick-thin filament connecting process of 
Invertebrate systems vs Vertebrate systems – concept diagram. (A) Invertebrates may 
employ a system in which a connecting process is constituted by distinct protein 
components that enable stabilization through connections from the thin to the thick 
filament and thick filament core, extending into the M-line from the thick filament core. 
(B) The vertebrate system relies heavily on domain-based connection modules within a 
single large extensive protein, titin, which connects the thick filament to both the thin 
filament and the M-line by forming a process that remains external to the thick filament 
itself. Other proteins exist within both systemss to support these distinct methods of 
integration are not shown (e.g. MyBP-C). Circle denote connective modules with an 
internal coloring of orange for thick-to-thin, blue for within thick-filament or between 
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Cardiac myosin binding protein-c (cMyBP-C) of mammalian cardiac muscle and flightin 
(FLN) of invertebrate indirect flight muscle (IFM) have been shown to contribute to thick 
filament stiffness, as determined by calculations of persistence length (PL), an index of 
flexural rigidity [1, 2] in their corresponding muscle systems. FLN and cMyBP-C in vitro 
bind to a common site in the coiled-coil region of myosin II, and both proteins are known 
to be regulated by phosphorylation [3, 4]. To test the hypothesis that FLN and cMyBP-C 
are functionally homologous, we have determined the extent to which cMyBP-C can 
rescue the phenotypes manifested in the Drosophila FLN knockout strain fln0. Structural 
characteristics of flight muscle sarcomeres were analyzed by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and the contour and end-to-end length of isolated, hydrated native 
thick filaments was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
 
Experiments were carried out on four D. melanogaster mutant and transgenic strains: (i) 
FLN knockout strain (fln0), (ii) a knockout rescued transgenic strain (fln0;fln+), (iii) a 
transgenic cMyBP-C strain without FLN expression (fln0;cMyBPC+), and (iv) a 
transgenic strain with FLN expression alongside cMyBP-C expression (fln+;cMyBPC+). 
In preparation for TEM, thoraces from newly eclosed (<1 hour) D. melanogaster were 
bisected, fixed, dehydrated, infiltrated, embedded, sectioned and imaged by TEM [5]. 
The length of sarcomeres from 4-5 flies for each Drosophila strain was measured using 
ImageJ. AFM data of isolated thick filaments were evaluated using the parameters and 





The TEM results confirmed both the sarcomere length measurements and level of 
structural order previously seen for fln0 and fln0;fln+, while revealing shorter sarcomeres 
in the transgenic lines involving cMyBP-C alone (Fig. 2-1, Table 2-1). When cMyBP-C 
is expressed alongside FLN, sarcomere length is slightly but significantly longer than 
sarcomere length in the control fln0;fln+. These results support the idea of cMyBP-C 
binding to myosin in thick filaments of D. melanogaster and influencing the length of the 
filaments. However, the length regulation exerted by cMyBP-C is surpassed by FLN 
when FLN is present, either by direct binding competition to a common myosin binding 
site or another regulatory mechanism. 
 
The PL for fln+;cMyBPC+ obtained by AFM was significantly higher than PL for fln0;fln+ 
(2.56mm compared to 1.67mm; p<0.05), suggesting that cMyBP-C contributes to 
filament stiffness when expressed ectopically in IFM. However, the cMyBP-C effect is 
seen only in the presence of FLN as PL of fln0;cMyBPC+ was not different that PL of 
fln0. Our observations suggest that the presence of FLN influences the effects that 
cMyBP-C has on the mechanical properties of the thick filaments. This may possibly be 
due to FLN stabilizing the thick filaments to permit a more ideal environment for 
cMyBP-C binding. From these studies we conclude that ectopically expressed cMyBP-C 
influence sarcomere length and thick filament stiffness in the flight muscle, consistent 





The mechanical AFM data complemented the structural TEM data in that it promoted the 
possibility that competition between the two proteins was likely occurring in the 
fln+;cMyBPC+ line. While FLN and cMyBP-C have been shown to bind to a common 
myosin site in vitro, a perspective supported by these AFM/EM observations, cMyBP-C 
is a very different protein compared to FLN in sequence and size (130 kDa vs. 20kDa) [1, 
7]. Our results demonstrate that cMyBP-C may be adjusting structural and mechanical 
characteristics of myosin thick filaments in the same way as FLN, but not to the same 
degree. 
 
Our data supports the hypothesis of cMyBP-C being a vertebrate functional homolog to 
invertebrate FLN. This brings us closer to understanding the role of myosin binding 
proteins in dictating the structural and mechanical properties of thick filaments, an 
important determinant of muscle functional properties. Further insight can be gained by 



























Figure 2-1. TEM displaying sarcomere morphologies of lines: fln0 (A), fln0;fln+ (B), 























*statistically distinct from fln0 and all other groups (p<0.05) 
^statistically distinct from fln0;fln+ (p<0.05) 














Length (µM) ± SEM 
Mean Persistence 
Length (mM) ± 
SEM 
fln0 3.65 ± 0.03 
(n = 141) 
0.98 ± 0.14^ 
(n = 105) 
fln0;fln+ 3.17 ± 0.01* 
(n = 436) 
1.67 ± 0.27# 
(n = 26) 
fln0;cMyBPC+ 2.34 ± 0.02* 
(n = 545) 
0.85 ± 0.21^ 
(n = 44 ) 
fln+;cMyBPC+ 3.30 ± 0.01* 
(n = 985) 
2.56 ± 0.22* 
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Structural changes in the myosin II light meromyosin (LMM) that influence thick 
filament mechanical properties and muscle function are modulated by LMM-binding 
proteins. Flightin (fln) is an LMM-binding protein indispensable for the function of 
Drosophila indirect flight muscle (IFM). Fln has a three domain structure that includes 
WYR, a novel 52 aa domain conserved throughout Pancrustacea. In this study we (1) test 
the hypothesis that WYR binds the LMM, (2) characterize the secondary structure of 
WYR, and (3) examine the structural impact WYR has on the LMM. Circular dichroism 
at 260-190 nm reveals a structural profile for WYR and supports an interaction between 
WYR and LMM. A WYR-LMM interaction is supported by cosedimentation with a 
stoichiometry of ~2.4:1. The WYR-LMM interaction results in an overall increased 
coiled-coil content while curtailing alpha helical content. WYR is found to be composed 
of 15% turns, 31% antiparallel beta, and 48% ‘other’ content. A hypothetical structure of 
WYR including an antiparallel beta hairpin between Q92-K114 centered on an ASX or 
beta turn around N102, with a G1 bulge at G117, is proposed. The Drosophila LMM 
segment used, V1346-I1941, encompassing conserved skip residues 2-4, is found to 
possess a traditional helical profile but is interpreted as having <30% helical content by 
multiple methods of deconvolution. This is the largest segment of the Drosophila LMM 
characterized by CD and this low helicity may be affiliated with dynamic behavior of the 
structure in solution or inclusion of a known non-helical region in the C-terminus. Our 




about structural changes in the coiled-coil. These studies implicate fln, via the WYR 
domain, for distinct shifts in LMM secondary structure that could influence structural 





The insect indirect flight muscle (IFM) is highly ordered, stretch activated and known to 
propel wing beats up to 1000 times per second [1, 2]. The IFM of Drosophila 
melanogaster has been a valuable informant to structure-function relationships of 
myofibrillar proteins, mechanical parameters modulated for stretch activation, and as a 
model for investigating the molecular underpins of muscle and cardiac diseases [3-7]. 
Drosophila IFM has also been utilized for the discovery and characterization of novel 
contractile proteins necessary to tune the structural and viscoelastic properties to optimize 
function [7]. A well-studied example is flightin (UniProtKB - P35554), a 20 kDa protein 
shown to be a myosin-binding component of the thick filament by genetic, biochemical, 
and structural studies [8-11]. While in D. melanogaster flightin is exclusive to the IFM, 
its wide-raging presence in hexapods and crustaceans (Pancrustacea, sensu stricto) and its 
deep evolutionary history suggest a broader role in muscles, and perhaps in other tissues 
[12] A comparative sequence analysis of flightin revealed a tripartite organization 




denoted as WYR) that dates to the origin of Pancrustacea, flanked at the N-terminal and 
C-terminal sides by less conserved regions of variable length [12]. 
 
The analyses of flightin mutants in D. melanogaster have revealed its important role in 
flight and courtship, two behaviors that underscore the evolutionary success and prolific 
speciation of insects [7, 13, 14]. Specifically, mutants that express a truncated flightin 
missing the C-terminal region (fln∆C44) are incapable of generating a courtship song or a 
wing beat to propel flight, similar to the flightin null mutant, fln0. In contrast, mutants 
that express a truncated flightin missing the N-terminal region (fln∆N62) have impaired 
flight mechanics and produce an abnormal courtship song that lessens the male’s mating 
success [14]. Despite the truncations, the mutant flightin are integral components of the 
fiber indicating that neither the N-terminal or C-terminal region is necessary for flightin 
incorporation into the thick filament. In this study, we test the hypothesis that the 
conserved WYR domain harbors a myosin rod binding sequence. 
 
Flightin has been shown to deeply impact the stability, structure and organization of IFM 
thick filaments, sarcomeres, myofibrils, and fibers. Fibers in mutants lacking flightin 
(fln0) bunch-up upon eclosion [11] and fray and break when exposed to rigor regardless 
to prior exposure to mechanical activation [15]. Sarcomeres of the fln0 pupal IFM are 25-
30% longer than normal and there are fewer thick filaments across the diameter of 
myofibrils (17-19 vs 25-26) [11]. The C-terminal mutant fln∆C44 exhibits slightly shorter 




ordered and more compact (i.e., reduced inter-thick filament spacing) compared to a 
transgenic null rescued control line [16, 17]. The N-terminal mutant fln∆N62 also exhibits 
slightly shorter sarcomeres that lack an evident H-zone and have a narrower M-line. 
Myofibrils contain more thick filaments and a more compact and less “crystalline” 
(regular) myofilament lattice [14, 18].  
 
IFM fibers that either lack flightin (fln0) or express a mutant form (fln∆N62 and fln∆C44) 
manifest a variety of mechanical defects that include alterations in cross-bridge cycling 
kinetics, in viscous and elastic moduli, and in power output [14-16].  Native IFM thick 
filaments isolated from these mutant strains more clearly delineate the complex role that 
flightin plays in dictating thick filament structure, integrity and mechanical properties 
[18, 19]. While the absence of flightin results in thick filaments that are substantially 
longer (and more fragile) than normal, truncation of the N-terminal region has no effect 
on thick filament length while truncation of the C-terminal region results in shorter thick 
filaments.  The absence of flightin also results in a significant decrease in filament 
stiffness (persistence length) with the N-terminal region making a larger contribution to 
stiffness than the C-terminal region.  
 
Decreased accumulation of flightin is found in mutants of the myosin rod Mhc6, R1559H 
and Mhc13, E1554K [20] suggestive that these residues, or influential interactions in the 
local light meromyosin (LMM) coiled-coil, may be part of an LMM flightin binding site, 




that WYR binds myosin LMM and to characterize the secondary structural changes 
associated with the C-terminal 600 amino acids of the LMM, which encompass the 
residues R1559 and E1554, engaging with WYR. This study also represents the first 
experimental structural characterization for the novel domain, WYR. The WYR:LMM 
interaction is put into context by further analysis of the Lethocerus IFM thick filament 
cryo-EM model structure that includes non-myosin densities along the length of the thick 
filament [21]. 
 
WYR SEQUENCE AND STRUCTURE 
 
The fully conserved residues, throughout Pancrustacea, of WYR, H84-T135, include 
W85, R87, Y93, Y103, Y104, P123, E130, R131 (Fig. 3-1). Many of these completely 
conserved residues are aromatic and many other residues in the sequence that are highly 
conserved are also aromatic. WYR from Drosophila melanogaster flightin contains an 
additional 6 aromatic residues, most of which are clustered together and among positively 
charged residues. Several highly conserved prolines (P88, P123, P125), one of which is 
completely conserved (P123) and another completely conserved in hexapods and 
Branchiopods (P88), are also present in the sequence. While it is not part of the WYR 
sequence, it should be noted that a series of prolines precede the WYR sequence in 





As aromatic character, particularly from the side groups of tryptophan and tyrosine, and 
conformationally restricted prolines are prevalent in WYR structure, it is likely that these 
residues are critical for its secondary structure. In addition to favorable hydrophobic 
effect, proline and aromatic residues are capable of interacting with each other by an 
interaction between the negative π face of the aromatic side chain and the positively 
polarized C-H bonds of proline. Such an interaction is called a CH/π interaction and is a 
type of nonpolar hydrogen bonding. Tryptophan and tyrosine are more likely to be 
involved in stabilization of cis-amide bonds than phenylalanine [22]. Pi-cation 
interactions should also be considered as tryptophan and tyrosine have the propensity to 
form these kinds of bonds with lysine or arginine [23] of which there are multiple in the 
WYR sequence, especially if tyrosine’s OH is additionally involved in polar H-bonding. 
 
CD profile of WYR 
 
The CD profile of WYR is characterized by a near positive band at 190 nm, a negative 
band at 200 nm and a shoulder centered ~220 nm with the overall profile residing in the 
positive range >230 nm (Fig. 3-2). This profile is predicted to be predominantly 
composed of combination of ‘other’ (48%), antiparallel β (31%), and turn structures 
(15%) via BeStSel (Fig. 3-3) and is most reminiscent of right-twisted antiparallel β 





Increasing WYR concentration leads to changes in the spectra profile at nm <200, 
decreasing the magnitude of the negative band and shifting it to 205 nm, plateauing and 
apparent splitting of the 190 nm band to 200 nm while retaining the shoulder around 220 
nm (Fig. 3-4). The turn content is not predicted to change at the highest concentration (40 
µM) but antiparallel β content and ‘other’ content experience decreases and helical 
content is shown to increase (Fig. 3-5).  
 
A notable characteristic of the WYR CD profile is the lack of distinct aromatic bands in 
the far UV (data not shown). Exciton coupling between the π-π* transitions in aromatics 
occur when they are in close proximity and this gives rise to distinct band patterns [25, 
26]. The aromatic contribution has been considered to be “idiosyncratic” among proteins 
[27] and could be masked by periodicity in the peptide backbone exhibiting dominant 
bands in an overlapping region. Both ionization of the aromatic groups and hydrogen 
bonding, along with other interactions can change the absorption profile for tyrosine and 
tryptophan [28-30], the most prevalent aromatic residues of WYR. The absence of far 
UV band patterns is suggestive that the aromatic residues of WYR are engaging in 
contacts that either ablate or substantially alter the presence and orientation of aromatic 
π-π* transitions. This is valuable information when considering the driving factors and 
possible inter-residue contacts involved with WYR structure and its behavior in the 





The WYR structure, broken down into antiparallel β sheet, turn and ‘other’ content can 
be further elucidated by combining information from its CD profile with examination of 
the primary sequence to provide insight into specific regions likely to be responsible for 
these structural segments. Model β sheets are generally characterized by a negative band 
at 218 nm and positive band between 190–220 nm [31, 32], with more highly twisted β 
sheets exhibiting more intense bands.  
 
Beta rich proteins have been further characterized into βI- and βII- types. βII exhibit a 
poly(Pro)II-type (P2)-like profile [32] in which the positive band generally associated 
with β sheets is countered by the negative band from P2 content. P2 and βII profiles are 
frequently characterized as having high ‘other’ content as P2 is associated with having the 
character of non-periodic or denatured proteins. βII-types have a characteristic 200 nm 
negative band, some with a small positive band around 190 nm and negative shoulder 
around 220 nm. While the WYR sequence contains several prolines, P2-type structure is 
characterized by (φ, ψ) of approximately -70o, +150o and doesn’t require prolines. βII 
structure is characterized by >15% of P2 structure alongside <40% β sheet content. The 
fraction of P2 to β content must be >0.4. The βII-type profile fits WYR well and 30% β 
content would imply at least 12% P2 content which would be 6-7 residues, though there 





We will now examine the probable location and nature of these components in the 
context of both the CD profile of WYR and the character of constituent residues. 
 
Antiparallel Beta Content 
 
Antiparallel β sheets differ from parallel β sheets by the positive band at ~190 nm [33] 
while parallel is negative at this wavelength. A semblance of this is exhibited by WYR 
structure when the mixture of P2 content is considered. The simplest antiparallel β sheet is 
frequently considered the β hairpin where two antiparallel strands are connected via a 
short turn, of which there are three dominant types, 2:2, 3:5, and 4:4 [34, 35] with 2:2 and 
3:5 hairpins being strongly preferred for right-twisted antiparallel sheets [36, 37]. The 
first numerical designation reflect the number of residues involved in the typical binding 
pattern of β sheets in which either the amide or carboxyl is involved in H-bonding and the 
second reflects the number of residues over which both the amide and carboxyl are 
participating in H-bonding. As the WYR sequence is short and dominated by ‘other’ 2o 
structure, it is most likely that the antiparallel component is in the form of a β hairpin.  
 
The antiparallel β character of WYR is similar to some amyloid proteins and may inform 
consideration of WYR multimerization under certain conditions. The periodic elements 
of antiparallel β strands and sheets arise from 3 aa, 6.5-7 Å, long repeats and hydrogen 
bonding between adjacent strands in which the Cα-Cα distance between H-bonded pairs 
is 5.3 Å [38]. In fibrous structures, these are usually parallel to the fibril axis but are 




similar to CD profiles of amyloid structures, in which there is a plateau ending at ~210 
nm and minima at ~200 nm, purported to be a combination of random coil/β structure 
[40, 41]; WYR β content may be capable of forming similar cross-β fibrils under some 
conditions.  
 
Turns & Loops 
 
Turns are composed of n residues over which the distance between the residue α carbons 
must be shorter than 7.5 Å. Types of turns include γ-turns (n=3), β-turns (n=4), α-turns 
(n=5) and π-turns (n=6) [42]. Most turns are associated with typical φ and ψ angles for 
each participating residue that are allowed to vary by up to 30o, unlike the repeating 
peptide conformations of β sheets and α helices that are associated with more specific φ 
and ψ angles and H-bonding patterns. Although turns are described as showing 
preference for hydrophilic amino acids as they are frequently on the outside of proteins, 
aromatic residues such as tyrosine and tryptophan have been known to ‘protect’ the turns 
from solvation [37, 43].  
 
Beta turns are the most common type of nonrepetitive secondary structure [44]. They are 
classically defined as possessing hydrogen bonding between the carbonyl of the residue 
at position i and NH of i+2 or i+3 with a distance of <7 Å between residues i and i+3 
[45]. They are easy to form and break and are considered unstable unless further 
stabilized by side chain interactions [36]. There are 8 types of β turns with type VI being 




a repeating φ of -60° and ψ of -30°. Type I, I’ and IV turns are most likely to be involved 
in double turns with double type I being the most common and similar to two turns of a 
310 helix [46]. Beta turns are often a precursor for β-hairpin structure with the turn type 
playing a role in the twist exhibited in the strands. Type I’ and II’ are most conducive to 
right-twisted β strands [36, 37], the conformation indicated by CD/BeStSel. Beta type II 
and II’ structure specifically has preference for prolines and tyrosines as well as lysines 
within the i to i+3 positions. Beta turns generally contain hydrophilic amino acids as they 
are frequently located externally on a folded protein. As antiparallel β hairpin structures 
strongly prefer type I’ or II’ turns, with these turns being not overly reliant on the 
presence of proline and glycine, this kind of β turn content is more likely to be present 
within the antiparallel β sheet of WYR, as the conserved prolines are towards the N- and 
C-terminal edges of the peptide and not proximal to glycine. 
 
NetTurnP is a program that evaluates the propensity of a sequence, based off of the 
individual amino acid propensities and would-be associations (e.g. i, i+3, etc) with nearby 
residues, to possess different types of β turns [47]. The prediction along the length of the 
WYR sequence can be seen in Fig. 3-6. Type II and Via1 and Vib are considered the 
most probable within the region of greatest β turn likelihood. Types Via1 and Vib are 
characterized by a proline being in the cis conformation in either position 2 or 3 of the 
turn [48] and this prediction is driven by the positioning of P123 and P125. Type IV 
shares a similar pattern with the general β turn propensity pattern but Type IV is unlikely, 




and i+2 residues with X likely being an aromatic residue [22]; the prolines of WYR are 
not immediately neighboring the conserved aromatic residues. 
 
Gamma-turns are defined by H-bonding between the carboxyl of residue i and the amine 
of the i+2 residue and come in ‘classical’ and ‘inverse’ varieties. The ‘inverse’ variant 
makes up the bulk of γ turns found in proteins though only the ‘classical’ variant can give 
rise to the chain reversal necessary in an antiparallel β hairpin [49]. Gamma-turns can 
form very rare 2.27 ribbons when consecutive [50, 51] but are not very stable on their 
own unless enclosed in Ω loops (n ≥ 6) in pseudo-cyclic structures. Like β turns, γ turns 
can be protected by the presence of aromatic residues [52]. A 2.27 ribbon is unlikely to 
form with the variable structure of WYR but it is possible that a γ-type turn is present. If 
a γ turn is present it would likely be the ‘classic’ type (for i+1, φ +75±40; ψ = -64±40) if 
participating in the turn of the β hairpin, or exist as part of loop structures.  
 
It is worth noting that loops and turns can incorporate Poly(Pro)II-type angles (-70o, 
+150o) and the first residue of a β type-II turn is known to possess this conformation. As 
WYR has a βII-like spectra and is still more likely to have β type II’ or I’ turns; this 
orientation, if present, is likely within longer loop/turn-like structures unaffiliated with 
antiparallel β sheet.  
 





Alpha helices, also known as 3.613, in which the average number of residues per turn are 
given with the number of atoms in between hydrogen bonding denoted in subscript, are 
characterized by i, i+4 hydrogen bonding, and are the most well-defined of the periodic 
structures probed by circular dichroism. They are associated with a distinct positive band 
(~190-195 nm) two negative bands at 208 nm and 222 nm that rarely vary. Some 
differently ordered helical content is categorized as ‘Other’ in BeStSel interpretations 
(e.g. 310 and π helices, or 4.416) [24]. Although single α helical (SAH) domains exist in 
proteins, they are predominantly found stabilized by tertiary structure [53], as the residue 
side chains are otherwise completely exposed to solvent. 
 
There is consensus among secondary structure prediction programs (Jpred, RaptorX2, 
Phyre2, and i-tasser) that the WYR region Y104-K114 is helical. This would represent 
~19% of the WYR sequence. The portion of the sequence that precedes it contains 
alternating tyrosines which would be unfavorable for helical structure, while the portion 
that follows Y104-K114 contains a number of helix breakers (glycine, prolines) and a 
bulky tryptophan that is, likewise, unfavorable for helical structure. Y104-K114, while 
not normally helical in WYR at the primary concentration we’ve used for experiments 
(10 µM), may be the region over which some helicity develops at higher concentrations. 
Y104-K114 may also shift to a helical format upon changes in the solvent or in the 






BeStSel predicts some distorted helix content, ‘Helix2’ that may be present in the region 
of consensus among prediction programs based strictly on primary sequence, perhaps 
with conformational changes that take place. However, since multiple residues are 
involved for a helix (>3) and 3 of the 52 WYR residues would be >5% of the total 
structure, the low content predicted in the baseline WYR structure is likely to be from 
non-helical contributions. This could be due to confounding spectra from β content but 
may also be due to helical-like turns contributing to Helix2 (disordered helix) content. 
While 310 helical-like orientations, categorized as ‘Other’ by BeStSel, may be present in 
turn/loop content, it’s unlikely that Ω- (413) or π- (4.416) helical content exists in WYR as 
this would be expected to be present over longer spans or among a more ordered α helix.  
 
Considerations for ‘Other’ structural elements 
 
Protein loops – of which more structured short variants are considered turns – have the 
planes of the peptide bonds frequently forming angles of 90o [54]. While not ideal for 
classical backbone hydrogen bonding, it is the ideal angle for aromatic cation-π or 
aromatic-aromatic interaction. Notably, the peptide bond carboxyl and nitrogen can 
compose a π-plane that can accept the hydrogen of a separate amide for polar hydrogen 
bonding. The energy of the H-π interaction increases with the size of the conjugate 
producing the π cloud, hence interaction energies are higher when this same propensity is 
at play in aromatic residues as they have a much larger π system [54]. These types of 




segments of unusual periodicity. Given that ‘Others’ accounts for nearly half of the WYR 
structure, their importance for WYR function merits further studies. 
 
Unlike extended periodic structures and turns, loops are not defined by their hydrogen-
bonding pattern and tend to have fewer hydrogen bonds and so have been categorized by 
their ‘flatness’ described by geometrical relationships in the x-y direction and z-y 
direction [55]. Strap loops are on the more linear end of the spectra while Ω loops are 
represented on the non-linear end. Loops tend to exist in protein regions that vary in 
sequence between isoforms and between orthologs, but can, nevertheless, be responsible 
for enabling important secondary, tertiary structure or binding specificity. For instance, Ω 
loops have been found to form an “lid” that operates about a hinge to modulate 
accessibility of a binding or catalytic domain in enzymes such as tryptophan synthase, 
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK), and triose phosphate isomerase 
(TPI/TIM) [55-57]. 
 
Additional insights and directions 
 
Beta content of WYR further examined 
 
While programs that predict secondary structure from primary sequence have suggested 
WYR to be predominantly α helical or random coil, a deeper look into the character of 
the prevalent and conserved residues make the high β content shown by CD unsurprising. 




with F, I, V, and T [12], are known to prefer β strand conformations over α helical [58]. 
There are two alanines, known for being pro-helical [59], in WYR of Drosophila flightin. 
A129 is well conserved and located between highly conserved residues W128 and E130. 
When not conserved, A129 is often replaced by a glycine [12]. The other, A119, 
represents the least conserved of all residues of WYR, even among Drosophila species, 
and is frequently replaced by a serine, threonine, aromatic or proline. The next least-
conserved residue is a threonine (T116) that neighbors a much more highly conserved 
glycine and is changed to a valine, another pro-β residue, in other Drosophila species, and 
usually a negatively charged residue in non-Drosophila species. 
 
Beta sheets are made up of extended strands with antiparallel sheets having hydrogen 
bonds perpendicular to the strands with alternating narrowly and widely spaced bond 
pairs, while parallel sheets have evenly spaced hydrogen bond pairing. In nature, mixed 
antiparallel and parallel sheets are possible but there is a bias towards either pure parallel 
or pure antiparallel [60] so it is unsurprising that parallel β content was not predicted 
alongside the antiparallel β content. Antiparallel β sheets can occur with fewer strands 
than are typical of parallel β structure and, unlike parallel sheets, tend to have one side 
exposed to solvent and frequently exhibit alternating hydrophobicity in the sequence. 
 
Although far-UV CD spectra can’t determine tertiary structure, it is worth considering if 
the WYR β content might be participating in a higher order structure as 




secondary structure [61], protein buffer sensitivity or likelihood of transitions upon 
oligomerization. Higher order structures more specific to parallel β sheets can be ruled 
out, along with structures that require many β sheets which are unable to be 
accommodated by WYR’s short sequence. Beta helices, or ‘β prisms’, and β spirals 
involve parallel β sheets while β propellers are known to contain multiple antiparallel β 
sheets. Beta barrels, able to be formed by both antiparallel and parallel β sheets, are made 
up of at least 5 strands for the smallest known and at least 60 residues, at a minimum 
[62]. Most characterized structural β sandwich domains involve 100+ residues. These 
include the Immunoglobulin domains consisting of 7-9 antiparallel β strands that form a β 
sandwich with a Greek-key topology and the C2 domain, an 8-stranded β sandwich 
known for a propensity to bind calcium, among others. These fall into the category of β-
solenoids. Beta solenoid is an umbrella term for a β strand-only containing higher order 
structures with the associated turns described as β-arcs [63]. Immunoglobulin domains, 
such as that associated with C10, the LMM binding domain of MyBP-C, fall into the 
categorization of β-solenoid. As these structures are not able to be considered for WYR, 
simpler higher order structures, such as β-meander or antiparallel two-stranded β helix, 
sometimes described as β-hairpin or β-ladder, are worth serious consideration. 
 
Beta hairpins, the most likely β content present in WYR, require two β strands and are 
typically short in length. Beta strands are usually made up of at least 5 amino acids with 
short strands being more likely to exhibit twist. With the 52aa WYR segment, 31% of 




16 residues which could involve 3-3 β strands. Salt bridges often stabilize the surface of β 
strands and β sheets so the central charged residues (K94, R100, D105, D106, D109, 
D112, K113, K114) are conducive to this structure. Aromatic residues are favored in the 
middle of β sheets while prolines are favored towards the edges and have been frequently 
involved in the nucleation of β structure [64, 65]. 
 
The alternating pattern of tyrosine residues present within the first one third of the WYR 
sequence is strongly supportive of an area central to a β strand which would permit a 
solvent-exposed tyrosine ladder on one side. This alternating tyrosine pattern spans 7 
residues (Y93-Y99) although it is likely that the strand would include residues at either 
end. The prolines in the WYR sequence (P88, P123, P125) are not permissive to β 
structure, unless they are participants of turns. The next likely strand is C-terminal to the 
first strand, closer to the central region of WYR, and requires separation from the first 
strand by a turn. The region of T101-Y104 is permissive of a β turn, possibly a type I’ or 
II’ β turn with T101 in the i position and N102 in the i+1 or N102 in the i position [49, 
66]. A turn at T101-Y104 would align multiple hydrophobic and complimentary charged 
residues to occupy the center of the antiparallel β structure, whose formation is known to 
be turn-driven [67, 68]. T101-Y104 would be conducive to tyrosine-asparagine stacking 
[69, 70] while still permitting favorable interactions between the two tyrosines. 
 
Expected twist and distance between residues strongly support favorable interactions 




residue and the distance between residues is ~3.5 Å, so each residue is about 7 Å from 
the next residue with a same-side-facing R-group. For three residues, the total twist could 
be 90o and is ideal for tyrosine-tyrosine interactions. While π-π stacking interactions are 
possible, T-shaped interactions in which the hydroxyl of one tyrosine is positioned over 
the pi face of another (OH-π) is the most stable conformation and is most probable 
between orientations of 80-100o [71]. The threonine (T101) at the start of the twist is 
positioned excellently to ‘cap’ the last tyrosine in the sequence (Y98) in the same 
manner. In the format most ideal for T-shaped tyrosine contacts, the β hairpin would be 
in a coiled format [72].  
 
Overall, the combination of CD and sequence analysis suggest the ~30% of residues 
engaged in right-twisted antiparallel β structure includes at least Y93-D112. The 
proposed structure includes a favorable line up of charged residues: R100 aligns with 
D105 and K94 aligns with D109, the latter of which may be reinforced by, or involved in 
potentiating, cross-β contact between Y95 and Y110. There are no unfavorable charged 
contacts observed within Y93-D112 in a β hairpin format. There is only one possible 
outward facing hydrophobic residue (I108), which may be involved with further contacts 
outside of the β hairpin. Hence, the predominant β content is expected to encompass 
Y93-D112; with the β turn excluded, this would be the equivalent of ~30% of WYR 





The proposed structure also includes a tyrosine ladder extending from Y93 to Y99 in 
which a more central tyrosine, Y95 may be involved in cross-β contact with Y110. Cross-
β Tyrosine ladders, related over multiple antiparallel β strands to form a row of tyrosines, 
have been found to be involved in amyloid proteins, docking surfaces for protein-protein 
interactions [73] and have been the basis for development of self-assembly mimics [74]. 
Cross-β Tyrosine ladders found in amyloid structures are not resultant from interactions 
along a single solvent-side of a β strand. Likewise, we surmise it is not likely that WYR 
is exhibiting extensive cross-β character from its own putative solvent-exposed tyrosine 
ladder, though cross-β is possible in the one instance in the area center of the proposed 
hairpin between Y95 and Y110. How this would impact the charge distribution along the 
tyrosine ladder between Y93-Y99 is unclear but a cross-β connection between Y95-Y110 
would act as a stabilizer for the hairpin structure [75, 76], with Y95 rendering the 
stabilizer sensitive to any change relayed through the exposed tyrosine ladder, be it due to 
solvent or binding. The possibility that WYR Y93-Y99 is a protein-binding site deserves 
further study. 
 
‘Other’ & ‘Turn’ content of WYR further examined 
 
The predicted β hairpin encompasses at least one turn and the rest of the sequence is 
expected to be predominantly ‘turn’ or ‘other’ content and make up most of the WYR 
sequence. While turn and loop content has historically been considered to be mostly 




and appreciation of their roles has led to further characterization and provides some 
ground for hypothesizing on the type(s) present in WYR structure. 
 
It is likely that T101-Y104 encompasses a turn responsible for the majority of right-
twisted β hairpin content in WYR. This could be in the form of a β-type turn but other 
turn types are open for consideration, including the Asx turn, and ST turn. Asx turns fall 
under similar categorization as β turns but the side chain of residue i (Asn or Asp) 
hydrogen bonds to the backbone NH group of i+2. Asparagine has been observed making 
such turn-based contacts with tyrosine at a position +2 away, and the N102 and Y104 
would be amenable to this [77]. Similarly, in ST turns, the serine or threonine at i 
frequently will form a hydrogen bond with the main chain NH of i+2. Given the expected 
30o/aa rotation along the right twisted strand, T101 is in an ideal position to cap the end 
of the stacked OH/π bonds along the tyrosine ladder. If an ST turn were present, 
threonine’s R-group would not be available for engagement of the tyrosine ladder. 
However, a β type I’ turn would accommodate the expected twist well while leaving the 
threonine’s R-group to engage with tyrosine’s aryl group, as would an Asx turn. Beta 
turns can also incorporate Asx turns and asparagine is strongly over-represented in β type 
I’ turns [78]; these are not mutually exclusive designations.  
 
Tyrosine corners are common to β sandwich domains and are highly conserved in 
fibronectin type III and immunoglobulin superfamilies [79] which are present in cMyBP-




strand in which the tyrosine hydroxyl H-bonds to a backbone NH or CO of a residue at 
Y-3, Y-4, or Y-5 with the Y-4 variant being most common. The consensus sequence is 
LxPGxY with a hydrophilic residue in the x position representing Y-4, although other 
residues, such as tryptophan or histidine can also form similar “corners” [80]. The WYR 
sequence doesn’t harbor the consensus sequence or contain like-residues for previously 
found tryptophan and histidine corners so this type of turn/loop structure is not supported 
though there is nothing clearly prohibiting an aromatic outside of the tyrosine ladder from 
being involved in H-bonding to the peptide backbone.  
 
Other possible turns can incorporate more or fewer residues compared to β turns such as 
α and γ turns. Gamma turns (n=3) have a hydrogen bond between i and i+2 and the φ, ψ 
angles must be within 40o of either the inverse (-79o, 69o) or classic (75o,-64o) variant, 
and may be more amenable to incorporation of diverse residues than β turns [81]. Αlpha-
turns (n=5) have been characterized by ϕ, ψ angle distribution as extensively as β turns, 
though are less common [82, 83]. A turn of n=3 (γ, Asx) or n=4 (β) are most favorable 
for the proposed central WYR hairpin but modelling would be necessary to fully 
articulate the possible conformations.  
 
Matters become more complicated in that there can be overlapping turn segments in 
loops or other turns, similar to β turns encompassing Asx turns. π-turns (n= 6; i, i+5 H 
bonding) are most often present at the end of helical structures and often internalize a β-




[85]. Pi turns are not likely for any part of WYR, partially due to the absence of helical 
content but also due to a general lack of glycines, strongly preferred in π-turns, within the 
sequence. Aromatics, of which there are many in WYR, are preferred at π-turn positions 
at i-1, i+6, but are also not appropriately positioned to other π-turn preferred residues that 
do exist within the WYR sequence. Loop structure on the outskirts of the central 
antiparallel β content (Q93-K113), however, could include γ-, β- or α- turn content. 
 
Beta bulges may also be contributing to irregularity designated by ‘Other’ content. They 
are known to occur in β sheets composed of at least two strands. In antiparallel β 
structure, ‘classic’ bulges occur with an additional residue on only one strand positioned 
between two narrowly spaced pairs of hydrogen bonds while a ‘wide’ bulge is 
characterized by the additional residue lying between a pair of the more widely spaced 
hydrogen bond pairings. More rare variants are the ‘bent’, ‘G1’ and ‘Special’: ‘bent’ 
bulges involve an additional residue present on both strands, “G1” bulges occur at the 
end of an antiparallel strand and are characterized by a glycine, and ‘Special’ involve 
insertions of up to three residues in one strand. Of all the types of bulges, the G1 bulge is 
most often found on the outside ends of an antiparallel sheet, rather than being internal 
[86]. The most probable place for a ‘bulge’ to show up in WYR structure would be 
towards the end of the antiparallel β hairpin at G117, a residue only lacking in paraWYR 
of decapods and chelicerates. A type I turn followed by a G1 bulge is a trademark of 3:5 
hairpins and could be taking part in further brief antiparallel β contact N-terminal to the 





Although we hypothesize the β hairpin of WYR to be centered on a type I’/II’ β turn or 
Asx turn, other portions of WYR are expected to exhibit additional turn or loop behavior 
given the BeStSel projected turn and other content. Such series-turn or loop structures 
may dominate in the C-terminal of WYR and be involved with additional contacts with 
the central hairpin. Omega loops are the most well characterized of loop structures but 
remain somewhat loosely categorized. More rare are ψ-loops in which two antiparallel 
strands are connected by a “+2 connection”, an additional strand in between that is 
hydrogen bonded to both.  
 
Omega loops, due to their variability in H-bonding and hydrophobic contacts and 
undefined end points, have been characterized by purpose as “functional”, “stability” or 
“folding” loops [55] and are frequently solvent-exposed. Omega loops are so named by 
their shape resulting from the reversal in direction of the polypeptide after 6 or more 
residues. “Functional” loop regions may be extremely important to substrate specificity 
and binding and may be highly conserved for this purpose. Hypervariable loop structures 
in immunoglobulins, responsible for antigen specificity and trypsin and chymotrypsin 
substrate specificity, can be interchanged by swapping of the loop segment. There are 
multiple instances of Ω loop lids that operate alongside a hinge, participating in transition 
states and moderating access to primary binding sites [55]. “Stability” loops are so named 
as conservation within loops are not found to be important for general protein structure 




presence of ions). “Folding” loops are loop types that may be considered to be 
microdomains and maintain independent structure and, like “stability” loops, can be 
involved in transitions, specifically for protein folding. “Stability” and “Folding” loops 
are still in need of further characterization with least information being available for 
loops responsible for the folding of periodic structure in the remainder of the protein.  
 
Given the high conservation of WYR sequence, loop content is likely to be functional Ω- 
or ψ-loops towards the C-terminal and involve the rigid segment around P123. Psi-loops 
can be involved in H-bonding a coil or helical structure to a β hairpin and are not limited 
to additional β strands. Cation-π interactions with tryptophan are very common and form 
the strongest cation-π between the aromatic residues [87], which can be augmented by 
proline. Prolines and basic residues (R,K) are located proximal to both tryptophans in the 
WYR sequence and are likely to be interacting and stabilizing for loop structure. The 
conserved tryptophans could also be participating in anion-quadrupole interactions with 
aspartate (D) or glutamate (E) residues [88] if, the participating groups were >5 Å apart 
with hydrogen bonding accommodated. Intra-sequence contacts may also be necessary to 
decrease the inter-protein reactivity of tryptophan in the N- and C-terminal regions of 
WYR to promote contacts closer to the central region. If the WYR structure is able to 
instigate β to helical transitions, these flanking loop structures may be involved in the 





Overall, the turn associated with the central β hairpin is expected to be a β type I’/ASX 
turn, possibly a β type II’, that may be involved in transitions in secondary structure with 
‘other’ loop/turn content predominantly located in the C-terminal of WYR. C-terminal 
loop structures, likely encompassing additional turns, following a G1 β-bulge towards the 
end of the central hairpin, is also proposed. In addition to loops, β bridges, defined as β 
sheet hydrogen bond formation between a single pair of residues, and 310 helical content 
contribute to the ‘Other’ BeStSel categorization. Both β-bridges and Type I β-turns 
contribute to ‘Other’ content found in WYR as β type I turns are similar to the format of a 
310 helix and small contacts with the central β hairpin embedded in the C-terminal loops 
or G1 β-bulge are likely. Unsupported “Other” content for the entire WYR sequence 
includes π-turns, Tyr/His/Trp-corners, and ST turns/motifs. 
 
The hypothesized WYR structure we propose contains T101-Y104 as encompassing the 
turn central to WYR’s β hairpin whose strands flank this turn, with an additional G1 β 
bulge present on the C-terminal strand with ‘other’ structure flanking this β hairpin (Fig. 
3-7). The β hairpin is deduced in part by the probable location of the defining turn, by 
favorable contacts between and within hypothetical strands and through exclusion of the 
more N- and C-terminal ends of WYR as being inauspicious to β structure. The ‘other’ 
structure is likely to be functional in nature and include rigid loops and turns that 
contribute to the P2 component of WYR’s overall βII-like CD profile. The proposed 
structure and contacts can be tested and some suggestions for future studies are proposed 





Comparison to Secondary Structure Prediction Programs Based on AA 
Sequence 
 
There are a plethora of secondary structure prediction programs that aim to accurately 
identify regions of periodic and aperiodic structure on the basis of amino acid sequence 
alone. Programs we’ve used to attain secondary structure estimates for WYR include 
CFSSP [61], YASPIN [89], PHDpsi [90], PSIPRED [91], Phyre2 [92], Jpred [93, 94], 
and I-TASSER [95-97]. We examined the output of these along with all the secondary 
structure prediction methods offered by Network Protein Sequence Analysis (NPS@) of 
Pôle Bioinformatique Lyonnais [98], PredictProtein [99] and the Proteus Structure 
Prediction Server [100] amounting to a total of 22 programs (Fig. 3-8). 
 
Compared to the β sheet content estimated from the WYR CD profile, 21/22 programs 
predicted substantially less or none with a much higher projection of helical content. 
YASPIN, PsiPred, Reprofsec (PredictProtein), Porter 4.0 and Jpred (Jnet) all predicted no 
β strand content along the entirety of the WYR sequence (Fig. 3-9A) and ranged from a 
high of 71% (YASPIN) to a low of 40% (Jpred) helical content with the remainder being 
random coil (not shown).  
 
To see if propensities changed within the programs that only predicted helical/coil 
content, tyrosines were changed to alanines, a change that in theory should greatly impact 




considered in the secondary structure predictions  (Fig. 3-9B). Alanine was used as it is 
able to participate in H-bonding of both α and β content, and while it is frequently 
associated with some helical preference over β sheets, the relative orientation of the 
alanines as a result of replacement of all the tyrosines in the WYR Y-ladder would be 
more favorable for β content. The resulting alternating hydrophobic pattern would be 
more conducive to an inward facing portion of a β strand whereas the pattern would be 
rare in a helix unless that helix were very internal in a tertiary structure. Hence, β would 
be favored over α helical content. Change to alanine allows removal of tyrosine’s R-
group yet is not as invasive as replacement by phenylalanine which would be a much 
larger nonpolar group. The change to alanine would be expected to increase predicted β-
content and allow us to observe how the programs treat the structure in the context of the 
absence of tyrosine’s bulky side group, without the conformational freedom that glycine 
permits, or the stronger, more hydrophobic, pressures of β-proponent residues (Ile, Val, 
Phe). 
 
Upon this change, Porter 4.0 designated one more residue as helical (P88) with all others 
unchanged. Reprofsec (PredictProtein) found two more residues to be helical as opposed 
to coil (Y93A, K94) and designated L133 as coil rather than helical. PsiPred newly 
designated Q92 as helical and N98 and Y99A as coil. Jpred (Jnet) found the most change 
with Q92 becoming the only strand-predicted residue among all five programs; K94, 
Y99A, Y104A, D105, and T127 were changed to a helical designation and R100 and 




positions within the ladder as either helical or coil. Overall, there was minimal change 
and most changes were at the beginning or end of a helical span with the exception of the 
additional 3-residue coil in PsiPred. Jpred (Jnet), which initially had the lowest prediction 
of helical content, exhibited the most change. This could be due to greater fragmentation 
of these segments in the original prediction compared to the other programs; i.e., there 
were more start/end points of helical segments than the other programs and these were 
hot spots of change. Types of change in the structure was very variable between the 
programs; only one pair of programs (JPred & ReProfSec) were in consensus about a 
designation change of one residue (K94 becoming helical). It would be expected that, if 
the aromatic character of the tyrosines were being considered, greater spans of residues 
would be impacted and there would be more instances of shift for the mutated residues 
and nearest neighbors.  
 
The literature has recognized that caveats of secondary structure prediction based on 
primary sequence stem from limited basis datasets, and datasets sourced using methods 
not representative of realistic in vivo conditions [61]. Algorithms vary in regards to basis 
datasets as well as whether they take the conformational probability of each residue alone 




not take into consideration orientation driven by side-chain interactions, which, in a 
highly aromatic residue-containing sequence, is expected to be substantial. 
 
Of the programs that detect turns, GOR I and SOPM from NPS@, and CFSSP, turn 
regions were proposed at positions K89, R100-N102, K113-T116, R124-P125, and R134 
(Fig. 3-10). K114 attains the highest chance of turn content, in consensus between all 
three programs. N102 and R134 are unique in that these programs attributed three 
different structures to these positions: helix, strand and turn for N102 and helix, coil or 
turn for R134. There are only three other positions in which all three programs give 
different predictions (R87, V118, L133). Amongst 22 algorithms (Fig. 3-8), of the 
residues suggested to be in turn conformation by GOR I, SOPM, or CFSSP, R134 is 
equally divided between coil and helix prediction while R100-N102, Q115-T116 are the 
only segments that are designated at β strand by any of the programs. The segment of 
R100-N102 is the only segment to have a turn designation that is flanked by multi-
residue spans predicted to be in β strand format by at least 2 algorithms. T101 and N102 
have been hypothesized as possible positions of turn initiation, with particular interest for 
initiation at N102. R100 lies between the last Y of the tyrosine ladder and the, theoretical, 
capping T101. No programs have been found capable of taking into account a possible 
tyrosine ladder and OH-π interactions hypothesized, which would impact the probability 
of a turn within the area. Hence, with consideration of the tyrosine ladder, the most 





The algorithm that categorizes N102 as a turn is GOR I and is the only program that 
considers circular dichroism data for their basis structures in the absence of x-ray 
crystallography, which would accommodate the concern that crystal structures are not 
always representative of those in solution or in vivo. It’s arguable that this may be more 
representative for structures not able to form crystal structures and could be the best 
choice for evaluating WYR structure via sequence. This program gives high estimates of 
β structure (Fig. 3-11), 67% of total, with the longest β segment flanking N102. The 
largest helical segment is I108-K110 which is in consensus between all turn-predicting 
programs and is towards the end of the longest helical segment predicted by most other 
algorithms, additional encouragement towards this region having potential to undergo 
helical transition.  
 
Despite caveats for each of the predictive methods, some areas of interest can be 
identified when the output of all the programs are considered. Between the many 
algorithms, regions that stick out include N102, I108-Y110, and a segment starting at 
W128. There is also support for regularity in spans of 8+ residues flanking N102, even if 
there is no agreement regarding the type of regularity. N102 and the region of drastic 
transition that takes place just past I111-K113, at K114, may represent turns leading into 
changes in periodicity. I111-K113 and a segment at W128 display highest helical 
propensities, even for the β-heavy GOR 1 prediction, and may be most likely to exhibit 
helical periodicity if β-to-helical transitions factor into WYR structural change upon 





How might the structure of WYR be changing in context of buffer or binding? 
 
The CD profile between our buffered WYR and preliminary findings with WYR in just 
dH2O are slightly different, with WYR in water exhibiting lower helical and higher 
antiparallel β content (Fig. 3-3, Fig. 3-5). Preliminary experiments also demonstrated 
WYR to be more soluble in pure dH2O (observations). Though further experimentation is 
needed to confirm these observations, the hydration properties of WYR may play a role 
in its solubility/aggregation propensity in ionic buffers and allude to a possible role for 
intrinsic charge interactions. Proteins in solution exhibit conformational flexibility that 
can encompass a range of hydration states not found in a crystal, a form avoided by 
proteins in vivo. Water activity and fugacity is decreased by the presence of salts. In pure 
water, some proteins that are normally insoluble under buffered conditions, become 
soluble due to permissible, unshielded, interactions between a protein’s intrinsic charges 
[101]. This could factor in the case of WYR as there is evident segmentation of positive 
and negative charges, such that the complimentary charged residues may be proximal 
only when folded, but exposed to solvent. Tyrosine, tryptophan and proline are slightly 
kosmotropic and can stabilize the structure by stabilizing low-density water, thereby 
increasing the local density of water and providing some protection. 
 
WYR has a high aromatic (19%) and hydrophobic (34%) content that could enable the 
formation of ordered water in clathrate-like structures or in linear structures. Structured 




wires for charge transfer in several proteins [102]. In BPTI, a linear chain of water forms 
transiently but repeatedly; this ‘aqueduct mechanism’ has been found to pull in ligands 
[103]. The formation of clathrate-like hydration of antifreeze proteins (AFP), via both 
hydrophobic residues and compartmentation, have been known to be important for their 
function [104]. An AFP from Chironomidae (midge) has been found to involve a π-
stacked series of highly conserved tyrosines between β strands and its function is 
completely ablated upon mutagenesis of the central tyrosine [105]. In the case of the 
midge AFP, threonine and asparagine were also important for anchoring the clathrate 
cages that formed. 
 
The prevalent tyrosine content, especially in the suggested format of a tyrosine ladder, is 
expected to be very sensitive to the presence of cations, more so than other aromatics 
[106]. Aromatics are known to be over-represented in regions of binding, partially due to 
their ability to engage in cation−π interactions [107]. Multiple individual tyrosines have 
been shown to develop into higher order structures due to their high reactivity and 
aromatic-aromatic involvement [76, 108] and are focal points for development of 
synthetic binding proteins due to their high prevalence in protein-protein binding regions 
[109]. There are multiple examples of solvent-exposed tyrosine stacking in antiparallel β 
structure purposed for dimerization or receptor binding [110]. Taken together, Y93-Y99 
of WYR is a strong candidate for being both sensitive to cations in solution and acting as 
binding participants, whether that be to a positively charged region of the LMM, self-




modulate affinity for protein binding with higher [cation] in solution releasing an 
otherwise secure interface.  
 
A tyrosine ladder involved in H-bonding of the tyrosine OH group or involved in edge-
to-face OH-π interactions can greatly potentiate cation-π contacts [111]. A tyrosine ladder 
formed by such contacts can be extra attractive to cations causing a transition to more 
dominant cation-π type interactions. This transition can be initiated by changes in the 
protein milieu such as in ionic conditions or presence of other proteins. Arginine is 
preferred in cation-π interactions with tyrosine, over lysine [87]. As lysines are the 
preferred positively charged residues among the tyrosine ladder and expected antiparallel 
β segment, it’s likely that cation-π interactions are not prioritized between these residues 
in the native WYR structure. However, this could develop in the presence of exogenous 
cations that could destabilize the highly right twisted-form of the tyrosine ladder strand 
and stabilizing salt bridges. In such a situation, the central β structure may be less twisted 
and more reliant on H-bonding. A transition to strict reliance on antiparallel H-bonding 
could result in competition from the multiple aspartic acids and asparagines for such 
contacts and lead to a disconnect between the two original strands and ablation of 
antiparallel character. 
 
Aromatic and hydrophobic regions are hot spots for protein-protein interactions with 
arginine being over-represented for contacts involving β strands [112, 113] suggesting 




specific region involved in first contact with the remainder of WYR undergoing 
sequential binding stimulated by the first. Although arginine is over-represented in the 
contacts for β strand binding, in the formation of helix-β strand interfaces, arginine is 
under-represented with a much greater representation for tyrosine and tryptophan [114], 
most frequently in contact with hydrophobic residues. Proline and lysine are also under-
represented at such interfaces, lending greater consideration towards the central 
antiparallel β segment of WYR being involved in such an interface, even if smaller 
segments of β character are present outside of this region. 
 
Oligomerization would represent a very different scenario compared to buffer or alternate 
protein binding. Assuming two or more equivalently stabilized structures, longer distance 
ionic interactions that play only a lesser role in the stabilization of the β component may 
play a much larger role in oligomerization, in which stagger of the β strands allow 
contacts not otherwise available in the native structure. Such behavior is utilized and well 
researched in the creation of hydrogels and can impart new mechanical character [115, 
116]. If multiple domains were to stagger, it would result in a fibrillar tertiary structure 
and potentially stabilize larger, more-reactive, interfaces such as the tyrosine ladder.  
The WYR sequence is amenable to dimorphic β-to-β oligomerization but may not be 
limited to oligomerization via a matching of the central β strands. Beta-to-beta 
dimerization has been most frequently found to occur in homodimers, antiparallel at the 
interface, with aromatic residues and prolines favoring a dimorphic relationship [117], in 




in which at least two strands from each monomer are interacting with each other or 
hybrid format in which one strand from one monomer and two strands from another 
monomer are interacting. Arginine and lysine are also the most common charged residues 
for dimorphic interfaces and, if involved in additional short antiparallel content outside of 
the central hairpin, could be important for such an interface. Most contact areas for 
dimorphic antiparallel β-to-β dimers are also short, so β contacts outside of the central 
pair of β strands hypothesized for WYR, can be considered as possible interfaces for such 
contact.  
 
Small structural changes resultant from binding, temperature change, or ionic domination 
in the solvent could result in more dramatic shifts or change the exposed component(s). 
This could lead to further accessibility for binding partners and trigger larger shifts. 
Tryptophan and proline-heavy loop structures with strong interactions are rigid and less 
prone to change, while more flexible regions that may act as a ‘hinge’, or lead-in to such 
regions, can be modulated to change the exposed landscape more dramatically. Re-
orientation of the rigid component via changes in the ‘hinge’ without impacting the 
stability or structure of that component could result in exposure of additional segments of 
the WYR structure previously masked by positioning of the rigid component. This could 
increase availability of reactive residues. Alternately, repositioning of the rigid 






In cases of binding contact with a conformationally different target, regions of instability 
or inconsistency within the target may be attractive as an interface and the binding 
interaction could stabilize the complex. As an example, a classical helical coiled-coil 
contains a complementary pattern of hydrophobic (H), polar (P) and charged (C) residue 
types: H P P H C P C, in which each position is designated a-g. Disruptions in this pattern 
can vary in extremity and result in exposure of reactive residues, sometimes completely 
shifting the target’s structure and allowing greater accessibility for binding. Disruptions 
range from stutters (deletion of 3 residues) and stammers (deletion of 4 residues) to more 
disruptive insertions of 1 or 5 residues that can lead to formation of π-helix segments or 
break the helix, resulting in short β-strand content, called a β layer [118]. Binding of 
WYR to such a region could allow re-orientation of destabilizing contacts that could 
either allow local re-structuring or provide a secure to these regions of “weak links” that 
may permit even greater stability than the native heptad pattern.  
 
What can be done in future studies to further examine WYR structure? 
 
There are multiple ways in which to examine what residues are solvent-exposed in WYR 
at different [WYR] or in conjunction with binding studies. N-acetylimidizole (NAI) 
acetylates K,R,N,S,T and Y residues and can be used along with SILAC mass 
spectroscopy to determine if these residues are exposed in solution [119]. To examine 
whether the multiple tyrosines are present in a structure that permits same-side/face 
tyrosine-tyrosine interaction, Ru(bpy)32+-catalyzed photo-cross-linking can be used to 




tandem mass spectrometry [121]. Dyes such as Congo Red and Methylene Yellow may 
permit similar evaluation of WYR structure in the absence or presence of binding 
partners, different buffer solutions (e.g. pH, ionic strength) or in conjunction with other 
context changes (e.g. increased molecular crowding, temperature). Tyrosine ladders 
composed of 4 or more tyrosines in a row also provide a binding site for methylene 
yellow (Thioflavin T) [73, 122] that emits a weak signal at ~530 nm when unbound, and 
a strong signal at 482 nm when bound and excited at 450 nm.  
 
The role of salt bridges can be examined broadly or specifically. Changing pH (e.g. 
deprotonating positively charged residues lysine and arginine at higher pH) and by 
changing ionic strength to introduce charge screening [123] are traditional means that can 
be easily coupled with Circular Dichroism or other methods. Temperature and the 
dielectric constant (e.g. glycerol vs water) of the solution can also be used to evaluate the 
prevalence of charge interactions and allow greater selectivity of charged residues 
impacted [123-125]. Emerging methodologies, such as the use of Nanosecond pulsed 
electric fields [126] may be relevant in the future, as WYR structure becomes more 
established and structure-coupled charge interactions, responsible for more nuanced 
conformational shift or binding contact, are of deeper interest. 
 
Colloidal stability can be evaluated using kosmotropes (e.g. glycerol, betaine, ectoine, 
trehalose) and chaotropes (e.g. urea, guanidine) can elucidate what types of interactions 




relevant for in vivo binding or other environmental conditions. Kosmotropes are polar 
and possess negligible net charge and so act to extensively H-bond with water molecules 
while chaotropes have weaker H-bonding and can simulate “more dense” water. This can 
probe WYR’s reliance on H-bonding, aggregation propensity and reversibility. This can 
provide information on the protein-water interface for the native structure and can be 
coupled with analytical ultracentrifugation, circular dichroism, static/dynamic light 
scattering, self-interaction chromatography, various other types of absorption 
spectroscopy (e.g. NMR, IR, Raman), ultrasonic shear rheometry and many other 
techniques [127, 128]. 
 
To examine if the structural changes induced by WYR can be related to mechanical 
capacity, single molecule force measurements can be performed with or without a 
binding partner, comparing bound and free constructs, in which the binding partner is 
covalently attached to an AFM tip by a PEG tether. As information about the structure 
grows, the change in structure of oligomers, or in conjunction with other binding 
partners, can be coupled to mechanical impact on the oligomer or solution behavior (e.g. 
viscosity) using rheometry. Possible fibrillar tertiary structure may be able to be detected 
by EM and allow further mechanical dissection. 
 
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) may play a role for WYR function in vivo and 
the function of side-groups within the structure may be able to be probed by 




most likely to occur on methionine, serine, or tryptophan. Oxidation of the methionine 
neighboring a tyrosine, can be involved in tyrosyl oxidation or nitrotyrosine formation 
[130, 131] with negatively charged residues facilitating this process and positively 
charged residues impeding it [132]. In the WYR sequence, M96 is sandwiched between 
Y95 and Y97 of the tyrosine ladder and has been found to be oxidized by MS (Emily 
Price, unpublished data). Even with a possible oxidized methionine nearby, the tyrosines 
in a ladder form for the opposite side of a β-hairpin would be more protected from 
methionine-mediated modification and Y95 is further neighboring K94, which would 
discourage this process. An additional consideration is that M96 is not very highly 
conserved and is frequently changed to a leucine or isoleucine outside of Drosophila, 
more suggestive towards a primary role as a supportive non-polar internal residue.  
 
Asparagine (N102) would have its R-group H-bonding with the main chain in the 
proposed Asx turn/motif and this may be able to be evaluated by inhibiting this type of 
contact by modification of the side group. N-linked glycosylation can be performed on 
the amine group of asparagine located at N102, which may be enabled by the nearby 
threonine residue. Deamination can also disrupt the H-bonding pattern if the side-chain is 
involved and can further reveal information of the level of exposure for asparagine 
residues within the structure [133]. The propensity for Asp/Asn to form such bonding has 
been found to be a conformational and functional driver in other proteins [134], coupled 





Many of the methods described up to this point can provide information on structure with 
and without the context of ligand binding interactions, but additional techniques can be 
utilized with a more direct focus on the protein-ligand interaction. Near UV CD can 
determine packing of aromatic residues and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 
using intrinsic fluorescence of aromatic residues [135] can determine distance 
correlations for interacting regions. Thermodynamic properties (e.g. enthalpy (ΔH), 
entropy (ΔS)) of binding and stoichiometry can be measured without the need for 
molecular labels by isothermal titration calorimetry and kinetics by using surface 
plasmon resonance or biolayer interferometry [136]. If tags or cross-linking is an option, 
MS methods become feasible [137, 138]. 
 
In muscle, structures on the minute level of protein folding may result in structural shifts 
for the entire fiber. Protein structure has bearing on function, dictating the roles of 
residues by their precise arrangements. Such arrangements dictate the level of exposure 
and reactivity that the residues engage in individually and as a collective. The study of 
flightin, known to impact structure and organization of the thick filament, necessitates an 
understanding of the structure, and structural changes, within both binding partners: the 
flightin WYR region and the myosin LMM. In order to properly articulate the impact of 
this relationship, we will now discuss the structure of the LMM before transitioning into 





LMM AND C600 SEQUENCE AND STRUCTURE  
 
Myosin II is a member of a protein superfamily that shares three functional domains that 
include (i) an N-terminal globular domain that binds actin and hydrolyzes ATP to 
perform mechanical work, (ii) a helical coiled-coil tail domain and (iii) a partially helical 
hinge region that connects the two. Proteolysis of myosin II separates the head ‘S1’ and 
hinge ‘S2’ regions, together designated heavy meromyosin (HMM), from the coiled-coil 
tail, designated light meromyosin (LMM). Myosin II is highly conserved throughout 
Animalia and evolutionary analysis suggests that these three domains co-evolved and are 
functionally interdependent [139]. 
 
The LMM’s coiled-coil structure is necessary for myosin to assemble into the thick 
filaments. Some of this assembly is inherent, driven by an assembly competence domain 
(ACD) and an alternating charge repeat pattern that spans 28 residues. In low ionic 
strength solutions (~150 mM), the LMM from rabbit striated muscle will form ordered 
aggregates (paracrystals) in vitro with a similar periodicity, as found in vivo, at 43 nm 
detected by EM [140] though the assemblies vary in length and width. This behavior has 
also been identified for the Drosophila LMM [7]. Regular assembly according to species-
specific filament parameters, however, require orchestration on the part of particular 
LMM-associating proteins, or molecular ‘rulers’ such as titin, present in vivo. Both α 
helical coiled-coiled structure and LMM-associating proteins are necessary for thick 







The structural character of the LMM is driven, in part, by a heptad repeat, a character of 
primary structure, in which amino acids of each participating α helix in a dimer are 
arranged in a ‘HPPHCPC’ pattern in which H represents hydrophobic residues, P for 
polar residues and C for charged residues. The heptad is described as being in positions 
‘abcdefg’ (Fig. 3-12). Deviation from this pattern is described as a ‘stutter’ if there is a 
deletion of 3 residues from the repeat, a ‘stammer’ if there is a deletion of 4 residues or a 
‘skip’ for a deletion of 6 residues (or an extra 1 residue). The charged e and g positions of 
each helix stabilize the seam of the coiled-coil/super helix but can be responsible for 
instability in a single α helix. Hydrophobic interactions at the ‘a’ and ‘d’ positions form 
an apolar core that may engage in other structures when not in a coiled-coil form. The 
heptad repeat of the myosin II coiled-coil further exhibits higher order alternating 28 aa 
repeats of 14 positively charged and 14 negatively charged segments. However, the 
myosin heptad repeat contains conserved discontinuities inclusive of four skip residues 
[141], equating to positions T1187, E1384, E1581, G1806 in Drosophila. 
 
Extended heptad repeats result in left-handed supercoiling but tend to have less 
regularity. With the introduction of stammers, stutters and skips, structural character can 
be inconsistent along the length of the protein. Stutters can result in unwinding of the 
coiled-coil towards right handed-ness and stammers can result in accentuated left handed-
ness [142]. Crystal structures on portions of the LMM driven to coiled-coil formation by 




found in the referenced study, Xrcc4-H1590-L1657 from human beta cardiac myosin. 
Xrcc4 is a ~140 aa mostly β-stranded globular segment of a DNA-binding protein 
attached to improve formation of a LMM helical coiled coil segment. This segment 
(H1590-L1657) is described as having 10 heptads. However, even if the looser 
description is used for a traditional heptad repeat (HXXHXXX) and spacing between 
them is ignored, the segment contains 6 at maximum (underlined with bold/italics; 
hydrophobic residues are orange; every seven residues are separated by a period in 
accordance to the reported heptad positions), counting overlapping: 
 
Homo sapiens  (P12883) – H1590-L1657 
 
HLRVVDSLQTSLDAETRSRNEALRVKKKMEGDLNEMEIQLSHANRMAAEAQKQVKSLQSLLKDTQIQL 
XHXH.HXXHXXX.HXHXXXX.XXXHHXH.XXXHXXX. HXXHXHX. HXXHXXH.HHXHXXX.HXXHXXH.HXXXXHX.H 
              1       2              3             4            5            6 
defg  abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg  abcdefg  abcdefg  abcdefg  abcdefg  abcdefg a  
Heptad: HXXHXXX 
 
The description of this being 10 heptads is more representative of there being almost 70 
amino acids in the stretch (7*10). When the positions are listed in heptad order as 
designated in the literature, five of the six are aligned (1, and 3-6 as listed above). As this 
is not commonly discussed in the literature, the implication is that the only impactful 
interruptions to a regular heptad repeat in the LMM are at, or around, the four conserved 
skip residues. In experimental application, this does not appear to be the case. 
Experiments using these LMM fragments, and others [144], required attachment to 





This sequence from human beta cardiac myosin aligns to H1589-L1666 of Drosophila 
melanogaster myosin II with 56% identity (identical) and 72% positives (conserved 
character). Even with more hydrophobic (27) residues compared to the beta cardiac 
myosin sequence (25), there are fewer heptads following the HXXHXXX pattern (5) with 
four of those five aligned with the heptad order. These counts don’t include aromatic 
amino acids as ‘a’ and ‘d’ position possibilities as they are non-ideal for the core of the 
coiled-coil. 
 




             1                              2                          3            4                                         5  
defg abcdefg  abcdefg abcdefg  abcdefg   abcdefg  abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg  abcdefg a 
Heptad: HXXHXXX 
 
As these examples from Human beta cardiac and Drosophila myosin demonstrate, the 
LMM does feature a traditional heptad repeat but it is not as regular as the literature may 
lead one to believe and the differences between species are likely to bring about diversity 
in helical content in vivo, possibly more so in vitro. It is important to remember that the 
near crystalline myofibril, with regular organized myosin coiled-coils making up the 
thick filament, becomes such only after extensive in vivo processing and with the 
assistance of a myriad of associated proteins. As such, in addition to different protein 
addendums, studies on coiled-coil-forming proteins sometimes have their heptad repeats 






The full sequence of the LMM region we examine by CD, referred to here as C600, spans 
the Drosophila muscle myosin II (P05661) from V1346-I1941 and contains an additional 
N-terminal 6xHis tag that results in a total length of 602 aa with a molecular weight of 
68,903.48 daltons. The Drosophila LMM extends to F1962 but the C-terminal end 
(V1928-F1962) is not expected to form a helical coiled-coil, containing an additional five 
prolines. Notably, V1346-I1941 overlaps with the non-helical C-terminal region from 
V1928-I1941 and contains two prolines. The proximity of the N-terminal start point for 
this segment (V1346) to the second of the four myosin LMM skip residues (E1384) may 
also factor in to the propensity of the segment to form α helices and α helical coiled-coils. 
 
LMM helicity by CD 
 
Helical content can be determined either using programs that incorporate libraries of 
model proteins with known structure (CONTIN, CDSSTR, BeStSel, etc) or by a 
calculation based off of the magnitude of the MRE output at key positions known to be 
characteristic of α helices. The latter is most common in literature examining myosin and 
the LMM by CD and both evaluation at 208 nm and 222 nm has been used. In the more 
common case of MRE at 222 nm, the values associated with maximal helicity range from 
36,000-49,000 and originate from equations developed for smaller synthetic peptides. 




by the maximal MRE predicted for a fully helical protein and that fraction becomes the 
predicted fraction of helical content. 
 
Aside from guided helicity of the LMM by additional residues [143], some research has 
been done on purified LMM by circular dichroism (CD) and results in a range of output. 
Reports on the helical content of LMM segments range from <30% to 99% (Table 3-1). 
Early studies on LMM derived from cleaved rabbit myosin calculated >90% helicity for 
the LMM and 78% for whole myosin [146]. LMM cleaved from walleye pollack myosin 
was found to have 56% helicity while the recombinant LMM gave rise to 80% helicity in 
high ionic strength (600 mM) based off of the magnitude at 222 nm [147]. Other studies 
of the LMM, specifically beta cardiac MyHC found a range of <30% to up to 99% based 
on the magnitude of ellipticity at 222 nm [148-151]. The one study found that examined 
LMM segments of Drosophila myosin predicted 81% helicity by K2D [152]. Predicted 
helicities are dependent on buffer conditions in addition to the myosin sequence. Skeletal 
myosin extracted from rabbit to have ~56% helicity and 79% helicity from bovine with 
values decreasing by 11-33% in the presence of calcium [153] though such a study has 
not been done with the LMM alone. 
 
Studies examining myosin II and LMM have all exhibited traditional helical character in 
which a positive band is present at ~195 nm and two negative bands exist at 208 nm and 
222 nm [143, 146, 147, 149-153]. This has been our finding with the C600 as well (Fig. 




concentrations of C600 (10 µM). However, we do not find the intensities at 208 nm or 
222 nm to be intense enough to suggest bulk α helical content if we use the typical 
methods of calculation (see Table 3-2).  
 
Multiple equations calculated fractional helicity (FH) based off of a comparison of the 
experimentally observed MRE at a given wavelength (Θλ
exp), and the predicted ellipticity 
for a protein with 0% (Θλ
u) to 100% helical content (Θλ
h) at that wavelength [154, 155]. 






u)              Eq.1 
 
The method for calculating Θλ
h used for short helices can be adapted for the LMM when 
considering that it is unlikely that the helix is continuous throughout the entire length 
(Eq.2). T is temperature in celsius, n is the number of helical units, and k is a finite length 
correction between 2.4-4.6 (see [156]). The shorter the helical segments or smaller the 
protein, the smaller the maximum magnitude for a completely helical protein. In many 









A value is also frequently assigned for a random coil to subtract from the intensity at 222 
nm since random coils also have some magnitude in the negative at 222 nm. The value to 
subtract for random coil has been described as 2220-53T (Θλ
u). These values can be 
inserted into the FH equation as shown previously (Eq.1). 
 
There isn’t unanimous agreement regarding what values are best used for evaluating 
expected helicity and new methods are continuing to be developed. Some studies have 
focused on other points along the spectra in the 220-230 region [157], the slope between 
230-240 nm [158] or the negative band at 208 nm [150]. To evaluate C600 helicity, we 
tried several methods including a 222 nm method described above using -36,000 to 
represent Θλ
h, a 208 nm method [150], the 230-240 nm slope method, and several CD 
processing programs based on various algorithms and gating parameters (K2D, CONTIN, 
CDSSTR, BeStSel) (Table 3-2). 
 
The helical prediction for C600 at either the higher or lower concentration is similar with 
the higher concentration ranging from 8.3-28.7% and the lower concentration ranging 
from 8-28.5% α helical content. The greatest difference between the two is observed for 
CDSSTR and BeStSel. If results from programs that rely on data from protein libraries 
are removed, the range for high concentration (10 µM) is 15.3-28.7% and 14.15-28.5% 
helicity for low concentration (2 µM). The 222/208 ratio is helical in nature for both but 





The values found for C600 indicate lower helicity than most LMM and LMM fragments 
published with the exception of a study by Wolny et al (2013) [149] suggestive of one 
possible explanation. In their study, beta cardiac myosin LMM peptides of 55-111 aa in 
length were examined for helicity, leading to the finding that only peptides that included 
amino acids 1301-1329 had >30% helicity even among wild type peptides with the 
appropriate hydrophobic residues at the ‘a’ and ‘d’ positions of the heptad. This was 
suggested as a possible trigger sequence for the LMM. A portion of this sequence 
between T1309-E1322 for beta cardiac myosin shares 64% identity and 71% positives 
with T1308-E1321 in Drosophila. The Drosophila LMM peptide used in our studies, 
V1346-I1941, excludes the trigger sequence. 
 
Exclusion of a possible α helical trigger sequence (T1308-E1321) in the Drosophila 
sequence is only one of several considerations for the resulting low α helicity. As 
mentioned previously, C600 contains a C-terminal region that isn’t predicted to be 
coiled-coil forming and contains two prolines (P1934, P1936); this region could 
contribute to the dilution of helical magnitudes or inhibit the stability of preceding 
helices. There is only one study that evaluates Drosophila LMM helicity by CD in the 
literature [152] but a segment of our size has not previously been evaluated by CD. 
Drosophila LMM is associated with thick filaments that are arranged differently from the 
striated muscle of vertebrates and require some different contacts; more processing may 
be required in vivo, not attained by in vitro processing, to achieve the α helical coiled-coil 





Comparison to Drosophila LMM CD studies 
 
Only one other study has examined a portion of the Drosophila melanogaster myosin 
LMM by CD [152]. Here, I will examine the parameters used in that study that result in a 
much higher observed helicity (81%). The most dramatic difference between the segment 
used by [152] and our own is the size and span. Our segment is ~600 residues in length 
(V1346-I1941) and includes both the 2nd skip residue and a portion of the non-helical tail 
region (V1928-I1941) which normally extends from V1928 to F1962 in Drosophila 
myosin. In [152], the non-helical tail is excluded along with more of the C-terminal, 
giving them a segment of 375 residues in length from E1495-L1870. The termination at 
L1870 is about eight heptads N-terminal from the non-helical region and nine heptads C-
terminal from the last skip residue (4th - G1806), placing the terminal site as far as 
possible from the nearest disruptive regions and the local unwinding affiliated with them. 
Neither the first (T1187) or second (E1384) skip residues are included in their sequence 
and the 3rd skip residue, E1581 is still twelve heptads away from the first residue 
(E1495). 
 
Some elements of purification are similar though the buffer used for CD is quite 
different. Salvi et al [152] used a T7 tag in addition to a His tag, though it appears that 
only the His tag is required for their purification procedure which was very similar to 
ours [152]. It is unclear how a T7 tag might influence the nucleation of a helix, but this 




is 20 mM NaPO4, pH 7.4 w/ 500 mM NaCl. Sodium chloride is not recommended for 
use with CD as the chloride anions absorb strongly below 200 nm, demarcating 200 nm 
as their lower cut off. This higher ionic strength may be more limiting of aggregation 
than ours (20 mM Sodium Phosphate, pH 7 with 215 mM NaF, 1 mM TCEP) though no 
sedimentation experiments were done to examine this in either their study or ours. Salvi 
et al [152] studied aggregate size in “low salt” conditions, though the methods cite the 
same buffer as that used for CD (500 mM NaCl) so it is unclear if this is an error, or if 
filamentous aggregates were forming in this high salt buffer. 
 
Among all the LMM studies, [152] is unique in their use of the Drosophila LMM, 
initiating the LMM segment well-in to the helical coiled-coil, and employment of K2D, 
the neural-network based program for analyzing the CD profile. Although K2D can 
sometimes give higher values for % helicity, as in our case (Table 3-2), it is second only 
to the 208 nm magnitude method in estimation of % helicity, the reason behind the higher 
helicity in [152] is more likely to be due to the strategy of placing the N- and C-terminal 
positions far away from areas of known destabilization and limiting the size of the 
fragment. It would be worth examining if the T7 tag may operate as an assist in 
nucleation of helical structure, especially as proline substitutions in regions expected to 
be sensitive (A1662P-g position; L1705P-a position; L1793P-d position) display no 





Other structural considerations 
 
It is generally accepted that fragments of coiled-coils rarely fold without additional, often 
exogenous, trigger sequences [144, 159]. This may be an important characteristic for 
coiled-coils in vivo, particularly for the LMM. Folding only under guidance of additional 
scaffolding may be what enables the exact orientations and parameters necessary for the 
thick filament to operate. Stability of a coiled-coil is dependent on favorable ionic 
interactions either between i, i+3 and i, i+4, a tight hydrophobic core and shielding of that 
core from solvent. The number of helices in a structure also greatly increases its stability 
partially due to enhanced shielding of the hydrophobic core, with the most stable known 
coiled-coils being tetramers [159]. Close association of coiled-coil dimers is found within 
the thick filament and the LMM in vitro naturally trends to self-association by way of 
forming paracrystals at low ionic strengths. Without these conditions, the α helices and 
coiled-coil may be more likely to be in an unstable or transition state with variable 
structure. 
 
Sensitivity, such as to ionic and mechanical forces, is also a known characteristic of the 
thick filament and it would follow that the components, LMM dimers, would likewise 
need to be sensitive in order to remain extensible. Myosin belongs to a group of fibrous 
proteins that exhibit reversible intramolecular transformation and may naturally exhibit 
fluctuating structure in solution which could dilute the spectral profile due to less 
absolute secondary structure being in existence. The helix-coil transition theory suggests 




consecutive residues are in a helical state is a helix nucleated, though not necessarily in a 
traditional α helical form [155]. If a long sequence possesses multiple smaller segments 
of helices, frayed ends more similar to a coil or disordered helix may dominate. Circular 
dichroism doesn’t give information on protein segments but provides a bulk character 
that constitutes total structural content averaged. 
 
Although there are many reasons why helical structure might be diluted in the C600, it is 
important to recognize that there is α helical content identified. While the N-terminal 
trigger sequence is not present, the purported assembly competence domain (ACD) is. 
The ACD of human beta cardiac myosin is L1871-V1899 [160] and shares 71% identity, 
78% positives with Drosophila muscle myosin II at L1870-K1897 included in C600. 
Once an α helix is initiated, continuation of the helix is cooperative. Thus, the purported 
ACD, or residues near it, may be where most of the helical content in the in vitro C600 
lies. Once the triggered helix is broken, disordered “frayed” helix or coil states may 
dominate. Disordered or non-traditional α helical content (ex. 310 helical) would fall into 
the ‘Other’ category so imperfect helical content may be existent within the LMM even 
with a lower <30% predicted specifically α helical component and this may also explain 
the dominance of an α helical profile despite the lower α helical predicted proportion. 
 
For future studies, shortening the examined segment, adding a trigger sequence/helix-
promoting peptide, or making adjustments to the buffer solutions to be more similar to 




trehalose [163], including calcium or excluding reducing agents [145] may allow 
increased stability of α helical content. This may allow α helical content, and the impacts 
of binding upon it, to be more resolved. 
 
Behavior of C600 in the context of WYR 
 
One way of examining protein-protein binding is to look at the Actual experimental 
output of C600+WYR and compare it to a Theoretical output obtained from the 
combination of the experimental values for C600 alone and WYR alone before 
conversion to MRE. The Actual and Theoretical profiles are expected to be the same 
under conditions of non-binding. As shown in Fig. 3-14, the magnitudes are distinctly 
different between Actual and Theoretical profiles while the pattern remains reminiscent 
of an α helix. Specifically, the 222/208 ratios are different (Actual: 1.13±0.06 ; 
Theoretical: 1.05±0.07; p=0.03). Additional qualitative information can be gleaned after 
MRE conversion that informs on the structure formed by the combination of LMM and 
WYR experimentally. 
 
When looking at the combined experimental mdeg (Actual) and combined theoretical 
mdeg (Theo), the signals for WYR and C600 are not separated out and the proportion of 
the signal due to each component is not evident. As WYR is smaller than C600 by a 
factor of ~10, WYR alone spectra experiences a greater magnitude adjustment (~10) than 




be expected to naturally dominate and persistence of the helical-like profile seen in Fig. 
3-14 is expected for ‘theoretical’ and not surprising for ‘actual’.   
 
In addition to non-equal elliptical shifts due to a size difference, the WYR alone spectra 
is distinctly qualitatively different from the C600 spectra (see Figs. 3-15, 3-16). Because 
of this, the mdeg proportions between WYR and C600 over different wavelengths are 
distributed differently. Under the condition of non-binding, the proportionality is 
determined using the Theo spectra in which, WYR/(C600+WYR) and 
C600/(C600+WYR) is evaluated to attribute a non-binding proportion at each 
wavelength. When taking this into consideration, the mdeg values of Actual can be 
separated into theoretical non-binding proportions. At that point, each of those values 
could be converted to MRE and then added together, referred here as Act(sep), and this 
could be directly compared to the theoretical MRE (LMM-alone MRE value plus WYR-
alone MRE value added together). The Act(sep) output could then also be evaluated for 
structure on its own using, for example, BeStSel. It is important to recognize that the 
calculation of Act(sep) as it is does not accommodate variation on the y-axis between 
C600 and WYR, leading to large standard deviations in regions of sign change (positive 
to negative or vice versa) (Fig. 3-17). An accommodation for this is shown later. 
 
Aside from the Act(sep), the other option is to treat the WYR and C600 components as a 
unit which is a realistic consideration since, upon binding, WYR and C600 would behave 




conversion of the WYRC600 ellipticity uses “combined” parameters that include a 
weighted averaging of concentrations and MW. This version of Actual, Act(comb) (Fig. 
3-17), can then be used to evaluate structure of its own using BeStSel.  
 
Centrifugal sedimentation experiments showed that ~30% of LMM sediments in the 
presence of WYR in the same buffer and WYR:C600 ratio as used for CD (Table 3-3). 
Given that the Act(comb) profile is similar to C600 alone (Fig. 3-18), we examined 
whether the signal intensity decrease seen in Act(comb) relative to C600 alone matched 
what might be expected if sedimentation occurred. Act(comb) contains both WYR and 
C600 so this comparison contains the assumption that WYR is incorporated into LMM 
structure. We find that, between 200-240 nm, the average signal intensity is 55% for 
Act(comb) compared to C600 alone with a median relative decrease to 67%. This would 
suggest that 33-45% of the structural component would have to be removed (sedimented 
out) to account for the shift in magnitude. 
 
This same procedure was employed between Theo(sep) and Act(sep) (Fig. 3-19) that 
exhibit similar profiles. Between 200-240 nm, the average signal intensity is 50% for 
Act(comb) compared to Theo(sep) with a median relative decrease to 59%. This would 
suggest that 41-50% of the structural component would have to be removed (sedimented 
out) to account for the shift in magnitude. Given that ~30% of LMM is found to sediment 
with WYR under centrifugal conditions, this suggests that the decrease in magnitude 





In order to achieve a version of Act(sep) without the high error brought on by the extreme 
differences in sign when C600 and WYR proportionality is calculated, we created a 
version (Act(sep*)) in which the baseline of the raw data (mdeg) was moved. By moving 
the baseline such that no value could be negative, proportions for C600 and WYR were 
re-calculated and applied to the Actual mdeg. The baseline was re-established, returning 
the sign character to the spectra. The resultant Act(sep) with accompanied Theo(sep) and 
Act(comb) with accompanied Theo(comb) is shown in Fig 3-20. 
 
Using the same calculations that we used to evaluate helicity for C600, we obtained a 
range of helicities from 5-23.7% for Act(comb) and 14.1-45.6% for Act(sep*) which can 
be compared to 15.1-29.8% for Theo(comb) and 19.3-51.6% for Theo(sep) (Table 3-4).  
 
If we view Act(sep*) through Act(comb) as a range of structural possibilities from 
conserved proportionality to single unit calculations, BeStSel reports 7.4-16.9% helicity; 
17.9-31% antiparallel β, 0-1.2% parallel β, 15.3-17.6% turn, and 45.3-47.6% ‘other’ 
content. Greatest variation is seen for helical and antiparallel β content. 
 
The 222/208 ratios, indicative of coiled-coil nature for higher values, are higher in the 
actual experimental combination of LMM and WYR compared to the theoretical non-
binding scenarios in conserved proportionality ‘Sep’ and single unit ‘Comb’ methods. 




increased compared to the theoretical nonbinding scenario with a 222/208 ratio of 1.1 for 
Theo(comb) and 1.2 for Act(comb). 
 
As magnitudes at ~195 nm, 208 nm and 222 nm largely dominate the predictions of 
helical structure, it is unsurprising that helical predictions for Theo(sep) are larger than 
those for C600 alone though 222/208 ratios may be considered to contrast the suggestion 
that helical content is decreased in the experimental combination of WYR and LMM. If 
we turn to 222/208 ratios observed in the raw data, the Theoretical exhibits a 222/208 
ratio of 1.05±0.07 while the Actual experimental 222/208 ratio is 1.13±0.06; as a ratio of 
~0.9 is indicative of α helical content and above 1.1 is indicative of coiled-coil content 
this would suggest more coiled-coil content in the binding scenario, a tertiary structure 
known to be important for stabilizing helices. C600 alone exhibits a 222/208 ratio of 
1.08-1.17 which appears to be (at least) retained when it is considered that WYR and the 
LMM bind and can be considered a unit as Act(comb) has a 222/208 ratio of 1.16. More 
likely, as comparisons between corresponding Actuals & Theoreticals are more 
appropriate, there is increased presence of coiled-coils alongside a decrease in alpha 
helicity, when programs using established algorithms with basis datasets are given 
emphasis (CONTIN, CDSSTR, BeStSel). 
 
Taken together, the significantly increased 222/208 ratio in the Actual experimental 
output and variable but generally decreased α helical content proposed by program 




or further segmented, ii) helical content may be more disordered or associated with non-α 
type H-bonding, and iii) more of the remaining alpha helices are taking the form of a 
coiled-coil. 
 
Possible role of Beta content 
 
BestSel processing of Act(comb) also suggests a much higher antiparallel β content than 
Theo(sep) (31% vs. ~21.3%) and Act(sep*), a slight increase (17.9% vs 17%). Several 
possibilities come to mind that may account for this. This could be due to (i) a transition 
to higher β, rather than α, content due to disrupted polarity of the LMM’s α helix as β-
like transitions become more abundant due to an increase in side-side interactions with 
WYR or due to higher order oligomerization, (ii) stabilization and increase of WYR’s 
own antiparallel β content as it establishes contacts with the LMM, or (iii) some 
combination. 
 
The dilution of helical structure could be due to such increased β content. This could be 
due to the simple increase of antiparallel β content in WYR or the LMM, in addition to 
segmentation of α helical content, or overall loss of α helical structure affiliated with a 
change in solvation properties. It is known that helical coiled-coil proteins can form 
helices composed of β sheets which can either be responsible for mechanical functions or 
involved in a structural transition state [164-166] and the myosin LMM is capable of 





ADDITIONAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Purification of MHC Fragment 
 
 A 68.9 kDa 602-amino-acid peptide encompassing V1346 through I1941 of D. 
melanogaster myosin heavy-chain (herein C600) with an N-terminal 6x His-tag cloned 
into pET-23a vector was transformed into E. coli BL-21(DE3) pLysS cells [8]. Cells 
were grown in Luria broth (LB) containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin and 50 µg/mL 
chloramphenicol. Upon reaching A600 of 0.8-1.0, culture was chilled on ice for 15 
minutes, and expression was induced by adding IPTG to 0.75 mM and incubating for 16 
hours at 25˚C with gentle rocking. Induced cells were collected by centrifugation at 
10,000xG for 10min and stored as pellets at -40˚C.  Pellets were resuspended in lysis 
buffer described by Korkmaz et al [143], and lysed by sonication. To purify the MHC 
peptide, the lysate was rocked at 4˚C with Ni-NTA-agarose resin for one hour in a 20mL 
column before being rinsed with 8 column volumes of 20 mM imidazole wash-buffer. 
The resin was then rinsed in two 15mL portions of each 40- and 80 mM imidazole wash 
buffer, with 10 minutes of rocking in each 15mL portion. The peptide was eluted in six 
1ml fractions and one 12 mL fraction for a total volume of 18 mL 200 mM imidazole 
elution buffer. All wash and elution buffers are variants of ‘Buffer A’ described by 
Korkmaz et al. with the following modifications: imidazole concentration was adjusted to 
20 mM, 40 mM or 80 mM for wash buffer and to 200 mM for elution buffer [143]. The 
relative purity of each fraction was assessed via SDS-PAGE stained with Krypton 
(Thermo Scientific). Selected fractions were further purified and concentrated with an 




sodium phosphate pH 7.0, 1 mM TCEP for storage. Protein concentration was 
determined via absorbance at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 18450 cm-1 M-1. 
Densitometry using ImageJ was done on Krypton stained gels to ascertain purity of the 




Synthetic, 6.6 kDa 52-amino-acid WYR peptide encompassing H84-T135 of D. 
melanogaster flightin was sourced from Genscript (Piscataway, NJ). Peptide was 
suspended in ddH2O, filtered through a 0.22 µm Millipore filter, and concentration 
determined by micro BCA assay and absorbance at 280 nm using an extinction 
coefficient of 21430 cm-1 M-1.  
 
Circular Dichroism Sample Preparation 
 
WYR and C600 samples ranging from 0.5 to 10 µM were prepared in 700 µl of 215 mM 
NaF, 20 mM Sodium Phosphate, pH 7, 1 mM TCEP. C600 preparations were centrifuged 
at 10,000 rcf for 10 minutes and filtered through a 0.22 µm Millipore filter. Blank 
samples used an equivalent volume of filtrate from the final flow through from C600 
concentrators as used in the experimental samples to account for any possible negligible 
contaminant. These blanks were checked against equivalent freshly prepared buffer. A 
rectangular STARNA quartz cuvette with a pathlength of 0.2 cm was used throughout. In 




detergent in accordance to STARNA protocol [169]. In between samples, 1x 60% EtOH 
and 3x dH2O rinses were done and residual fluid was evaporated with pressurized 
nitrogen. All samples were preserved on ice after each experiment until further use, or 
discarded. 
 
Circular Dichroism Measurements and Analysis  
 
Samples were measured at 25˚C using a Jasco J-1700 spectropolarimeter at a scanning-
speed of 20 nm/min with a digital integration time (DIT) of 8 s and bandwidth of 0.5-1 
nm over six accumulations, minimally from 260-190 nm on continuous scan mode. A 
minimum n=6 was used for experimental combination of C600 and WYR and an n=10 
for WYR alone measurements in 215 mM NaF, 20 mM Sodium Phosphate, pH 7, 1 mM 
TCEP. Wavelengths at maxima and minima, as well as θ222/208 and θ192/208 ellipticity 
ratios were recorded for all spectra. Structural interpretations were generated using 
BeStSel, after conversion to Mean Residue Ellipticity (MRE), for the range of 190-250 
nm [170, 171]. 
 
Independent spectra for each peptide were evaluated after subtracting baseline spectra. To 
account for concentration and peptide molecular weight, the resultant ellipticity in 
millidegrees (mdeg) was converted to MRE using the following equation: 
 





Where mo is the millidegrees ellipticity at a given wavelength, MRW is the mean residue 
weight which is molecular weight of the peptide divided by number of amino acids in 
length minus one (M/(N-1)) in daltons, L is the cell pathlength in cm and C is the peptide 
concentration in g/L. 
 
For experiments in which the two peptides were combined (WYRC600), the 
experimental output (“Actual”) was compared to a value representing nonbinding 
conditions (“Theoretical”) attained by adding the independent ellipticities of C600 and 
WYR with buffer subtracted. Differences in magnitudes between “Actual” and the 
additive “Theoretical” CD profiles was indicative of binding. 
 
To evaluate the structural profile of C600 and WYR together, the combined (WYRC600) 
spectra with buffer subtracted was converted to molar ellipticity using two distinct 
methods: A Separated Parameters Method and a Combined Parameters Method.  
 
Separated Parameters Method 
 
For this method, we calculated the Theoretical (nonbinding) proportions of the spectra 
that WYR and C600 contribute at each wavelength ({𝜆𝛦𝛧|190 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 260}) by dividing 
the total Theoretical mdeg output by WYR alone or C600 alone at each wavelength 
observed. This fraction was then used to separate the Actual mdeg output into two data 




proportion. The resultant set of values for the WYR proportion was then subjected to 
MRE conversion to WYR specifications (molecular weight, concentration) and the 
resultant set of values for the C600 proportion was subjected to MRE conversion to C600 
specifications. These two sets of values were then added to attain Actual(separate) or 
“Act(sep)”. To avoid high error arising from large differences in sign (+/-) between the 
C600 only and WYR only profiles used to estimate proportions, the baseline was shifted 
to evade sign change at the mdeg level and then re-established after MRE conversion. 
 
Combined Parameters Method 
 
This method treats C600 and WYR of the WYRC600 experimental output as one unit. In 
this case, the mdeg of WYRC600 is converted to MRE (Eq. 3) using combined 
parameters: the average molecular weight of C600 and WYR and the sum of their 
concentrations. 
 
Further accommodation was made for differences in C600 concentration between 
experiments by equalizing the [C600] for all experiments, also involved in the calculation 
of theoretical and actual outputs. To do this, the median mdeg value at the wavelength 
that exhibited the least variation between all C600 only outputs (215 nm) was used as a 
marker by which all C600 outputs were compared. The relative value attained, 
representing deviation in magnitude either above or below the median, was used to scale 





Additional measurements for helicity used equations based on the 222 nm magnitude 
[149], 208 nm magnitude [150] or 230-240 nm slope [158] and several programs, in 
addition to BeStSel, from Dichroweb [172, 173] were used: K2D, CONTIN and 




Cosedimentation assays were performed with C600 titrated by WYR in quintuplicate. 
Components were added to a final buffer of 215 mM NaF, 20 mM Na-P, 0.5 mM TCEP 
in a total volume of 60 µl. Twenty microliters were removed and labelled Pre-Spin (PS). 
Solutions were incubated overnight at 4˚C and then centrifuged at 15,000 rcf at 4˚C for 
10 minutes. Twenty microliters of supernatant (S) were separated without disturbing the 
pellet. The remaining 20 µl of solution were included in the pellet (P) fraction and 
accounted for in the calculations, as described in the next section. Sedimentation of C600 
with Insulin (5.8 kDa, 51 aa) was used as a control, done in triplicate, to determine non-
specific binding/sedimentation.  
 
Samples were combined with 5 µl of 5x Sample Buffer (50% glycerol; 300 mM Tris 
HCl, pH 6.8; 10% SDS; 0.05% Bromo Blue, 125 mM DTT) and boiled for 10 minutes. 
The samples were loaded into 15 well 15% SDS PAGE minigels and run at 170 V. Gels 
were fixed in 40% Ethanol, 10% Acetic acid with one exchange at 20 min. They were 




2.5 hrs and destained in accordance to Krypton protocol prior to viewing. Gels were 




Image Studio Lite Ver 5.2 (LICOR) was used to assess band density of C600 and WYR. 
Intensity values from ‘S’ were subtracted from ‘P’ to attain adjusted P (P-S). To correct 
for non-binding precipitation, the ratio (P-S)/P was calculated for all trials and the (P-S)/P 
of C600 alone was subtracted for C600 intensity values in the presence of WYR; (P-S)/P 
of WYR alone was subtracted for WYR intensity values in the presence of C600. Insulin 
(20 µM) was used as a negative control and any C600 that sedimented with Insulin was 
subtracted from the C600 sedimenting with WYR as non-specific binding. The fraction 
that pelleted beyond baseline for both WYR and C600 was converted to µM quantities 
based on loading amount. 
 













Figure 3-1: The D. melanogaster WYR sequence. 
Figure 3-2: Spectra of [WYR] at 10 µM in 215 mM Sodium Fluoride, 20 mM 
Sodium Phosphate buffer. 
Figure 3-3: BeStSel interpretation for WYR (10 µm) spectra. 
Figure 3-4: Increasing [WYR] to 40 µM in dH2O.  
Figure 3-5: BeStSel interpretation for increasing [WYR] in dH2O.  
Figure 3-6: NetTurnP prediction of β turn propensity along the D. melanogaster 
flightin WYR sequence.  
Figure 3-7: Pictograph of hypothesized location of secondary structure of WYR.  
Figure 3-8: Secondary designation of the WYR sequence for 22 secondary structure 
prediction programs.  
Figure 3-9: Secondary structure designation for WYR structure of 5 programs 
capable of finding Extended β strand content but only detecting Helical or Random 
Coil content.  
Figure 3-10: Secondary designation from turn-inclusive programs.  
Figure 3-11: Secondary structure designation of WYR by GOR1. 
Figure 3-12: Two α helices form a coiled-coil via their 'heptad' repeats.  
Figure 3-13: MRE CD profile of C600 at 10 µm and 2 µM from 190-260 nm.  
Figure 3-14: Experimental (Act) and Theoretical (Theo) C600+WYR CD profiles. 
Figure 3-15: CD profile of C600 alone (10 µM) compared to WYR alone (10 µM) in 
mdeg. 
Figure 3-16: CD profile of C600 alone (10 µM) compared to WYR alone (10 µM) in 
MRE. 
Figure 3-17: Act(comb) and Act(sep) CD profiles for C600+WYR. 
Figure 3-18: C600 alone vs. Act(comb) CD profiles.  
Figure 3-19: Act(sep) vs Theo(sep) CD profiles.  
Figure 3-20: Nonbinding theoretical profiles compared to the corresponding actual 








Figure 3-1: The D. melanogaster WYR sequence. Conserved residues throughout 
Pancrustacea underlined, aromatic residues with a circle above, a + mark above 
positively charged residues, a – mark above negatively charged residues. Characteristics 
of the D. melanogaster WYR sequence include high aromatic content (19%), with just 
over 30% charged residues, non-alternating hydrophobic residues (25%), 31% polar 















Figure 3-2: Spectra of [WYR] at 10 µM in 215 mM Sodium Fluoride, 20 mM 
Sodium Phosphate buffer. This displays a near-zero rising band at 190 nm, negative 





























Figure 3-3: BeStSel interpretation for WYR (10 µm) spectra. This shows 
predominantly "Antiparallel β" and "Other" content, followed by "Turn" content. Parallel 






























Figure 3-4: Increasing [WYR] from 2 µM to 40 µM in dH2O. This results in a shift of 
the 190 nm band to ~200 nm and ~200 nm negative band to ~205 nm while the shoulder 










































Figure 3-5: BeStSel interpretation for increasing [WYR] in dH2O. Structural change 
in WYR over 3-40 µM determined by BeStSel (190-250 nm) indicates increasing α 
helical content (H) at the expense of Antiparallel β (A) content and some Other (O) 
content while the proportion of turns (T) remains largely unchanged. No parallel (P) 















































Figure 3-6: NetTurnP prediction of β turn propensity along the D. melanogaster 
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Figure 3-7: Pictograph of hypothesized location of secondary structure of WYR. The 
numerical axis represents the #aa of the D. melanogaster flightin sequence. Strand 1 is 
the first strand of a 3-strand antiparallel β hairpin that encompasses the tyrosine ladder 
between Q93-T101 and is separated from Strand 2 by a turn segment expected to 
encompass N102-Y104. A β turn/G1 β bulge reliant on G117 is hypothesized 
immediately C-terminal to Strand 2. Flanking the β and turn components is additional 





























Figure 3-8: Secondary designation of the WYR sequence for 22 secondary structure 









































































































































































































Figure 3-9: Secondary structure designation for WYR structure of 5 programs 
capable of finding Extended β strand content but only detecting Helical or Random 
Coil content. (A) Original designations. (B) Secondary structure designations for the 5 
programs originally predicting only H/C content in WYR when all tyrosines have been 































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3-10: Secondary designation from turn-inclusive programs. H = helix, E = 








































































































































































































                  92        102       112       122       132 
                  |         |         |         |         | 
WYR       HWVRPKFLQYKYMYNYRTNYYDDVIDYIDKKQTGVAREIPRPQTWAERVLRT 
GOR1       eeeehtheeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeehhhteeeeeeeeccccchheeeeth 
Figure 3-11: Secondary structure designation of WYR by GOR1. h = helix, e = 
































Figure 3-12: Two α helices form a coiled-coil via their 'heptad' repeats. Positions 'a' 
and 'd' form a hydrophobic core and charged residues at positions 'e' and 'g' add further 
stabilization. Although HPPHCPC is the ideal heptad pattern, HXXHXXX is also an 















Figure 3-13: MRE CD profile of C600 at 10 µm and 2 µM from 190-260 nm. Both 
display a characteristic α helical profile. The positive band for lower concentrations of 
C600 is at 193-194 nm while higher concentrations show a bathochromic shift to 197-198 




























Figure 3-14: Experimental (Act) and Theoretical (Theo) C600+WYR CD profiles. 
Averaged Actual experimental output of C600+WYR compared to the Theoretical 
expected for a nonbinding C600+WYR combination suggests that binding is taking 
























Figure 3-15: Comparison of CD mdeg profile of C600 (10 µM) to WYR (10 µM). 

























Figure 3-16: Comparison of the CD MRE profile of C600 (10 µM) to WYR (10 µM). 


























Figure 3-17: Act(comb) and Act(sep) CD profiles for C600+WYR. Both profiles can 
be used to evaluate structural possibilities present in the experimental combination of 
C600WYR. Large variation in Act(sep) is present in regions where either the WYR 


























Figure 3-18: C600 vs. Act(comb) CD profiles. These profiles can be quantitatively 



























Figure 3-19: Act(sep) vs Theo(sep) CD profiles. These can be both qualitatively and 
quantitatively compared as they both contain information for C600 and WYR together 













































Figure 3-20: Nonbinding theoretical profiles compared to the corresponding actual 







































Table 3-3: Helicity of myosin LMM found by Circular Dichroism (various sources). 
Table 3-4: Percent α helical composition for 10 µM and 2 µM C600 spectral profiles 
according to various methods of calculation. 
Table 3-3: Increasing WYR to C600 ratio increases cosedimentation. 
Table 3-4: Various methods used to calculate helicity for Act(sep), Act(comb) and 
Theo(sep), Theo(comb). 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3-2: Percent α helical composition for 10 µM and 2 µM C600 spectral profiles 
according to various methods of calculation.  
 




208 magnitude 28.7% 28.5% 
222 magnitude 19.1% 18.1% 
230-240 slope 15.3% 14.2% 
K2D 22% 19% 
CONTIN (SMP180) 8.2% N/A 
CDSSTR (SMP180) 17.9% 8% 
BeStSel (190-260) 15.6% 11.3% 
222/208 ratio* 1.17 1.08 
 
The SPM180 dataset is used for CONTIN & CDSSTR. 

























WYR:C600 WYR(µM) C600(µM) 
 
0.5:1 0.21 0.34 
 
0.62 
1:1 0.96 0.62 
 
1.55 
2.5:1 2.67 1.38 
 
1.93 
5:1 4.12 1.67 
 
2.47 
7.5:1 5.89 1.75 
 
3.36 




*Amount [µM] found in the pellet after baseline pelleting is subtracted. The [µM] ratio is 































Table 3-4: Calculated helicity for Act(sep), Act(comb) and Theo(sep), Theo(comb) 
using various methods. 
 
Method Act(sep*) Theo(sep*) Act(comb) Theo(comb) 
208 magnitude 45.6% 51.6% 23.7% 29.8% 
222 magnitude 24.5% 21.5% 16.2% 15.1% 
230-240 slope 24.3% 19.3% 10.1% 15.4% 
K2D 30% 21% 10% 23% 
Contin 14.1% 19.7% 9.9% 17% 
CDSSTR 22% 24% 5% 16.6% 
BeStSel 
(190-250) 































Table 3-5: BeStSel structural predictions for the separate (sep*) and combined 
(comb) methods for theoretical (Theo) and actual (Act) CD profiles for the range 
190-250 nm. 
 
Act(sep*) Theo(sep*) Act(comb) Theo(comb) 
Helix 16.9% 21.4% 7.4% 16.5% 
Antiparallel 17.9% 17% 31% 21.3% 
Parallel 0% 2.1% 1.2% 0.4% 
Turn 17.6% 13.3% 15.2% 15% 
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Myosin dimers arranged in layers and interspersed with non-myosin densities were first 
described by cryo-EM 3D reconstruction of the thick filament in Lethocerus at ~5.5 Å 
resolution by Hu et al (2016). One of the non-myosin densities, denoted the ‘red density’, 
is hypothesized to be flightin, an LMM-binding protein essential to the structure and 
function of Drosophila indirect flight muscle (IFM). Here, we build upon the 3D 
reconstruction results specific to the red density and its engagement with the myosin 
coiled-coil rods that form the backbone of the thick filament. Each independent red 
density winds its way through the myosin dimers such that it links four dimers in a layer 
and one dimer in a neighboring layer. This area in which three distinct interfaces within 
the myosin rod are contacted at once and the red density extends to the thick filament 
core is designated the “multiface”. Present within the multiface is a contact area inclusive 
of E1563 and R1568. Mutations in the corresponding Drosophila residues (E1554K and 
R1559H) are known to interfere with flightin accumulation and phosphorylation in 
Drosophila. We further examine the LMM area in direct apposition to the red density and 
identified potential binding residues spanning up to ten helical turns. We find that the red 
density is associated within an expanse of the myosin coiled-coil that is unwound by the 
third skip residue and the coiled-coil is re-oriented while in contact with the red density. 
These findings suggest a mechanism by which flightin induces ordered assembly of 
myosin dimers through its contacts with multiple myosin dimers and reinforcement on 




LETTER MAIN TEXT 
 
Molecular-level muscle structure amongst both vertebrates and invertebrates employs 
many of the same building blocks and strategies for structural and mechanical attunement 
per organism. Striated muscle is known for its organized subcellular arrangement of 
protein filaments into regularly repeating structures known as sarcomeres. Attunement of 
largely conserved thick filaments, prominently composed of myosin dimers, is 
accommodated by changes within the myosin sequence and assembly and protein 
addendums. The packing of myosin within the thick filament backbone is known to vary 
between vertebrates and invertebrates, and among invertebrates [1, 2]. The significance 
of these differences and their implications in thick filament function and mechanobiology 
are not fully understood but are likely to underpin muscle-type functional differences and 
locomotory modalities. Such understanding can be realized in model systems for which 
information from molecular structures can be interpreted in light of mechanical, 
physiological, and organismal functional properties. 
 
Cryo-EM studies by Hu et al (2016) [3] have revealed the thick filaments of Lethocerus 
(Hemiptera) to be arranged in layers of associating myosin dimers through engagement of 
their light meromyosin (LMM) regions - long C-terminal coiled-coiled rods. These layers 
of myosin dimers include additional proteins winding their way through the dimers of 
each layer and between layers. The pitch of the coiled-coil was found to be variable (60-




assigned different colors (red, yellow, blue, and green) (figure 5 and movie S3 in [3]) as 
their identities have not been confirmed. The ratio of each of the densities to myosin was 
found to be 1:1 with the combined volume of a full set amounting to ~20 kDa of a 
polypeptide, resulting in an expectation that each density represents a more ordered 
segment of a protein whose less ordered regions are not visible. The red and yellow 
densities both connect to adjacent rods and contact the paramyosin core. The red density 
was found to pass through from the surface to the center of the thick filament, and the 
yellow density appeared to ‘stitch’ together multiple layers. The former was hypothesized 
as flightin [4] and the latter as myofilin [5]. 
 
The position of the red density is the primary reason for flightin’s attribution. Flightin is 
known to be a component of the Drosophila thick filament [6] and to bind a 600 amino 
acid segment of the LMM in vitro [7]. The mutation E1554K in Drosophila myosin 
prevents flightin accumulation in vivo [8] and binding in vitro [7]. The red density is 
found on the outside of the filament, consistent with flightin antibody labelling in 
Lethocerus [9], and in close proximity with the rod at the corresponding E1554 residue in 
Lethocerus (E1563). The flightin to myosin stoichiometry was calculated to be 
approximately 1:1 to 1:2 [7], in alignment with the 1:1.4 to 1:2 ratio suggested by Hu et 





We set out to determine the specific amino acid ranges and the pattern of red density 
contacts with the LMM as it winds its way through the myosin dimers of the thick 
filament. The 3D model of the thick filament, inclusive of non-myosin densities, is 
provided in movie S3: a video fly-through that follows the complete path of a myosin 
dimer in the M-ward direction as viewed from the globular head to the end of the coiled-
coil rod [3]. The key to the video provided in fig. S8 [3] was used along with a manual 
matching procedure, using ApowerEdit [10], to properly orient the LMM sequence 
encompassed in each frame. The video was sorted into three 435Å segments and one 
292Å segment and the primary region of interest (G1528-A1628) was determined within 
the boundaries of its 435Å segment. The frames for this section had a representative 
dimer isolated from the rest of the image using GIMP [11]. The resultant images were 
evaluated in ImageJ [12] (see letter methods). 
 
The winding path that the red density takes along the length of the myosin rod brings it in 
close contact with five different sections of the LMM. Among these are four sections 
within the same layer (S972-L996; E1254-A1284; E1547-R1582, and S1851-Q1873) and 
one section in a neighboring layer (S1759-T1786) (Fig. 4-1). A single red density 
contacts each of these regions once along five different myosin dimers, alluding to a 
possible role in tying or clasping them together. The last three contact areas (E1547-
R1582; S1759-T1786; S1851-Q1873) are termed the “multiface” because a single red 




multiface is of further interest as this is where the red density links layers and reaches the 
thick filament core to contact paramyosin. 
 
The linking of four dimers within a layer to each other and to one dimer in a neighboring 
layer may represent a mechanism whereupon flightin directs and secures ordered 
assembly of myosin into the thick filament. Skinned IFM fibers from the mutant 
Df(3L)fln1, which result in ~20% less flightin, exhibit a loss of thick filaments from the 
myofibril periphery [13], as if these myosin molecules were not firmly secured in the 
outwardly developing myofibril [14]. In the flightin null mutant fln0, there are decreased 
thick filaments across the myofibril diameter and sarcomeres and thick filaments are 
~25% longer and more variable in pupa with breakdown occurring shortly after eclosion 
[6]. Such change in the arrangement of thick filaments within the myofibril coupled with 
instability throughout the fln0 muscle system speaks to flightin’s role as conducive and 
secure to higher order structure myosin assemblies. 
 
Given the prevalence of coiled-coils in proteins with mechanical roles [15, 16] and the 
importance of the myosin coiled-coil in assembly of the thick filament [17], we asked 
whether the red density was associated with any changes in the winding (pitch) of coiled-
coil structure. The structure of the coiled-coil is guided by a heptad repeat, residues in the 
pattern of HPPHCPC in which hydrophobic (H), polar (P) and charged (C) residues 




from this pattern are common and contribute to imperfections in the coiled-coil pitch. 
Rotational angle change relative to the major axis of the dimer was measured M-ward 
along the length of the LMM, from G1528 to A1628, for several matching layers and 
averaged. To do this, an isolated dimer was fit to an ellipse in ImageJ and the angle 
change between frames was recorded and graphed against the associated amino acid 
range (see Letter Supplementary Methods).  
 
We find negative slope and stasis of rotation between S1574 and R1582, representing a 
change in apparent direction of the dimer turn to be slightly right-handed (Fig. 4-3). 
Generally, there is an M-ward left-handed turning of the dimer. This indicates change in 
the winding of the coiled coil: a local relaxation of pitch. This area is especially 
interesting as the red density making contact with the dimer also contacts paramyosin 
over a short span from E1572 to Q1575. Once the red density disappears, around R1582, 
the slope recovers its typical rotation. This precedes the third skip residue (E1590). When 
rotation is mapped along the entire myosin rod, similar shifts are evident only in locations 
associated with skip 1 (T1196) and, possibly, skip 4 (G1815), centering around T1196 
and Q1802 (not shown). 
 
The association of the red density with a change in pitch proximal to E1590 could 
indicate the involvement of the red density in stabilization of an otherwise unstable area 




has been shown that the skip residues are responsible for disruption in the coiled-coil that 
extends beyond a heptad both N- and C-terminally [17, 19] in the absence of non-myosin 
thick filament proteins. If the red density stabilizes the area N-terminal to the 3rd skip 
residue, it can reinforce the coiled-coil by preventing the disturbance from radiating 
further. Such stabilization of the coiled-coil may be taking place in other areas of the 
LMM in connection to the red density, or other non-myosin densities, as the LMM is 
known to harbor additional deviations (stammers, stutters) from the heptad ideal for 
coiled-coil formation [18]. Securing areas of heptad disruption would increase the overall 
coiled-coil integrity of the LMM and resilience in the context of contractile forces. 
 
The LMM region in the vicinity of E1563 (E1554 in Drosophila), spanning from residues 
E1547 to R1582, was further examined to identify potential residues in direct 
juxtaposition to the red density. The specific interface of the LMM to the red density was 
defined based on the angular relationship of the red density to each monomer in the 
LMM dimer. Notation is not taken beyond a 5 pixel distance (~3.2 Å); this relationship is 
estimated using fig. 4A in [3].  
 
The residues identified are shown in Figure 4-4. Other residues in this area may be 
important to the orientation of the LMM relative to the red density as this region is part of 
the multiface and is stabilized by other dimers. The contact region borders E1563 (E1554 




residues within the interface, in contact with the bulk of the red density, provides an 
explanation for the depletion of flightin in Mhc13 and Mhc6, two Drosophila strains that 
carry point mutations E1154K and R1559H, respectively [8, 20]. These mutations 
significantly diminish power output while differing in their effects on fibrillar passive and 
dynamic viscoelastic properties [12]. The revelation of this interface allows further 
exploration on the nature of the flightin-myosin interaction and consequences on thick 
filament structure, fibers mechanics, and muscle function.  
 
The estimated mass of the red density is less than the mass of flightin [4]. Mutant 
Drosophila flightin lacking the N-terminal 62 amino acid region [21, 22] or the C-
terminal 44 amino acid region [23] are incorporated into the fiber, indicating that the 
region between amino acids 63 and 138, encompassing the conserved WYR domain [24], 
harbors an essential myosin binding site. We hypothesize that the red density is mostly or 
exclusively WYR, a hypothesis further supported by the predicted unstructured nature of 
the larger N-terminal region [25]. The myosin sequence encompassing the red density 
interface is well conserved between vertebrates and invertebrates. Comparison of the 
Drosophila MHC rod sequence to its human cardiac counterpart reveals 56% identity, 
74% positives while the interface area of flightin binding between I1534-E1586 shares 
68% identity and 85% positives. Vertebrate proteins that influence thick filament stability 
and alignment, including M-protein, myomesin and Myosin Binding Protein-C (MyBP-




region raises the prospect of a conserved binding mechanism for these divergent proteins. 
Furthermore, studies with exogenously expressed cardiac MyBP-C in wild-type and fln0 
flies suggest that flightin and cMyBP-C have partially convergent functions, both in 
contributing to the mechanical properties of the thick filament (flexural rigidity) and in 
assembly (thick filament and sarcomere length) [29]. 
 
The findings from this study provide insight into the mechanism by which flightin 
provides stability and rigidity to the thick filament as arising from securing of the LMM 
coiled-coil and enforcement of dimer-dimer contacts within the thick filament. We 
propose that flightin behaves as a ‘cinch’ to stabilize the LMM structure and partition the 
coiled-coil thereby influencing the thick filament’s capacity for mechanical relay and 
stretch activation. The highly conserved region of binding on the LMM may further 
allude to a shared strategy between invertebrate and vertebrate striated muscle for tuning 
thick filament properties. The information presented can inform molecular dynamics and 
structural studies to shed light on a possible conserved mode of molecular interaction 
between the myosin coiled-coil and its binding partners.  
 
LETTER SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 
Overview 
 
This supplement contains further processing information of Supplementary movie 3 [3], 




myosin dimers participating in the 12 curved ribbon-like layers of the thick filament. The 
video follows a single dimer as it winds its way through the thick filament to its core. 
Along the way, it makes contact with multiple other myosin dimers and non-myosin 
densities. This single dimer is termed ‘cyan’ for its coloration in the video and is referred 
to as it was used for orientation to the LMM sequence. It is a member of the ‘blue’ layer. 
Initial measurements were fit to the Drosophila myosin sequence, as was used in Hu et 
al., 2016 [3] and were later accommodated to fit the Lethocerus myosin sequence. The 
heptad designations for the LMM residues were limited to G1528-A1628, based on 
Taylor et al 2015 [17]. 
 
We address three main processes, organized as follows: 
1. Identifying start/end points for the selected dimer 
a. Characterizing the structure of the video 
b. Selecting the region of interest 
2. Mapping the rotation of the selected dimer 
a. Isolating the dimer fit to an ellipse 
b. Attaining coiled-coil rotation over set aa range 






Identifying start/end points for the selected dimer 
Characterizing the structure of the video 
 
Values used for calculations over the duration of the movie are shown in Table 4-1. The 
movie S3 is described as going through 1700 Å which encompasses an entire myosin 
dimer. The entire video is just over 28 seconds long with 15 fps (~420 frames). 
  
While the video itself is ~420 frames, 1.3 to 27.9 sec (26.6s) represents the extent of the 
cyan dimer rod region. The full length of the rod, including tether is reported as 1598 Å. 
At 15 fps, 26.6 sec calculates to 399 frames (26.6 sec*15 fps). With each frame being 4 Å 
apart, the expected number of frames is 399.5 (1598Å /4Å) which supports the previous 
calculation. 
 
There are crowns every 145 Å with a 435 Å axial repeat for crowns along the length of 
the thick filament for which dimers in any individual layer laterally associate. When 
following the cyan dimer, each blue crown is 435 Å from the previous and the following 
blue crown. After the cyan crown, the next blue crown is 435 Å from that start point and 
so forth. As there is a 1.485 Å rise per residue, the number of amino acids in 435 Å is 
approximately 293 (435Å /1.485Å = 292.93). This corresponds to the number of amino 





Figure S8 [3] is a ‘key’ to the S3 movie and designates 1.3, 8.6, 15.7, and 22.9 seconds as 
crowns spaced 435 Å apart along the cyan myosin dimer tracked in Movie S3. The time 
between these sections are not consistent but averages to 7.2 seconds indicating that 108 
(7.2*15) frames as representative of a 435 Å region. As there are 7.2 seconds between 
crowns and 15 fps, there are 108 frames per 435 Å. This is in close alignment with each 
frame being 4 Å along (435Å /4Å = 108.75). 
 
Table 4-2 shows the span time and duration key provided in Figure S8 [3]. Using 1.3 sec 
as the starting point, we used the video editing software, ApowersoftEdit, to more 
precisely assign the span and duration through closest matching of the myosin head 
densities at crown positions, every 435 Å using 1.3 sec as the starting point (Table 4-2, 
right-most columns). These were considered our checkpoints. The 7.25 second durations 
fits better with the calculated number of frames per 435 Å (108.75 frames). 
 
Note, in ApowersoftEdit, seconds are separated into 1/20s with a notation that completes 
at “0.2”. For example, 4:30 seconds, which equates to 4.5 seconds in decimal notation, is 





The detectable rod length and tether is 1077 residues (R843-F1919). This is 1598 Å with 
~293 aa per 435 Å segment. 1598 Å is 3.67 times 435 Å so the extra portion corresponds 
to (0.67*435) 292 Å, or ~196 aa.  
 
Calculations are as follows: 
 
Distance after last same-layer crown until dimer disappears: 0.67* 435Å = 291.45Å  
Frames covering last ~292Å: 291.45Å/4Å = 72.8625 frames 
Expected duration from last crown to last frame: 72.86 frames/15fps = 4.86s  
Expected end point after last participating crown following Figure S8 key [3]: 
22.9s+4.86s =27.76s 
Expected end point for adjusted crown positions by timepoint matching: 23.05s+4.86s = 
27.91s 
 
The expected end point with adjusted crown positions corresponds exactly with the last 
frame in which the cyan dimer is present. This supports the accuracy of the modified time 






Selecting the region of interest 
 
The combined rod and tether region is 1598 Å in contour length and identified, after 
fitting with the Drosophila sequence, to be 1077 aa in length from R843-F1919 with a 
rise-per-residue of 1.485 Å. At the time of the Hu et al. 2016 publication [3], the 
Drosophila sequence was used to fit the model as the Lethocerus sequence had not yet 
been published. The Drosophila region of interest selected for our analysis (R1520-
D1620) falls within the third 435 Å region, with the rod being segmented into three 435 
Å regions plus an additional 292 Å (Table 4-2).  
 
Within the selected region exists two specific amino acids that are highly conserved and 
suspected to be involved in interaction between flightin and the LMM: Drosophila 
myosin residues E1554 and E1580 [8]. This area also contains the third skip residue 
(E1581). In Lethocerus, E1563 and E1589 correspond to Drosophila myosin residues 
E1554 and E1580. The skip residue is E1590 for Lethocerus. The total range from 
Drosophila R843-F1919 corresponds to Lethocerus N852-F1928. The R1520-D1620 
Drosophila region corresponds to Lethocerus R1529-D1629.  
 
Frames were separated using VLC. The region of interest aimed for, Lethocerus amino 
acids N1530-I1630, was manually separated out and designated frame #1-37. This ended 





Each frame was considered to be representative of a 4 Å region, which has 2.7 amino 
acid increments. The positioning of G1528-A1628 was calculated based on distance from 
the closest crown checkpoint. 
 
Mapping the rotation of the selected dimer 
 
The cyan dimer isolation is confounded by the black line overlay designed to show the 
path of movement through its layer over time. The diagonally opposite dimer to the cyan 
dimer was selected as representative. This horizonatally and vertically mirrored dimer 
moves in the exact same pattern as the cyan dimer. 
 
After isolation of the 37 frames, the representative dimer was separated from the rest of 
the image using GIMP and saved as .png and .jpg files. The following progression was 
done to convert the selected dimer to neonpink to distinguish the selected dimer from the 
other dimers in the ribbon in each frame: 
 
GIMP Protocol  
1. (Colors -> Adjust Brightness and Contrast) Added 10% contrast 
2. Selected dimer of interest 
3. (Colors -> Adjust Brightness and Contrast) Added 10% contrast 




5. (Colors -> Adjust Color Balance) Highlights, maxed to Red 
6. (Colors -> Colorize) Maxed Hue and Saturation 
 
In the above progression, the contrast and brightness of the entire image was enhanced. A 
small area, inclusive only of the dimer of interest and background, was selected and its 
brightness and contrast were further increased. Color balance was then adjusted to 
starken the color contrast of the dimer from the rest of the image. Frames were saved as 
PNG files and evaluated in ImageJ. 
 
 
Isolating the dimer to fit an ellipse 
 
ImageJ Protocol 
In order to attain an axis for each frame over which position and rotational change can be 
tracked, we fitted each dimer to an ellipse that encompassed both myosin monomers. 
 
1. (Image>Adjust->Color Threshold) Threshold Color set to point just before 
selection circle is not evident around dimer of interest: Hue 0,36; Sat 5,255; 
Brightness 130,255 




3. (Analyze->Analyze Particles) Set min pixel size to 35 to reduce off-target 
measures 
4. Set measurements to fit ellipse and centroid. This automatically selected the two 
globular units as a single ellipse. Measurements of the major axis angle and the 
length of the major (long) and minor (short) axes of the ellipse were provided by 
the program under these settings. 
• The “Draw Ellipse” macro was used to visualize the measured ellipse. 
(Edit->Selection->Fit Ellipse) 
 
Attaining coiled-coil rotation over amino acid range 
 
We used the measurements of the ellipse to track movement of the dimer over a series of 
frames. ImageJ fitting provided X,Y coordinates of center of ellipse, pixel length of 
major and minor axis line, and angle of major axis.  
 
The angle of the major axis represents the major axis line angle to the horizontal of the 
image out of 180 degrees. To check, the angle function was used while going over the 
line used to form Ellipse using the Macro, "Draw Ellipse" function. These values were 
collected from each frame and the angle change between frames was recorded and 
graphed against the associated amino acid range with each frame progressing 2.7 amino 
acids. For simplicity, the starting angle in frame 1 was set to zero degrees. This was then 




range for multiple dimers within the blue layer and dimers within the yellow and pink 
layers (n=6) to confirm conservation among various dimers within the same region (not 
shown). 
 
When mapping the entire dimer over the full range for the visible dimer there will be 
some discrepancy due to the increased span over which drift will occur. Drift is resultant 
from the actual frame span being very slightly off from 4 Å and 2.7 aa per frame being a 
rounded value. Small imperfections are magnified over long spans that are not evident 
within a 100 aa range. The discrepancy is less than 1 frame. Frames 60-411 have been 
evaluated both with and without a forced fit to the check points. There is no substantial 
loss of information and the regions over which there are rotational shifts are consistent. 
We chose a forced fit to the check points as this equalizes the drift between segments and 
decreases the overall drift. 
 
Linear regression analysis was done using Graphpad PRISM. R-square values were very 
similar regardless of whether residue numbers are fixed to checkpoint-values (0.9977 vs 
0.9976) suggesting that the methods are comparable for making observations over larger 
amino acid regions. Checkpoints are useful for aligning heptad positions (next section) as 





Attaining angle of interface of dimer to the red density 
 
ImageJ Protocol 
1. Calculated the X,Y coordinates for the start and end points of the major axis 
(Table 4-3), manually inserted those values into a new Draw Line macro, and ran 
the macro on the image.  
2. Used the reflex angle feature to trace over the drawn line representing the major 
axis such that the angle parallel to the line is 180° to 360°. 
3. Measured the angle range over which the dimer is facing the density of interest. 
• Subtracted 360° from any value that passes the 360° point parallel to the 
major axis to get the ‘actual’ value. 
4. Compared the angle ranges to the heptad positions  
• The coiled coil is left-handed and composed of two right-handed helices. A 
predominant left handed rotation is seen when viewing the frames in video S3 
[3]. The arrangement of the two helices in accordance to heptad positions is 
show in Figure 4-12. 
 
Within the 37 frames of the selected region, the red density appears from frame 7 to 19. 
The dimers turn counter-clockwise in this M-ward view, therefore the alpha helices are 





To determine the amino acids that are in close contact with the red density, the dimer was 
identified as having alpha helices “1” and “2” since at different points only one of the two 
might be close to the red density or the two helices may be close to the red density at 
different angles. Helix “1” was designated to be the left helix (Fig. 4-12). For the 
duration of the 37 frames, the helices do not switch relative position (ex. helix 1 is always 
left-most). 
 
Although the rods rotate over time, the major line of the ellipse formed between the two 
densities was considered to be zero to 180° as the horizontal major axis in Figure 4-12. 
If, for instance, the red density is closest to Helix 1, between the angles of 230°-300° then 
positions ‘c’ and ‘g’ are noted as being in closest proximity and it depended on the range 
encompassed by the frame whether ‘c’ or ‘g’ is determined to be the closest contact.  
 
Notation is not taken past a 5 pixel distance (~3.2 Å); this relationship is estimated using 
Fig. 4A in [3]. 
 
Mapping of the myosin dimer to the red density across frames 7-19 allowed positions to 
be identified for amino acids involved in the interfacing between the two. This combined 





IMAGE PROCESSING - EXTENDED RESULTS & 
DISCUSSION  
Areas of Interest 
 
G1528-A1628 was selected to be analyzed for several reasons. Firstly, the red density, 
proposed to be flightin, appears to interact within this region predominantly. This is a 
region where specific mutations have been shown to result in decreased accumulation of 
flightin such as R1559H (R1568H in Lethocerus) and Mhc13, corresponding to a charge 
change, E1554K (E1563K in Lethocerus), in the heptad ‘e’ position [7, 8]. Ifm(2)RU1, 
E1570K (E1579K in Lethocerus) also exists within this region with mutants exhibiting a 
less extreme phenotype than Mhc13 mutants but still alongside some reduction in flightin 
accumulation [31]. There are also a series of myopathy associated mutations within this 
range in conserved residues in mammalian muscle at sites: Q1541, A1549, E1564, 
E1573, N1589, L1597 and R1606 [32-38]. These correspond to Q1549, A1557, E1572, 
D1581, N1597, M1605, K1614 in Lethocerus.   
 
This region is also home to the third skip residue and surrounding point mutations in 
mammalian heart that result in cardiomyopathies (E1573K, R1588P, L1591P) [17]. In 
Beta human cardiac myosin, the region surrounding the skip residue has been shown to 
exhibit ‘local unwinding’ and, unlike with skip 1 and 2, deletion of skip 3 causes myosin 
aggregation in the cytoplasm and this has been connected with specific structural 
changes. The unwound, but stable, structure surrounding skip 3 was determined to be of 





A further advantage to looking at this region over other regions is that this is the only 
area of the myosin light meromyosin (LMM) that has been mapped so as to form a 
complete model through expression of segments expressed in vitro [19]. While in vitro 
information lacks the additional binding proteins existent in structure of in vivo models, 
this study provides a good starting point for mapping the heptad along this range of 
residues and provides data regarding exposed or internal residues in the absence of other 
binding proteins. Corroborating studies on flightin, paramyosin, the modelling studies of 
Korkmaz et al (2016) [19] and Hu et al (2016) [3], provide grounds for hypotheses 
regarding structural/mechanical modulation that occurs within this region. 
 
Considering the Interface  
 
Each layer is considered to be composed of myosin dimers participating in crowns, 
extensions of the myosin heads, +/- 3 crowns away and when observed by transverse 
section, 3 or 4 myosin dimers in a crown can be viewed in association with each other 
(Fig. 4-5). The dimer whose observed position is closest to its myosin head (more N-
terminal on the LMM) is on the outer edge of the thick filament and is referred to as the 
1st dimer here. The ‘1st dimer’ constitutes a region within N852-A1145, the first 435 Å 
segment of the LMM. The ‘2nd dimer’ constitutes a region within A1145-Q1437, the 
second 435 Å segment. The ‘3rd dimer’ encompasses the area of interest and includes 




S1730-F1928, the C-terminal remainder of the LMM. Over the span in which the red 
density is present, all four dimers are identifiable. These ultimately correspond to 35aa 
regions within each of the (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) segments for an individual red density within 
the same layer: K960-E995 for the 1st dimer, T1253-L1288 for the 2nd dimer, K1545-
I1580 for the 3rd dimer (Fig. 4-4), and Q1838-Q1873 for the 4th dimer. 
 
The individual red densities are predominantly associated with a single layer but do make 
a contact outside the originating layer. For simplicity, we focus on a red density 
associated with the ‘blue’ layer, the color designation as it relates to Hu et al (2016) 
movie S3. As there are interactions outside of the blue layer, the dimers are designated 
“B” for originating in the blue layer, “Y” for belonging to the yellow layer or “P” for 
belonging to the pink layer. This leads to notation such as “2ndB” which would mean 2nd 
dimer from the outside of the filament, belonging to the blue layer (Fig. 4-5). There are 
no direct interactions of the pink layer within our area of interest in context of the blue 
layer and red density. However, the pink layer would interact with a red density as blue is 
observed to in the Z-ward direction from the red density’s appearance in the blue layer. 
This is because the interfaces involved with the red density are staggered as the layers are 
staggered. In such a case, 4thB takes on the role of the observed 4thY. In either M-ward 
or Z-ward view, the yellow layer is to the blue layer as the blue layer is to the pink layer 





Observations of the red density are split into four sections: (i) pre-split in which there is a 
single red density furthest from the M-line, (ii) path of the smaller red density that 
appears after the split, (iii) path of the larger (bulk) red density, which incorporates a 
local smaller red density due to proximity, and (iv) the point at which the larger red 
density makes contact with paramyosin. 
 
Red Density Pre-Split 
 
Within the range K1545-I1580, the red density shows up first at E1547, in contact with 
only one of the helices of the 3rd dimer in the blue layer (3rdB) and one helix of 2ndB 
from E1254-V1264 of that dimer (Fig. 4-6). The position of E1547 is focused on as it is 
in the proper heptad position (c) for the amino acid range of the frame (See Methods). 
 
Within the area in which the 2ndB and 3rdB are both contacting the red density, there are 
predominant positive charges within 2ndB and predominant negative charges within 
3rdB. Hydrophobic residues of 3rdB are also within this region. At the most clear split 
point of the red density (frames 9 and 10), negatively charged residues are in close 
proximity to the red density from 3rdB and 4thY and the smaller separated red density is 
furthest from all surrounding dimers. It is possible that the regions of negative charge 





Path of the Red Density ‘hook’ 
 
Around A1551-E1553 (frame 9), the red density starts to split into two densities. Once 
the red density splits into two, the smaller of the two densities begins to make contact 
with one helix of 1stB starting around S972 (Fig. 4-7). This smaller density remains in 
close proximity with 1stB until the disappearance of both portions of the red density. The 
1stB is in close proximity from S972-L996. One helix of 2ndB is in close proximity with 
one helix of 1stB which may be stabilizing the position of 1stB. This smaller portion of 
the red density also makes contact with 2ndB around R1276-A1284. Between A991-
L996 the remainder of the small red density only makes contacts with 1stB, close to the 
center of the two helices, and does not appear to be making any other contacts. During 
the period in which 2ndB is making contact with the red density, it is exposed to multiple 
close contacts, including dimers of the yellow layer and the non-myosin blue density on 
its other helix, which may be involved in stabilizing this interaction. 
 
This smaller red density ‘hook’ is its only connection to 1stB, the dimer involved in the 
closest crown. Notably, in the area in which the red density interacts with 1stB, there are 
no additional stabilizing contacts for either the 1stB dimer or the red density. This would 
support mechanical information relay being most purely translated between 1stB through 





Path of the Larger Red Density 
 
After the split, the larger red density makes contact with one helix of 3rdB (E1556-
E1572) along with one of the helices of the 4thB from S1851-K1867 (Fig. 4-8) and 4thY 
(E1761-L1777). Right before paramyosin contact is made, potentially stabilizing 
interactions include both helices of 4thY which is also interacting on its opposite side 
with the non-myosin blue density. This area is unique in that both of the helices of the 
3rdB and 4thB dimers are in close contact with the red density starting at L1571 for 3rdB, 
and A1862 for 4thB. The red density is at its largest relative volume compared to other 
slices from this point onward until it disappears. 
 
When the red density first makes contact with 4thB, it initially contacts a region of 
predominantly positive charge which then shifts to negative and then positive again. 
When the red density starts to be engaged in multiple close contacts, the area of 
proximity of 4thB contains a large amount of hydrophobic residues that exist between the 
regions of positive charge, among the interim of negative charge. This may reflect a 
hydrophobic span of residues on the part of the red density as well. 
 
Contact with Paramyosin 
 
At the point of contact with paramyosin (L1573-E1579 for 3rdB; K1867-E1870 for 4thB) 




contacting dimers (Fig. 4-9). The area over which there is paramyosin interaction is short, 
only existing over two frames suggesting a region of maximally 8 Å in length. 
 
Within the region in which paramyosin is contacted, there appears to be an extension 
from one of the helices of 3rdB that exists between a helix of 2ndB and 4thY while the 
same helix of 3rdB and the same helix of 4thY make contact with the red density. The 
heptad position corresponding to the extension of the 3rdB helix is closest to what would 
be the ‘b’ position which is outside the range for this frame. The closest ‘b’ position is 
S1574. It could also be from the ‘e’ position which would be R1577. However, change in 
the pitch here may place a different heptad position at that location. Notably, the other 
myosin helix of the 3rdB dimer has an extension at approximately the same area but more 
clearly in the ‘e’ position that appears to make contact with the ‘g’ position of the other 
dimer in the pair and this positioning is appropriate for an ionic interaction as the ‘e’ 
position is R1577 and the ‘g’ position is E1579. The extended residue of 3rdB also 
appears to ‘shove’ 2ndB away from close proximity to 4thY and into closer proximity to 
the nonmyosin blue density and 3rdY. It is at this specific point that 3rdB is most closely 
connected with 4thY. It is just after S1574 that the coiled-coil is found to be unwound, 
with a greater pitch. 
 
A connection of a myosin accessory protein to paramyosin may have distinct structural 




maximum power output in Drosophila with significant loss being found in mutants with 
putative phosphorylation sites mutated [39, 40]. The ratio of myosin/paramyosin is 
associated with thick filament length with those with higher paramyosin content being 
longer [41-43] and capable of higher isometric tension. Isometric tension is especially 
important in catch muscles of molluscs, having long sarcomeres and the greatest 
paramyosin content, less-so with insects that require a ‘warm-up’ period pre-flight such 
as Lethocerus and even less in insects that do not require such a warm up period, as in 
Drosophila. 
 
Flightin has been known to play a role in regulation of thick filament length and, in the 
fln0, has resulted in longer thick filaments formed during development [6, 44]. Flightin 
has been found to restrict myosin incorporation/dissociation [45] which may be done by 
blocking a potential site of interaction or securing the connections between rods to 
exclude other conformations. As observations of the red density implicate flightin 
involved in connection to the paramyosin core in addition to multiple interaction sites 
between myosin rods, flightin and paramyosin may be acting in concert to regulate 
myosin incorporation and thick filament length.  
 
In addition to establishing the thick filament length, these connections have a strong 
implication for impacting passive stiffness, compromised in flightin mutants [20]. The 




R1582; S1759-T1786; S1851-Q1873) in which three of these points (E1547-R1582; 
S1759-Q1785; R1849-Q1873) may be further secured or enabled by the red density’s 
connection to paramyosin. Higher stability of the flightin-LMM contact in this area of 
multiple-interface (‘multiface’) involvement may contribute to myosin’s series elastic 
behavior, with the red density effectively acting as a ‘clasp’ or ‘cinch’ between multiple 
dimers and paramyosin. Just as flightin may be acting in concert with paramyosin to elicit 
developmental structural parameters of the thick filament, both may be working together 




Rotational angle change relative to the major axis of the dimer was measured along the 
length of the LMM from G1528-A1628 for several myosin dimers and averaged (Fig. 4-
3). There is an M-ward left-handed turning of the dimer. It was found that there was a 
negative slope and stasis of rotation between S1574-R1582 which represents a change in 
apparent direction of the dimer turn to be slightly right-handed. The difference looks 
dramatic around S1574-R1577 though this is likely to be partially due to the previously 
described extension of one of the helix densities. Even without the change at this point, 
however, there is a slight reversal and pause in dimer rotation. This indicates change in 
the winding of the coiled coil: a local relaxation of pitch. This area is especially 
interesting as the red density making contacts with the LMM also makes contact with 




around R1582, the slope has recovered its typical rotation. This area of relaxed pitch 
immediately precedes the third skip residue (E1590). 
 
The angle change between each frame represents a regular orientation shift that can be 
associated with the helices ceasing to wind around each other or becoming bent, strained, 
and/or extended. In Hu et al (2016) [3], studies were done on super-relaxed muscle; a 
change in helical pitch could represent an area that may be of pivotal importance during 
transition to an active state. Between V1576-E1579, an extension appears to be 
protruding from expected heptad position ‘b’ or ‘e’ with R1577 in the ‘e’ position. This 
does not appear to be solely responsible for the rotational changes seen in this region 
though this was not compensated for in the rotational measurements. Such a shift is 
evident only in two other locations, centering at Q1192 and E1800, when rotation is 
mapped along the entire myosin rod (Fig. 4-10). 
 
E1590 is the third skip residue in Lethocerus and lies within a region where there is a 
relative absence of helical winding between the two helices of the dimer and is very close 
to the point at which the rotation recovers from the shift seen at Q1575. Taylor et al. 
(2015) [17] has found an increase in helical pitch surrounding skip 3 which could also be 
observed as a lack of rotation in this region. An increase in super helical pitch 
surrounding the third skip residue has been described as starting at F1565 in beta cardiac 




which the shift in rotation is observed, as well as red density and paramyosin contact, in 
Lethocerus. Although the residue is not conserved, distortion appears to be.  
 
In Hu et al (2016) [3], the crystal structure of myosin was found from isolated super-
relaxed Lethocerus myosin, while in Korkmaz et al (2016) [19], the crystal structure was 
determined from a series of E. coli expressed fragments of human beta cardiac myosin 
which would not be expected to possess the typical affiliated binding proteins. This 
conserved distortion may be important for non-myosin and paramyosin contacts in 
Lethocerus and could be a key position for myosin binding proteins in beta cardiac as 
there are several known proteins that bind proximally to this region in mammalian 
systems [26, 46]. The distortion in beta cardiac myosin is described as extending 11 aa C-
terminal of the skip residue which equates to resolution at R1600 in Lethocerus. The 
rotational distortion observed in Lethocerus, however, appears to resolve itself before 
then, closer to the skip residue itself. This could be due to the non-myosin red entity, and 
paramyosin, securing the LMM at that point and permitting the following residues to 
more readily resume helical winding.  
 
A primary finding of Hu et al (2016) [3] was clear evidence of an interacting head motif 
(IHM) that would need to be disrupted for muscle activation; this may be accomplished 
by stretch, with the rod involved in the translation. Torsion by formation of the IHM in 




the IHM stores elastic energy throughout the rod making the IHM/rod spring loaded. 
Stretch could release stored elastic energy leading to an opposing torsional shift that 
could release the IHM to free up myosin heads for subsequent activation. The region 
where abnormal twist exists along with non-myosin and paramyosin interactions could 
represent an area where the binding of these entities cinches the coiled-coil in a formation 
that strains the within-dimer and dimer-dimer contacts that could then retract through 
elastic recoil, and more fully yield only once the other contacts are disrupted by stretch. 
 
Overview of the Red Density Behavior & Implications for Mechanical 
Transduction 
 
The red density winds between the rods of an individual layer and connects to a portion 
of the neighboring layer participating in the crown just M-ward, specifically to the 4th rod 
in the neighboring layer, and paramyosin. Each rod is connected to three other rods in the 
same layer via different red densities, one at each of the regions S972-L996; E1254-
A1284; E1547-R1582; S1851-Q1873. Hence, all rods within a layer are connected by the 
red density in (i) four places to each other, (ii) to rods in the neighboring layer once 
between S1759-T1786 and (iii) paramyosin within the multiface. Each myosin dimer can 
be considered to connect to paramyosin most directly three times via three different red 
densities along its length, once at Q1571-Q1576, once at S1759-T1786, and once at 
S1851-Q1873. Notably, there would be five different red densities along the length of a 
given rod, all ultimately in contact with paramyosin, but the red density interfaces at 





Ordered Transduction to the IHM 
 
The red density winding within layers may reinforce the arrangement of rods within a 
layer and allow each rod to sense and respond to stress or stretch in a coordinated manner 
and, in doing so, sequentially release or secure the associated IHMs. The IHM’s head-
head and backbone interactions have been found to be conserved from the emergence of 
the first animals [48]. Studies on active vertebrate striated muscle have shown that during 
a phase of contraction, myosin heads from crowns 43 nm away - therefore involving rods 
of the same layer - have identically ‘unwrapped’ myosin heads from the thick filament 
backbones [49]. This ‘unwrapping’ may be representative of IHM release states triggered 
by stretch or tension through the associated rods [50] and demonstrate the relevance of 
within-layer connections. 
 
Beyond within-layer coordination, connection to each rod in the neighboring layer within 
that layer’s rods’ more C-terminal regions may distribute tension between layers and 
orient the layers to each other. In this way, each rod in a layer is connected to a set of 
rods laterally that participate in the crown +1 to itself thereby introducing a directionality 
of layer connections. In the context of Hu et al (2016) [3], this is such that the rods of the 
blue layer each connect to all rods in the pink layer within each blue rod’s S1759-T1786 
segment, rods in the pink layer each connect to all rods in the yellow layer within each 




in the blue layer within each yellow rod’s S1759-T1786 segment. This directionality may 
reveal a sequence of crown participation in active muscle and is supported by the gradient 
of ‘unwrapping’ previously observed [49]. 
 
It is known that not all myosin heads are simultaneously active during contractile activity 
but if one considers that layers are being connected to each other in a +1 format, 
mechanical transduction from crowns with active myosin heads would move such that 
contractile activity of crown 0 would be most immediately relayed to crown 1 whose 
activity would then be relayed to crown 2. As this connection appears to exist towards the 
end of the rods in the connecting +1 layer (S1759-T1786), this might be necessary for 
strategically delaying the effect that stretch has on the IHM of that following layer. This 
position is straddled by two red densities at E1547-R1582 and S1851-Q1873 that are 
secured by +1 crown connections from there (Fig. 4-11). Stabilization and segmentation 
within the area of the LMM between E1547-R1582 and S1851-Q1873 via the connection 
point at S1759-T1786 may enable a mechanism by which energy storage and release is 
titrated. A more stabilized segment could store energy until a threshold was reached 
resulting in uncoupling of one of the cinch points (E1547-R1582, S1759-T1786 or 
S1851-Q1873), upon which that energy would be transferred. Strain could be produced in 
the segment between E1547-R1582 and S1851-Q1873 first by the red density at S1759-
T1786 connected to the -1 crown, pre-straining the connection to the next series 





While Hu et al (2016) [3] has shown a first reveal of non-myosin entities entwined within 
the thick filament rods, other hints towards an organization within the invertebrate rods 
have supported the structural implications suggested here. Headless myosin in Drosophila 
IFM has been found to possess 14.5 nm reflections that are even stronger than those 
observed in the WT [51] for which involvement of flightin and paramyosin have been 
speculated. The strength of these reflections compared to WT may represent an order 
permitted to exist due to a lack of a myosin head induced force gradient along the rod-rod 
and layer-layer connections. The super-lattice found in Drosophila associated with the A-
band has also been considered a possible adaptation for stretch activation [52]. 
 
Relationship to stretch activation 
 
The high wing beat frequencies and efficiency of insect flight muscle is partially 
attributed to enhanced stretch activation (SA). In a calcium-activated state, a delayed 
increase in tension instigated by stretch is produced with the shortening of an antagonist 
muscle. A complimentary phenomenon of shortening deactivation (SD) exists in which 
there is a delayed drop in tension following shortening that serves to lower resistance 
during muscle lengthening [53]. These processes are responsible for increased power 





Just as IHM regulation through the rod appears to be conserved throughout animals, 
invertebrates have been expected to share a similar mechanism with vertebrates when it 
comes to stretch activation [54]. Stretch activation may be linked to the means by which 
the IHM is modulated. Insect flight muscles, which display enhanced stretch activation, 
are known to be highly ordered. It is suspected that the enhanced order of insect IFM is 
required for coordination of IHM states that may be necessary for such enhanced stretch 
activation. MHC isoforms alone only have a limited capacity to enhance stretch 
activation [55] and it has been proposed that non-myosin thick filament proteins provide 
some of the force enhancement [56-58]. In vertebrates, titin has been proposed as a 
parallel elastic component within muscle [57, 59-61]; paramyosin, along with the titin-
like sallimus isoforms of invertebrates, and other myosin binding proteins, such as 
flightin, are candidates for engagement in a similar role. 
 
Effective stretch activation/deactivation is necessarily related to the resonant frequency of 
the system which is impacted by the elasticity and damping within the system [62, 63] as 
well as temperature, as it relates to stiffness [64]. Wingbeat frequency (WBF) matches 
the resonant frequency of the system and increase in stiffness of the system corresponds 
to changes in WBF. Natural modulators of stiffness include the pleurosternal ‘control’ 
muscles, endogenous or exogenous temperature change within the system, variation of 
thick filament proteins and the myosin duty ratio. Per organism, combined factors of 




parameters for optimal operation. While asynchronous stretch activated IFM is a highly 
efficient system, it requires very particular operation settings so that mechanical 
transduction optimally distributes stress, permitting some separation of components for 
sequential activity and sustained force while preventing fracture. Means by which 
organisms attune the resonant system to permit stretch activation (e.g. isometric 
activation) may be further enhanced, or rendered obsolete, by titrating the involvement of 
thick filament proteins, such as flightin, in myosin and non-myosin crosslinking in the 
thick filament. Comparative biomechanics throughout Arthropoda, especially between 
species that utilize stretch activation with varying degrees of isometric involvement, may 
shed light on flightin’s involvement within the resonant system. 
 
Modulation within Invertebrates 
 
Examination of flightin across species with different contractile needs is important for 
determining the means by which flightin itself is adapted to accommodate. It is known 
that both the flightin sequence and the extent of its post-translational modification vary 
throughout Arthropoda. Increasing accessibility to structural information, such as the 
cryo-EM studies by Hu et al (2016) [3], can lead study on binding partners and the 
relevance of expression levels/stoichiometry as additional factors of flightin adaptation.  
 
Observations made by Hu et al (2016) [3] , expanded upon here, were in Lethocerus 




Drosophila flight muscle [65]. Lethocerus depends on isometric contractions to ‘warm 
up’, has greater passive tension and operates at much lower frequencies than Drosophila, 
while Drosophila IFM operates at higher frequencies with an augmented stretch 
activation response. The red density between Lethocerus and Drosophila was found to be 
very similar though, among other structural differences within the thick filament, other 
non-myosin densities became prevalent and the density associated with myofilin was 
lessened. The red density appeared to have conserved myosin interfaces between both 
Drosophila and Lethocerus; this is expected under the condition that the red density 
contacting LMM represents the highly conserved WYR region of flightin. Lethocerus 
indicus flightin (164 aa) shares only 40% identity with that of Drosophila melanogaster 
flightin (182 aa), though 65% identity (34/52) and 76% positives (40/52) are within the 
WYR region. The WYR region of Lethocerus flightin is also the same size as that in 
Drosophila, lending further support to the red density’s identity as flightin WYR. Other, 
more variable, portions of flightin or additional non-myosin contacts are likely to be 
involved in flightin adaptation between these two organisms, though anchoring within the 
thick filament is attributed to WYR. 
 
One difference between Drosophila and Lethocerus flight muscle is the preponderance of 
isometric tension generation in Lethocerus over Drosophila. Evaluation of viscoelastic 
properties in fln0 led to the finding that the fiber generates lower passive stiffness, 




was achieved [20]. A greater viscous modulus, compliance, resulted in more absorption 
of work. Interestingly, while oscillatory work output was greatly decreased, isometric 
tension was not greatly hindered in the fln0. It has been proposed that this is due to 
viscous properties being important for stretch activation but not as involved for 
generation of isometric tension. Stretch activation occurs with the muscular system 
initially behaving as a compressed spring; the pull of the filaments then release the 
compression and decrease elastic energy sufficient to allow cross-bridge attachment [66]. 
Filaments are known to stretch slightly during isometric tension. Thermal energy, that 
may be attained during isometric ‘warm-up’ contractions, can additionally create strained 
pre-stroke states that allow detached myosin heads to access longitudinally displaced 
actin sites [67]. Isometric tension generation, though distinct from that of SA, is expected 
to be involved in setting the stage for SA. The action of the Lethocerus isometric ‘warm 
up’ may partially encompass a role filled by flightin in species for which isometric 
contractions are not prevalent.  
 
Thick filaments in Lethocerus revealed the red density as having come in contact with 
paramyosin; though paramyosin was unable to be observed in Drosophila, if paramyosin 
binding is involved in flightin function, control of paramyosin stoichiometry may be 
another means by which flightin function is adapted between the two organisms. Higher 
paramyosin content has been associated with higher isometric tension; the relative 




effects on stiffness, or accessibility to other potential binding partners and kinases. 
Correlative studies between paramyosin and flightin may provide an additional lead 
towards dissection of their relationship with thick filament structure and viscoelastic 
attunement. 
 
Order and Mechanical Transduction During Development 
 
While mechanical relay is a requirement for active muscle, there is evidence that it is also 
required during development [68]. Flightin binding is integral to IFM development in the 
late pupal stages. This raises further questions regarding the nature of red density’s 
binding profile. Is there a temporal order to red density interaction with the LMM? If so, 
how is that dictated? Are the interactions necessary during development maintained 
through adulthood? As expression profiles of different myosin-binding proteins and 
isoforms change throughout development, flightin may be in contact with more, or fewer, 
interfaces within the myosin LMM during its initial expression compared to adulthood. 
 
In fln0, IFM exhibits fiber hypercontraction after eclosion. Sarcomeres become 
disordered, accompanied by loss of the M-line and fragmentation of the Z-disc [6]. This 
phenotype requires actomyosin generated-tension [69]. Actomyosin kinetics are partially 
modulated by elastic strains. Hypercontraction could be due to force generation beyond 
the point of fracture from depletion of flightin as an important player in the series elastic 




kinetics would also generate this phenotype and could be a factor if flightin is found to 
impact IHM formation-and-release timing.  
 
Flightin is found as different phospho-variants throughout development before the full set 
is established in the adult [70] and this may be responsible for differences between 
binding partners or interfaces between pupal and adult stages. While there are complex 
contacts at the point of paramyosin interaction at the multiface, not all these contacts may 
be necessary for this interaction. Modulation by post translational modification of flightin 
or paramyosin could weaken or abolish a contact point with one of the dimers while 
enhancing (or opposing) one or both of the other points of contact. Paramyosin’s function 
is drastically impacted by its own phosphorylation profile [40] though it is currently 
unknown how this varies from the time of its expression (mid-late pupa stages) to 
adulthood. Phosphorylation of either flightin or its binding partners may be another mode 
by which the number of segments in the thick filament series could change along with the 
segments’ stiffness, viscoelasticity and, hence, capacity for energy storage/release.  
 
Relevance of a disordered structural component  
 
Another intrinsically disordered protein that binds in the LMM near E1554 in mammalian 
systems that does not exist in invertebrates, myomesin, encourages attribution of flightin 
to the red density and may hint at the system within which flightin operates. Myomesin 




myosin residues 1506-1674 [71] in mammalian striated muscle. This region alone has not 
been stably expressed but it has been identified that My1 is required for binding in this 
LMM region. Myomesin is known to connect titin with the thick filament and be 
involved in determination of lattice spacing. In the heart, an isoform of myomesin known 
as “EH-Myomesin” expresses an unstructured “EH segment” that is present early in 
development provides large extensibility to avoid damage from stretch [72]. WYR has 
now been indicated to have an uncommon structure that is disordered-like, though many 
other ‘disordered’ regions may be found to simply have a less characterized, or more 
dynamic, structure in the future. Though there is no sequence homology between the 
disordered LMM binding regions of myomesin and the WYR region of flightin, this area 
of the LMM is highly conserved and the similar ‘type’ of structure predicted for both 
binding domains in myomesin and flightin may be related to the means by which contact 
with this region is made. 
 
Flightin is likely to be part of a system within which cinching together the myosin dimers 
is key. In such a system, flightin may be likened to a gear among several that serve the 
dual purpose of mechanical adjustment and structural shift, cable-like in nature when 
considered together. Flightin isn’t the only protein found within the A band that is 
involved in determination of myofilament structure and whether flightin is, indeed, 
interacting with paramyosin or other non-myosin thick filament proteins remains to be 




mutations that occur within the dimer within the area of the multiface, and the apparent 
connection between structural and mechanical modulation promotes flightin as a key 
member in orchestration of muscle synchrony scaling up from the myosin rod to the 
muscle whole. These findings further compel study of flightin’s role in muscle 
attunement and can be utilized as a valuable tool for understanding muscle evolution 
















EXTENDED SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 
 
This section is an extended version of the LETTER SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 
section in which we build upon the processing methods used with more in-depth detail. 
For clarity, some description is repeated and new information is provided both in text and 
with additional supporting images. 
 
Identifying start/end points for the selected dimer 
 
In the Hu et al. Supplementary movie 3, “Cross-sectional thick filament fly-through”, an 
M-line directed series of frames are put in sequence to display a fly-through of the 
myosin dimers participating in the 12 curved ribbon-like layers of the thick filament. 
There are 3 distinct layers per quadrant and each of these layers are the same as those in 
the mirror-opposite quadrant to it. The layers that are in the same, mirrored, structure are 
colored light blue, light yellow and pink. 
 
One particular dimer within one of the twelve layers (one of the 4 light blue layers) is 
separated out from the rest by being colored a darker blue (‘cyan’) than the light blue 
designating the other dimers in its layer. 
 
A frame is representative of a 1 Å thick section and each frame is 4 Å apart. Values 





The movie S3 is described as going through 1700 Å which encompasses an entire myosin 
dimer. The entire video is just over 28 seconds long with 15 fps (~420 frames). 
 
While the video itself is ~420 frames, the period spanning 1.3 to 27.9 sec (the point at 
which the last cyan color is seen) is 26.6 seconds in duration. This region represents the 
center point of the cyan interacting head motif (IHM) to the end of its rod. The full length 
of the rod, including tether is reported as 1598 Å. At 15 fps, 26.6 sec calculates to 399 
frames (26.6 sec*15 fps). With each frame being 4 Å apart, the expected number of 
frames is 399.5 (1598Å/4Å) which supports the previous calculation. 
 
There are crowns every 145 Å with a 435 Å axial repeat for crowns along the length of 
the thick filament for which dimers in any individual layer laterally associate. When 
following the cyan dimer, each blue crown is 435 Å from the previous and the following 
blue crown. After the cyan crown, the next blue crown is 435 Å from that start point and 
so forth. As there is a 1.485 Å rise per residue, the number of amino acids in 435 Å is 
approximately 293 (435Å/1.485Å = 292.93). This corresponds to the number of amino 
acids along a dimer between crowns originating from the same layer. 
 
Hu et al. figure S8 is a ‘key’ to the S3 movie and designates 1.3, 8.6, 15.7, and 22.9 




S3. The time between these sections is not consistent but averages to be 7.2 seconds 
suggesting that 108 (7.2*15) frames are representative of a 435 Å region. As there are 7.2 
seconds between crowns and 15 fps, there are 108 frames per 435 Å. This is in close 
alignment with each frame being 4 Å along (435Å/4Å = 108.75). 
 
The Hu et al. fig S8 ‘key’ is approximate and using the video editing software, 
ApowersoftEdit, more exact designations are visually identified by closest matching of 
the IHM densities at every 435 Å using 1.3 sec as the starting point, as shown in the two 
right-most columns in Table 4-2. These are considered our checkpoints. Using the S8 
key without matching, the segments are as shown in the second and third columns in 
Table 4-2. Image 1 shows the screenshots for the best matches. The 7.25 second 
durations fit even better with the calculated number of frames per 435 Å (108.75 frames). 
 
Note, ApowersoftEdit is used to make initial frame-by-frame visualizations. In 
ApowersoftEdit, seconds are separated into 1/20s with a notation that completes at “.2”. 
For example, 4:30 seconds, which equates to 4.5 seconds in decimal notation, is 
expressed as 4.1 in ApowersoftEdit. ApowersoftEdit notation is show in the bottom right 






Image 1: Best matches by ApowersoftEdit. 1.3 is the start point suggested by fig.S8. 
The calculated increments for 435 Å from this point are best represented in 7.25 sec 
increments. Associated matched images are shown. 
 
Rod length is supposed to be 1077 residues (R843-F1919). This is 1598 Å with ~293aa 
per 435 Å segment. 435 Å goes into 1598 Å 3.67 times so the extra portion corresponds 
to (0.67*435) 292 Å, or ~196 aa. Calculations are as follows: 
 
Distance after last same-layer crown until dimer disappears: 0.67* 435Å = 291.45 Å  
Frames covering last ~292 Å: 291.45Å/4Å = 72.8625 frames 
Expected duration from last crown to last frame: 72.86 frames/15 fps = 4.86 seconds 
Expected end point after last participating crown following S8 key: 22.9s+4.86s = 27.76s 
Expected end point for adjusted crown positions by timepoint matching:  





The expected end point with adjusted crown positions corresponds exactly with the last 
frame in which the cyan dimer is present. This supports the accuracy of the modified time 
points/frames associated with the residue ranges. 
 
Frames are separated using VLC. The region of interest, Lethocerus amino acids N1530-
I1630, is manually separated out and designated frame #1-37. This ends up actually being 
aa1528.6-aa1628.5 and is now to be described as G1528-A1628. 
 
Each frame is considered to be representative of a 4 Å region, which has 2.7 (4/1.485) 
amino acid increments. The positioning of G1528-A1628 is calculated based on distance 
from the closest checkpoint (Img. 1; 15.8 sec). 
 
Selected Region of Interest 
 
The rod and tether is 1598 Å in length and identified, after fitting with the Drosophila 
sequence, to be 1077 aa in length from R843-F1919 with a rise-per-residue of 1.485 Å. 
At the time of the Hu et al. (2016) [3] publication, the Drosophila sequence was used to 
fit the model as the Lethocerus sequence had not yet been published. The Drosophila 
region of interest selected (R1520-D1620) corresponds to a portion of the last 435 Å 
region, with the rod being segmented into three 435 Å regions plus an additional 292 Å 





Within the selected region exists two specific amino acids that are highly conserved and 
suspected to be involved in interaction between Flightin and the LMM: E1554 and 
E1580. This area also contains the third skip residue (E1581). In Lethocerus, E1563 and 
E1589 would correspond to Drosophila position E1554 and E1580. The skip residue is 
E1590 for Lethocerus. 
 
The R1520-D1620 Drosophila region aligns with Lethocerus R1529-D1629 (Img. 2). To 
ensure homologous sequence-ranges are being aligned, we consider that the Drosophila 
rod and tether starts 6 amino acids C-terminal to the last invariant proline and we start at 
the same relative location for Lethocerus. That would change the total range from 






Image2: Waterbug and fruit fly myosin sequence comparison. Lethocerus 
(A0A222DXQ8) and Drosophila (MYSA_DROME) myosin II pairwise sequence 
alignments to show shifted numerical ‘start’ point (A) and region of interest (B) done 
using EMBOSS Stretcher. In A, the last invariant proline is highlighted in yellow and the 
corresponding ‘start’ residue is highlighted in blue. In B, the R1520-D1620 Drosophila 
region aligns with Lethocerus R1528-D1628 region. The region in which rotational 
observations are made is highlighted in green.  
 
The region of interest, G1528-A1628 is within the 435 Å segment located between 15.8-
23.05 seconds in the video. G1528-A1628 corresponds to 148.5 Å, or ~37 frames. The 
start of the region of interest is 91 aa (~135 Å) away from the start of its 435 Å segment 
at 18.1 sec and amounts to ~34 frames over a duration of 2.25 seconds. This places the 
start of this section at (15.8sec+2.25sec) where the closest frame is at 18.06 sec. The 
point that is 100 aa from 18.06 sec is (37/15fps) ~2.47 seconds away which leads to the 
time point of (18.06sec+2.47sec) 20.53 seconds representing the last frame in this 100 aa 




Mapping the rotation of the selected dimer 
 
The cyan dimer isolation is confounded by the black line overlay designed to show the 
path of movement through its layer over time. The diagonally opposite dimer to the cyan 
dimer is selected as representative. This exactly opposite dimer moves in the exact same 
pattern as the cyan dimer. 
 
After isolation of the 37 frames, the representative dimer is separated from the rest of the 
image using GIMP and saved as .png and .jpg files. The following progression is done to 
convert the selected dimer to neonpink to distinguish the selected dimer from the other 
dimers in the ribbon: 
 
GIMP Protocol  
1. (Colors -> Adjust Brightness and Contrast) Add 10% contrast 
2. Select dimer of interest 




























































































In the above progression, the contrast and brightness of the entire image is enhanced. A 
small area, inclusive only of the dimer of interest and background, was selected, and its 
brightness and contrast were further increased. Color balance is then adjusted to starken 
Screenshot 4: In the final step, the dimer is further emphasized by setting Hue and 




the color contrast of the dimer from the rest of the image. This is done for each frame and 
then saved as a PNG file. 
 
These frames are evaluated in ImageJ: 
 
ImageJ Protocol 
Part 1: Isolating the dimer fit to an ellipse  
 
In order to attain an axis for each frame over which position and rotational change can be 
tracked, the dimer must first be fit to an ellipse that encompasses both myosin helices. 
 
5. (Image>Adjust->Color Threshold) Threshold Color to point just before selection 
circle is not evident around dimer of interest: Hue 0, 36; Sat 5, 255; Brightness 
130, 255 (Scn. 5). 





















Screenshot 5: ImageJ threshold adjustment. Threshold is adjusted to eliminate 





6. (Analyze->Set Measurements) Ensure that ‘area’, ‘centroid’ and ‘fit ellipse’ are 
checked. Check other parameters as desired (Scn. 6). 
 
 
Screenshot 6: Set measurements to obtain values for an ellipse. Other selections can 








7. (Analyze->Analyze Particles) Set min pixel size to 35* to reduce off-target 
measures (Scn. 7) 
• *This may need to be adjusted depending on dimensions of globular units and 
any external confounding portions of the image. Alternatively, selecting only 
the dimer of interest while using this function (Analyze Particles) will 












Screenshot 7: Using the imageJ Analyze Particles function. All particles detected that 
are within threshold and the specified size range will be fit to ellipses. Adjusting pixel 




8. Set measurements to fit ellipse and centroid. This will automatically select the 
two globular units as a single ellipse. Measurements of the major axis angle and 
the length of the major (long) and minor (short) axes of the ellipse are provided 
by the program under these settings. 
• If an ellipse is not automatically mapped, the two globular units can be 
selected using the wand tool. Double click on the wand tool to set a threshold. 
Hold down shift-click to select both. Then “Measure”. The new output will 
have the appropriate measurements for a fitted ellipse.  
• The “Draw Ellipse” macro can be used to visualize your measured ellipse. 































Screenshot 8: Output from fitting ellipse. Lengths of the Major and Minor axis, the 





Part 2: Attaining angle of interface on dimer to non-myosin densities  
 
9. Calculate the X,Y coordinates for the start and end points of the major axis 
(Table 4-4) and manually insert those values into a new Draw Line macro. Run 












Screenshot 9: Draw a line through the Major Axis of the dimer. Macros are in text 
file format and must be adjusted for each frame. Inset (lower left) are example calculated 



















Screenshot 10: Make sure your version of ImageJ is configured to use Plugins to 
incorporate Macros. 




10. Double click on the angle function and check the box “Measure reflex angle”. Use 
the angle feature to trace over the drawn line representing the major axis such that 
the angle parallel to the line is 180 to 360 (Scn. 12). 
 
 
Screenshot 12: Trace and Angle function. Using the Angle function, trace the Major 
axis from the end closest to the helix you are measuring for to the center point of that 
helix. Here the trace is shown as a yellow line. When tracing, the start and end points can 
be approximate but the directionality must be maintained such that you draw from the 
edge of whichever globular unit you are looking for angles from, to the center. Here, the 
angles given (306.23 and 329.25) is from the view that the major axis line runs from 180 
to 360 from left to right, diagonally in this case. This angle is specifically for the globular 
unit it is centered on. You can move the second leg of the trace after centering it to show 
the change in angle; this is shown in the two frames.  
 
11. Measure the angle range over which the interacting helix is facing the density of 
interest (Scn. 13). 
• Subtract 360 from any value that passes the 360 point parallel to the major 





12. Compare the angle ranges to the heptad positions (Scn. 13) 
The coiled coil is left-handed and composed of two right-handed helices. If you view 
the frames as they are in video S3, M-ward, you see a predominant left handed 
rotation. The arrangement of the two helices in accordance to heptad positions is 
show in Figure 4-12. 
















To summarize, GIMP contrasting allows the neonpink dimer to be thresholded out of the 
rest of the image. It is then analyzed as particles. The particles are the globular units of 
the dimer and both particles are then selected and fit to an ellipse. At that point, it is 
possible to use the measurements of the ellipse to track movement of the dimer over a 
series of frames. 
 
Part 3: Attaining coiled-coil rotation over amino acid range 
 
ImageJ fitting provides X,Y coordinates of center of ellipse, pixel length of major and 
minor axis line, and angle of major axis as described in Part 2. The angle of the major 
Screenshot 13: Heptad related orienting of the dimer. The heptad wheel on the left 
represents the position of the globular unit whose angles are being measured in the two 
right screenshots. It can be considered helix “2” referencing Figure 4-12. The angle 
interpretations for the middle and left screenshots and for Screenshot 12 are shown on the 
helical wheel. When reflex angle is selected, the values provided do not go below 180 
and the zero to 180 axis is 180 to 360. This is accounted for by subtraction of 360 from 




axis represents the major axis line angle to the horizontal of the image out of 180 degrees. 
The major axis angle is provided once the dimer is fit to an ellipse and can be seen in 
Screenshot 8. To check, the angle function can be used while going over the line used to 
form Ellipse using the Macro, "Draw Ellipse" function. These values are collected from 
each frame and the angle change between frames is recorded and graphed against the 
associated amino acid range with each frame progressing 2.7 amino acids. For simplicity, 
the starting angle in frame 1 is set to zero degrees. This can then be graphed in sequence 
to visualize the rotational shift. Table 4-5 shows the first six frames for the cyan dimer. 
By using the method of calculating amino acid segments in Part 1, we did this for the 100 
aa range of multiple dimers within the blue layer and single dimers within the yellow and 
pink layers (n=6) to confirm conservation among various dimers within the same region 
(not shown). 
 
When mapping the entire dimer over the full range of the visible dimer there will be some 
discrepancy due to the increased span over which drift will occur. Drift is resultant from 
the actual frame span being very slightly off from 4 angstroms and 2.7 aa per frame also 
being a rounded value. Small imperfections are magnified over long spans that are not 
evident within a 100 aa range. The discrepancy is still small and ends up being less than 1 
frame. Frames 60-411 have been evaluated both with and without a forced fit to the check 
points. There is no substantial loss of information and the regions over which there are 





Using Graphpad PRISM, linear regression analysis was done (Img. 4). R-square values 
are very similar regardless of whether residue numbers are fixed to checkpoint-values 
(0.9977 vs 0.9976) suggesting that the methods are comparable for making observations 
over larger amino acid regions; though it should be stressed that goodness of fit, in this 
case, says nothing of either method being more or less representative of the coiled coil.  
Both methods would not be as comparable for more specific observations, as is done 
using the previously described methods for our smaller region of interest. 
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Image 3: Comparison of whole dimer rotation method choices. There is negligible 
deviation between forced-fit of the frames 60-411 aa range to the checkpoints (orange) 
and same frames aa range resultant from calculation strictly from the frame which the 
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Image 4: Residuals of the linear regression of rotation methods. The differences here 
represent discrepancy between the two methods. R-squared values to the line of best fit 
are 0.9977 (without checkpoint) and 0.9976 (w/checkpoint). 
 
Identifying specific residues of greatest proximity of the LMM dimer to 
Red density 
 
Within the 37 frames of the selected region, the red density appears from frame 7 to 19. 
The dimers turn counter-clockwise in this M-ward view, therefore the alpha helices are 
turning clockwise [30]. The heptad positions are viewed to be in the format shown in 
Figure 4-12. 
 
Although the rods rotate over time, the major line of the ellipse formed between the two 
densities is considered to be zero to 180 degrees as the horizontal major axis in Figure 4-
12. If, for instance, the red density is closest to Helix 1 (the left helix in Fig. 4-12), 




proximity. If the range for the frame (~3 aa) only includes the ‘g’ position, this position is 
noted in regular font and the closest ‘c’ position is noted in italics. If there are two ‘g’ 
positions equi-distant and outside the frame, they are both noted in italics. An example of 
what this notation looks like using an actual case is shown in Image 5 in the AA Pos 
column. 
 
Notation is not taken past a 5 pixel distance (~3.2 Å); this relationship is estimated using 
Hu et al. [3] Fig. 4A. 
 




Mapping of the myosin dimer to the red density across frames 7-19 allows positions to be 
identified for probable amino acids involved in the interfacing between the two. This 
combined with dimer rotation measurements described in Part 3 allows correlation of 
pitch change along this region. 
 
Frame # X1 Y1 X2 Y2 Helix # Heptad Pos
10 222.5244 305.4268 248.1956 297.5072 1 c E1554 212 240 1552.9 1555.6
1 g A1558 A1551 385 320
d A1555
2 e E1556 315 230
b E1553
AA RegionAngle RangeAA Pos
Image 5: Notation for one frame. Example of recording with coordinates for the Major 
axis line, helix designation, associated heptad positions and amino acid positions 






Figure 4-1: Flightin contacts between two layers. 
Figure 4-2: Graphical view down the filament axis.  
Figure 4-3: M-ward helical rotation of the coiled-coil from G1528-A1628. 
Figure 4-4: Heptad-mapped positions for red density contact between I1534-E1586. 
Figure 4-5: Three or four myosin dimers in a crown can be viewed in association 
with each other 
Figure 4-6: Smaller red density association within LMM aa ranges E1254-
N1265/D1546-A1557. 
Figure 4-7: Smaller red density association within LMM aa ranges S972-
L996/N1265-S1289. 
Figure 4-8: Larger red density association within LMM aa ranges A1551-
E1572/K1846-K1867.  
Figure 4-9: Larger red density association within LMM aa ranges Q1571-
I1581/D1865-L1875/D1775-Q1785. 
Figure 4-10: Dimer Rotation from I962-E1916. 
Figure 4-11: Red density contact among myosin dimer layers concept image. 







Figure 4-1. Flightin contacts between two layers. Each myosin contains a 1600 Å rod 
region that overlaps with each other such that 3-4 dimers (rods) are aligned at any one 
time at a stagger of 435 Å. The red rectangles represent the red density contact sites along 
the length of four dimers. The numbers 1-5 show the LMM interfaces for a single red 
density, linking each rod to the other rods in its layer and once to a neighboring layer (4, 
















Figure 4-2. Graphical view down the filament axis (Redrawn from a frame of 
Hu et al, 2016 [3] movie S3). Ovals represent myosin dimers with the color (pink, 
yellow, blue) representing individual layers. The red density is shown in a 
translucent red and is circled at the multiface (dashed oval). Here, the red density 
contacts three LMM interfaces simultaneously with two dimers belonging to the 
‘pink’ layer and one dimer belonging to the ‘blue’ layer. Contact with paramyosin 



































Figure 4-3. M-ward helical rotation of the coiled-coil from G1528-A1628. The change 
in angle represents rotational change between frames. Each point is averaged across three 
dimers within the same layer±SD. The points within red shading constitutes the area over 








Figure 4-4. Heptad-mapped positions for red density contact between I1534-E1586. 
(TOP) The heptad positioning over which the myosin monomers associate to form a 
coiled-coil dimer. A-g refer to heptad positions in which the ideal heptad harbors a 
pattern of HPPCPC where H=hydrophobic, P=polar, C=charged. (BOTTOM) Interface 
over which red density proximity was identified from perspective of heptad positions (a-
g, top row) in the side-order the amino acids would be found in a helix. 'd' and 'a' 
positions are repeated on either side to communicate that ‘e’ positions are proximal to the 

















Figure 4-5: Three or four myosin dimers in a crown can be viewed in association 
with each other. In this frame, (A) the pink, yellow and blue layers are shown with 
circles around the dimers of the pink and blue layers. Note that there are three dimers 
associated with the pink layer, and four for the blue layer. In (B) the notation used for 






Figure 4-6: Smaller red density association within LMM aa ranges E1254-
N1265/D1546-A1557. (Left) The splitting of the red density takes place over 4 frames, 
#7-10 from the set analyzed). Frame 7 has the 2ndB and 3rdB dimers designated. The 
four squares represent portions of frames in sequence M-ward. (Right) Associated table 
shows the aa regions for 2ndB and 3rdB over this range. Residue colors correspond to 
















Figure 4-7: Smaller red density association within LMM aa ranges S972-
L996/N1265-S1289. (TOP) Portions of frames #11-19 that show the 1st and 2nd (1stB, 
2ndB) blue dimers proximal to the red density. (BOTTOM) The corresponding amino 













Figure 4-8: Larger red density association within LMM aa ranges A1551-
E1572/K1846-K1867. (TOP, MIDDLE) The red densities to the right of the frame 
segments are considered the 'larger' red density. After the split (frame 9) interaction of the 
larger red density predominantly contacts 3rdB, 4thB and 4thY. (BOTTOM) Lower panel 











Figure 4-9: Larger red density association within LMM aa ranges Q1571-
I1581/D1865-L1875/D1775-Q1785. (TOP) Portions from frames #16-19 focusing on the 
larger red density at the ‘multiface’. (BOTTOM) The aligned amino acid ranges for 3rdB, 
4thB and 4thY for the associated frames.  
 
.

























Figure 4-10: Dimer Rotation from I962-E1916. Large scale observations of dimer 





















Figure 4-11: Red density contact among myosin dimer layers concept image. In this 
concept image, all rods in a given layer (ex. blue) are connected to each other at four 
points (black diamonds) by a red density (black line) and to a rod in the neighboring layer 
at 1759-1786 (pink circle) which would be located between two regions that have contacts 




















Figure 4-12: Heptad mapping angles. The heptad is mapped as two right handed ɑ 
helices participating in a left-handed coiled coil. Because angle measurements are not the 







Table 4-1: Å values used for calculations in the analysis of Hu et al. Movie S3. 
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Table 4-1: Å values used for calculations in the analysis of Hu et al. Movie S3. 
1700 Å Myosin distance encompassed by Movie S3 
1598 Å Contour length of myosin rod and tether 
435 Å Stagger between rods in a ribbon layer 
4 Å Distance between 2 frames 
1.485 Å Rise per residue relative to coiled 




Table 4-2: Drosophila aa associations to Hu et al. Movie S3*.  
 S8 key without matching Adjusted key with matching 
aa seg Dros Span (s) Duration (s) Span (s) Duration (s) 
843-1136 1.3-8.6 7.3 1.3-8.55 7.25 
1136-1428 8.6-15.7 7.1 8.55-15.8 7.25 
1428-1721 15.7-22.9 7.2 15.8-23.05 7.25 
1721-1919 22.9-27.76 4.86 23.05-27.91 4.86 
 
* The time spans and durations are shown for those provided by the fig.S8 legend for Sup.Vid.3 
(gray columns) next to the span & duration identified by time-point matching from the start (2 right-






















Table 4-3: How to calculate start/end coordinates for major axis using Excel. 
Calculating Values for Major Axis Line 
Start X Xg-(COS(Ag*PI()/180)*(Lma/2)) 
Start Y Yg+(SIN(Ag*PI()/180)*(Lma/2)) 
End X Xg+(COS(Ag*PI()/180)*(Lma/2)) 
End Y Yg-(SIN(Ag*PI()/180)*(Lma/2)) 
 






Xg Given X 
 
  
Yg Given Y 
 
  
Ag Given Angle (Major) 




Table 4-4: Durations corresponding to portions of the Drosophila and Lethocerus 
sequence. 
 





1.3-8.55 7.25 843-1136 852-1145 
8.55-15.8 7.25 1136-1428 1145-1437 
15.8-23.05 7.25 1428-1721 1437-1730 



















Table 4-5: Frame sampling*. 
 
Frame Angle Deg change aa range 
1 114.121 0 1528.6 1531.3 
2 118.977 4.856 1531.3 1534 
3 128.007 13.886 1534 1536.7 
4 138.971 24.85 1536.7 1539.4 
5 145.972 31.851 1539.4 1542.1 
6 159.419 45.298 1542.1 1544.8 
 
 
*Example of 6 frames associated with the corresponding angle for the major axis, degree change 
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This work introduces fresh insight into how flightin is intimately involved in architectural 
design of the thick filament through its novel WYR domain and how this may enable 
flightin’s role in muscle structure, mechanics, and function. Invertebrates and vertebrates 
approach adaptation of the structural-mechanical framework within muscle differently 
and comparative studies on the level of the myosin LMM and myosin binding proteins 
suggest different methods of modulation while converging on a common purpose: to 
produce a resilient and effective work-producing system that scales biochemical to 
mechanical transitions. The structure of WYR identified in this study evokes inquiry into 
the role of aromatic residues within the thick filament. WYR may be an optimal model 
for how resonant behavior and capacity on the level of electron transfer can be employed 
in muscle operation. As the between-layer contacts place separate flightin densities 
proximal to each other and angled such that the contact points wrap around the hollow 
thick filament interior tangential to the thick filament axis, while propagating along it, 
WYR is positioned such that it potentially forms a coil within the thick filament core; 
could the WYR aromatic residues be aligned and have an energetic role? A growing 
understanding of quantum mechanics in biological systems means that information 
regarding domains reliant on aromatic structures, such as WYR, may increase in value 





A number of next steps come to mind when considering the potential analogous roles of 
cMyBP-C and flightin in impacting thick filament dimensions. MyBP-C is known to 
impact paracrystal formation of myosin in low ionic strength solutions though its 
destabilization of paracrystal periodicity alludes to its in vivo periodicity within the thick 
filament being dictated later on in the myosin assembly [1]. Paracrystal formation could 
be examined in the presence of flightin or WYR to evaluate the impact upon paracrystal 
dimensions and even mechanical properties, such as flexural rigidity of the assembly. The 
potential analogous roles between the two proteins also makes flightin’s participation in a 
segmented connective process that runs from the thin filament to the core of the thick 
filament, and then to the M-line an enticing prospect. The participation of cMyBP-C and 
flightin in corresponding connective systems may explain how the functions of either 
protein become incorporated and realized throughout the sarcomere and relate to their 
potential analogous roles. Binding studies of flightin to stretchin and paramyosin or 
examining the myosin:paramyosin relationship both with and without flightin or with 
residues at the WYR-LMM multiface would more concretely expose the relationship 
between these elements and examine whether or not such a connective process involving 
these components is likely to exist. 
 
Both flightin’s role within muscle architecture and the specific nature of its conserved 
WYR domain may have far-reaching significance. If a process, involving flightin and 
paramyosin, that tunes the structural and mechanical properties of the thick 




and lead to a greater understanding of invertebrate muscle function on a broader scale. 
Beyond its relevance to evolutionary study, such a strategy may be able to be employed 
in treatments for structural and mechanical deficits in muscle pathologies. Dissection of 
the role of the highly aromatic WYR domain is likely to expand our understanding of the 
larger role of aromatic residues and how they engage with each other or with other 
binding partners. This would serve to build our understanding on how ordering and 
alignment of resonant structures initiate or enable energetic conversion and relay. As a 
high proportion of pharmaceuticals are designed to mimic tyrosine or tryptophan-derived 
natural molecules (e.g. dopamine, norepinephrine, serotonin) and many more that are 
created de novo rely on aromatic structures [2], that the study of WYR may lead to new 
drug therapies or a greater understanding of the mechanism behind current effective 
treatment strategies is within reason.  
 
In the near term, more CD and NMR studies could add greatly to our understanding of 
WYR structure and its effects on the LMM. The proposed ‘cinch’ function of WYR as 
pertains to stability can be evaluated in the melting of the LMM with and without the 
presence of WYR, observed by CD. The relevance of the high aromatic content in WYR 
necessitates the use of NMR to elucidate their orientation. Examination of its behavior by 
NMR in the context of various Ca++ and phosphate levels may lead to a realization of its 
in vivo operation. This could further be coupled with mechanical testing by AFM of 
myosin paracrystals that incorporate WYR. WYR interaction with myosin dimers in the 




of force applied with dimers or formed paracrystals bound to a grid or membrane layer. 
To this end, thick filaments from transgenic lines expressing WYR in the absence of 
flightin, could also be examined by AFM with the advantage of being able to couple such 
an examination with structural characterization by TEM. 
 
Considerations for the development of transgenic lines 
 
Examination of flightin function in the context of WYR structure and its connection to 
the LMM in vivo is a necessary effort that can greatly benefit from in vitro dissection of 
the WYR structure both alone and with its binding partner. Peptides of mutated WYR can 
be trialed by the same CD and cosedimention assays described in Chapter 3 and coupled 
with biolayer interferometry, mass photometry, or many other assays. Analysis of 
mutated WYR could first determine whether a change impacts the WYR structure, or 
alters the behavior in solution (e.g. solubility). In the context of the LMM, the mutated 
WYR can be examined to see whether such changes impact parameters of LMM 
engagement (e.g. stoichiometry, Km, coiled-coil propensity) or abolish binding 
altogether. Depending on the question being asked, different WYR mutants would be 
desired. 
 
If the role of WYR in its specific structural state is of primary interest, the ideal residues 
to mutate would be ones considered to be most imperative to the antiparallel β character. 




would be highly conserved- as we see for N102-Y104- and these residues come to mind 
above all others. Avoiding the absolutely conserved residues has value in that their role 
may have both binding and structural consequences. The pair of tyrosines may be 
involved in a turn but also integral for solubility or a conformational change upon contact 
to a binding partner. To target the relevance of structure, it would be prudent to mutate, 
firstly, a residue expected to be the structure’s linchpin. As an ASX turn would be reliant 
on the N102 sidegroup H-bonding to the mainchain specifically, decreasing its likelihood 
to external engagement, N102 makes a very attractive position for the purpose of 
examining WYR structure and how the resultant structure impacts its relationship to the 
LMM. Glutamine is capable of H-bonding to the main-chain but at angles that are not 
conducive to ASX turn formation in a β hairpin, making N102Q an informative choice. 
Additionally, if Y104 is involved in backbone H-bonding to N102 and is otherwise 
important for binding or a secondary conformational shift, it would be expected that a 
Y104T mutation would not impact the ASX turn formation. This could be a possible 
lead-in to separating residues imperative for initial secondary structure, for binding to the 
LMM itself and for conformational shift important after binding. 
 
A change that is not likely to impact the β hairpin formation or WYR solubility but may 
be very impactful for WYR-WYR and WYR-LMM interactions is altering one, or more, 
of the tyrosines present in the first β strand of the hypothetical WYR structure. Y95 may 




with each other in a cumulative manner. Mutating the absolutely conserved Y93 residue, 
Y95 or all of the tyrosines in the strand (Y93, Y95, Y97, Y99) to threonine would be 
permissive to an aqueous-facing strand incapable of ring-associated interactions. If 
selecting only one, destabilizing a central tyrosine may be most informative (e.g. Y95T). 
 
Focusing on the β hairpin allows us a more defined area for examination than dissection 
of potential Trp-Pro interactions that likely drive P2 or other aperiodic structure but this 
can still be examined by proline to histidine substitutions. The absolutely conserved P123 
may be engaged with W128 or W85, or both, depending on conditions (initial fold vs. 
fold upon binding). The conservative conversion to histidine would be expected to 
change this relationship and the P2 content in WYR without impacting the β hairpin and 
behavior of the tyrosines. As this pertains to the aperiodic content, this would be best 
employed when use of NMR with WYR has been optimized. 
 
Once point mutations in WYR have been characterized along with their coordinate 
LMM-binding behavior, residues that appear to impact binding stoichiometry or Kd 
without changing the structure would be of interest for examining LMM-LMM 
associations in the context of WYR. A different or weaker WYR-LMM relationship may 
translate into a shift in the relationship of myosin rods to each other in the thick filament 
and alter thick filament dimensions, stability, or stiffness. Both WT and mutant WYR 




since an association with either component may be important for proper incorporation 
into the thick filament in vivo or self-associations before, or after, incorporation. 
 
Though pursuit of more nuanced dissection of WYR is desirable, exclusive expression of 
WYR as-is or flightin without WYR should not be discounted. A transgenic line 
exclusively expressing WYR may be able to determine whether WYR is sufficient in vivo 
for thick filament incorporation and a line expressing both the N- and C-terminal portions 
of flightin, with the exception of WYR, may be able to reveal if the WYR region is 
necessary for the association of flightin to the thick filament. 
 
Future research of flightin’s role in muscle and WYR’s performance on the molecular 
level is sure to expand our understanding of the mechanistic ingenuity employed within 
the insect IFM and possibly related to the conservation of WYR throughout Pancrustacea. 
The perseverance of WYR throughout evolutionary history solidifies its contemporary 
relevance and permits us an opportunity to understand, build, incorporate, and advance 
our utilization of such natural invention that spans, and unites the fields of medicine, 
biology, chemistry, and physics. 
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